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ABSTRACT 

The current undertaken research sights the interest of designing a computational model and 

tool based on the Support vector machine (SVM) statistical algorithm. It is a computational 

approach and amalgamation of two different fields of linguistics consisting of theoretical 

linguistics as one while the technical aspects of language also known as computational 

linguistics as the other. This is the very first research of its kind concerning any language like 

Magahi for the identification and classification of complex predicates at two labels wherein 

tokens or word labels are the one while sentence labels are the other. The research is broadly 

divided into two major parts wherein the first part covers the theoretical aspects of Complex 

Predicates or CPs in Magahi along with its characteristics, existence and formulating process 

whereas, the technical aspects and identification techniques comprise the other. For this 

research task, two different approaches have been followed wherein a total of about more 

than 5lac data tokens of Magahi has been collected and then annotated and verified both first 

by the human annotator who are mostly the local Magahi speakers and then by the machine 

itself. This was first crawled by using an Indian language crawler and then sanitized and 

cleaned by using an Indian language sanitizer. These are also termed as IL-Crawler and IL-

Sanitizer. The annotation process also followed a two-way process wherein it was first 

annotated manually and then by the machine. This later process was done by creating a set of 

around 6k gold tokens, which were primarily not raw but the actual and correctly verified 

annotated data. These 6k gold tokens were then made to train a total of around 45k Magahi 

word tokens, which were collected mostly from the blogging websites comprising word 

classes of each category and domains such as entertainment, literature, health, short stories 

etc. the training and testing of the machine and the tool developed was performed and 

completed at a three-fold long process. In this three-way long process, every phase was 

trained with a total of around 2k gold tokens supplied with a total of around 15k raw tokens, 

which were annotated manually after the designed tagsets of their respective complex 

predicate labels also known as CP labels. The tool finally gave an output of 64.57% accuracy, 

which is a bit lower because most of the corpus contained much of the Hindi constructions. 

This is so because, Hindi and Magahi both belong to the same language family which is the 

most common Indo -Aryan language family. Due to this reason, most of the CP constructions 

of Magahi got overlapped with Hindi hence, affecting the final output of the tool.  

 The entire work has been divided into seven different chapters which covered all the 

major and necessary requirements of the same. In the last few chapters, a brief detailed 
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discussion of issues and challenges along with errors and ambiguities encountered in the tool 

has also been thoroughly discussed. Along with this a list of all possible and suggested 

solutions has also been given in the work. This research work in Magahi will undoubtedly 

serve as an inspiration for many future researchers who wishes to analyse and preserve any 

languages like Magahi, which are on the verge of extinction and is also very less recognised. 

It will help them in future to work on several other regional vernaculars and give them a 

significant standard recognition using computational and corpus linguistic methodologies. 

Keywords: - Magahi Language, Complex Predicates (CPs), Corpus, Computational 

Linguistics (COLING), Natural Language Processing (NLP) Classification, Identification, 

Bihar, Jharkhand 
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Chapter-1 Introduction 

1. Introduction 

The research currently being conducted is an attempt to design a computational tool and 

model for automatically identifying complex predicates in Magahi. As the title of the work 

suggests, the main and sole focus of the entire work will be on the technical approach to 

Magahi complex predicates. The study will try to find out how a low-resourced language like 

Magahi will be able to cope with the new advances in technologies and software. It is an 

attempt to technically enrich all languages like Magahi in India, which are resource-poor and 

have not received much broad attention in society at a broader level, except outside of their 

own language community. The research currently being conducted is an attempt to bridge the 

link between computational software technologies to that of language engineers, which we 

call linguists. It also tries to establish a good link between the two different groups of 

language areas, namely general theoretical linguistics on the one hand and computational 

linguistics on the other by incorporating the latest modern techniques. 

Complex predicates (hereafter CPs) are verb categories that use two different elements for 

their formation but together function as a single verbal unit, Rakesh and Kumar (2013). It 

consists of a few syntactically independent elements whose argument structures are brought 

together by an argument fusion mechanism, Butt (1995). This means that the conserved 

structure of a CP differs from that of all other types of general expressions. This is because all 

other expressions are not subjected to rigorous procedures to form a complete expression. 

Also known as special multi-word expressions, CPs follow a variety of structures that are 

combined into a single entity. Some of the common structures for forming CPs are compound 

verbs, i.e. (verb + verb), and conjunct verbs, i.e. (adjective + verb) or (noun + verb). 

So, it is a collative form of speech that has two distinct groups of words, where the first 

element can be a noun, an adjective, a verb, etc., while the second will certainly be a verb, 

more precisely a light verb. For such constructions, a compound verb is a good example 

where the second element, V2, is grammaticalized. By grammaticalization, we mean that it is 

semantically bleached and is actually the bearer of the grammatical information for the entire 

predicate. As already mentioned, a CP can have many different combinations, such as Noun 

+ Verb (NV), Adjective + Verb (AV) and Verb + Verb (VV); However, the resulting 

elements are always a VP. All of these combinations except (V+V) are called conjunctions, 

while the (V+V) or the verbal combinations are called explicators or reversed with V2 acting 
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as an explicator or light verb. This explicates the semantics of the entire noun-verb compound 

construction. The present work will attempt to consider all of such complex formations and 

structures in Magahi and will attempt to address the computational processes involved in 

their formations.  It will also address the steps and methods by which all of these CPs can be 

identified and analysed computationally, involving several different processes of 

automatically identifying and analysing these complex linguistic expressions with the 

possible positive result of the tool at the end.  

 The entire research is divided into seven different chapters. The first chapter of the 

work deals with the introductory part of the work. It is further divided into nine distinct 

sections that will discuss the origin of Magahi as a language, the scope and goals of the 

research undertaken, the possible research questions, the hypothesis and the final process of 

explaining this work as to how it is different in comparison to any other existing research in 

Magahi and other Indian languages.  

The second chapter of the study then looks at the existing work on the Magahi 

language and theoretical linguistics in general, which encompasses several Indic languages, 

most of which belong to the South Asian language family. These are then further expanded to 

include computer-based backgrounds, tools and technologies. 

Chapter three of the work focuses on CPs in general and their specific and desired 

linguistic features. An attempt is made to give a clear picture of all types of CPs formed in 

Magahi. In the different sections and subsections, the different types of Magahi CPs such as 

Conjunct Verbs (CNV), Compound Verbs (CV), Reverse Compound Verbs (RCV), Noun-

Verb Constructions (NV), Adjectives Verb Constructions (AV) are discussed in detail. 

Therefore, this chapter succinctly addresses only the Magahi CPs, their types and their 

respective formulation processes and properties, with possible suitable examples of each 

category.  

The other three following chapters of the work, namely 4, 5 and 6, will thoroughly 

discuss the methodology used for the research carried out, the computational framework 

designed for the work and the evaluation and analysis of the developed system. All of these 

are discussed in these chapters with the help of the various sections and subsections, where 

not only the errors and disadvantages are discussed in detail, but also the specific measures 

which are suggested to minimize such errors of the tool.  
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The final chapter, seven, deals with the final aspects of the work. This includes the 

summary of the entire work, and its findings, along with the specific potential limitations and 

implications of the same. This chapter will also show how this research conducted will 

provide a clear insight into the technological advances towards all these lesser-known 

languages. Hence, this research is conducted with the idea and vision that in the near future it 

will pave a better path for all linguistical research undertaken of this sort.  

1.1.Magahi: Language, People and Culture 

India is a multilingual country of over 130 million people. It is a country where the 

language changes within every single mile and small distance. For a country that has such a 

large diverse language population, and where the language changes every single mile, it is 

quite unfortunate to note that the Constitution has recognized only a few languages by giving 

them high status and importance. Despite having different languages and cultures, the Indian 

Constitution only included twenty-eight languages in its eighth schedule. Apart from these, 

others have been overlooked and have not received much recognition and importance despite 

being rich in culture and traditions. 

To proceed with the core idea of this work which is dealing with the identification of CPs 

in Magahi, at first it is very important to know Magahi as a language, culture and tradition. 

Unlike all other languages, Magahi is also a rule-driven language. This section of the chapter 

is about detailing Magahi as a language, its cultural developments over time along with the 

history and traditions that have existed in society since incredibly ancient times. Magahi, as a 

language, will follow a gradual process of exploration which is subjected to several detailed 

linguistic descriptions such as typology, morphology, syntax, etc. The coming sections and 

subsections of this chapter will gradually deal with the concepts of its writings also known as 

scripts, varieties of Magahi in society, the number of speakers, geographical distributions etc. 

So, one can say that this chapter is a detailed account of exploring Magahi not only as a 

language but also in terms of its vivid culture and traditions.  Such elementary descriptions 

are very useful and crucial when conducting research on any language. 

Later on, the author will move to the core idea of this work which is identifying the 

complex predicates (CPs), in ‘Magahi’, in the upcoming further chapters. Magahi as a 

language has its origin from the ancient word Magadhi and the word Magadhi has its origin 

from the term ‘Magadha1’, which means central. The ancient root of the word Magadha has 

 
1 Magadha- It was an ancient kingdom in southern Bihar. It was one of the great countries of ancient India.  
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its roots from the very ancient Vedic ages. During those ancient times, Magadha was 

immensely powerful among all the other sixteen different ‘Mahajanpadas2’.  

The Magadha Empire was immensely developed under the leadership of King Chandragupta 

Maurya and along with many of his successors such as Bindusara and Ashoka the Great. The 

empire extended its borders to the Himalayas in the north and also east to what we now call 

Assam. The province of Magadha in ancient times was not only rich in culture and traditions 

but also very well endowed with many profound centres of higher study. These include 

several major ancient universities in the regions of Nalanda3, Takshila4, Vikramshila5 etc. 

Besides Magahi, there are also Maithili and Bhojpuri languages which are chiefly spoken 

mainly in Bihar. The group of all these three languages together form a cluster of Bihari 

languages. These languages are the subgroup of Indo-Aryan languages spoken in the eastern 

zones of Bihar (Grierson 1968). With the above facts, it is evident that it is a language 

belonging to the Eastern zone group of the Indo-Aryan language family. 

If we analyse Magahi linguistically, it is a head-final language that follows sometimes 

a proper subject, object, verb (SOV) order and is sometimes rigid. The only difference 

between Magahi and other Indic languages is that it has features where the subject is 

sometimes both marked and unmarked. This peculiarity of Magahi makes it typologically 

very interesting. Magahi does not have too many cases like the Hindi language to denote its 

nominal features, instead, it has only three, namely direct, oblique and vocative. 

As compared to other Indic languages, it also does not have any ergative case 

markers. Sentences in this language are formed by putting indirect objects in front of direct 

objects. Magahi often uses two verbs during sentence formation. While using these verbs, the 

main verb does not exhibit any form of changes while the auxiliary shows all possible 

inflections of the sentence such as person, number, gender and tense, aspect or mood etc. 

Hence, it is understood that in Magahi it is the auxiliary verb which carries all possible 

inflections of the sentence except gender. Magahi, allows a very fixed pattern of movement 

of its word components for sentence formation. It uses postpositions to identify case markers. 

 
2Mahajanapadas - sixteen kingdoms or oligarchic republics that existed in Northern ancient India from the sixth to fourth 

centuries BCE during the second urbanisation period. 
3 Nalanda- An ancient Mahavihara, a revered Buddhist monastery which also served as a renowned centre of learning, in the 

ancient kingdom of Magadha. 
4Takshila- It is located at the pivotal junction of the Indian subcontinent and Central Asia, on the eastern coast of the Indus 

River. 

5Vikramshila- It was one of the two most important centres of learning in India during the Pala Empire, along with Nalanda. 
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For example, it uses /-ke/ for cases like dative, genitive, and accusative, /se/ for instrumental 

and ablative, whereas /-lɑ/ for benefactive, and /meⁿ/, /pərə/ for locative. 

Before proceeding with the work further, this section has given a small account of 

Magahi including small basic details including the case marking properties, word order 

patterns, language family affiliations and a little bit about its ancient historical origins and 

backgrounds etc.  

In addition, this work also portrays few major researches of South-Asian languages 

carried out by linguists like Aryani (1965) and Grierson (1927). This not only includes 

languages such as Magahi but also some other major languages of Bihar like Maithili and 

Bhojpuri along with a few major Indic languages. This dissertation will also try to give a little 

insight to show how closely Magahi is related to some of the ancient Indic languages like Pali 

and Prakrit. This work is an attempt to study Magahi in terms of its culture, traditions, 

historical and geographical backgrounds, along with a few detailed theoretical and 

computational linguistic aspects. 

1.1.1. Geographical Distribution 

We all know that Bihar is the 13th largest state in India and is located in the eastern 

region of the country. On its eastern side lies the state of West Bengal while on the west is the 

state of Uttar Pradesh. To the north are the regions of Nepal while to the south are the regions 

of Jharkhand. With this short geographical demography, one can see how closely the various 

geographic borders surround the borders of Bihar. It is due to this reason that Magahi also has 

its effect and influence over these geographical regions as well. 

Apart from the above facts, Bihar also has two parts with unequal distribution namely 

North and South. The famous holy river Ganges divides these two halves equally. This sacred 

river flows between these two halves of Bihar from west to east. There are also various rivers 

in Bihar, on the banks of which lie several different cities of Bihar. These are known as the 

tributaries of the famous river Ganges. Few of them are Phalgu, Gandak, Damodar, Son etc.  

Bihar has a latitude distance in a range of about 24-20-10 N, 27-31-15 N to the north while it 

has a longitude distance of about 82-19-50 E-88-17-40 to the south. Due to the wide coverage 

of longitude and latitude, the languages of Bihar have spread their wings to a wider area, 

allowing one to see its impact on the other states as well. 
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Fig.1. Political map of Bihar 

1.1.2. Speakers of Magahi 

Magahi has never gained much prominence in terms of language and research except 

in some parts and regions of Bihar. Due to this, it is impossible to provide the correct and 

accurate numbers for its speakers. Another important reason behind this is until now, no 

suitable statistics are available from any of the existing sources that can identify the correct 

figures. This great lack of data on Magahi speakers is due to two main reasons firstly, most 

Magahi speakers have shifted their mother tongue to Hindi because they consider it as a 

matter of their own prestige or else to make their work easier, faster and understandable to 

the masses and society. The other reason behind this is that many of the Magahi speakers, 

who lived primarily in and around the Bihar and Jharkhand regions, believed it to be a variety 

of Hindi and not a separate language. These factors have primarily hampered the further 

growth of Magahi, despite being much older. Both of the above reasons have hampered not 

only the further growth of Magahi but also its further expansion outside Bihar. This was not 

the case with other Bihari languages such as Maithili and Bhojpuri. Because of this, Magahi 
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as a language in Bihar has lost its identity over time, while the latter two languages have 

stood out strongly and successfully gained wide popularity. It has also always been believed 

that Magahi is nothing more than a dialect or local variety of Hindi. But the fact of the matter 

is that Magahi itself is an independent language having its own morphology and scripts. But 

adhering to the core concern of this research which is the automatic identification of CPs in 

Magahi, areas such as scripts, the number of speakers and other sections will not be of great 

importance. However, these are tackled a bit through possible graphic representations 

wherever required. Since determining the exact number of Magahi speakers is a trivial task, 

hence roughly approximate data have been used herein just for the purposes of illustration. 

Magahi is spoken as a native language in an area of approximately fourteen thousand 

square miles in Bihar. It is the area that formed the core areas of the Magadha region in 

ancient times. These include the major areas and districts like Gaya, Aurangabad, Jehanabad, 

Patna, Palamu, Munger etc. These are the areas or regions that use Magahi as their first 

language. Based on all the above facts and data, one can deduce that the total number of 

Magahi speakers in Bihar would be around 2.5 crores. According to the 1881 census report, 

the total number of Magahi speakers was around 6,504,817. Later, in 1961, the same census 

recorded a huge drop in this number to around 3,792,447, Grierson (1927). This huge decline 

in the number of Magahi speakers has suffered another major decline over time due to several 

reasons such as language prestige, the influence of Hindi on Magahi and several other 

sociolinguistic phenomena. There were also speakers who preferred Hindi instead of Magahi 

as their standard and decorated form of communication in many Magahi-speaking regions of 

Bihar. So, sticking to the above facts, it can be said that the number of Magahi speakers has 

not actually declined but has been overtaken by the standard societies that favoured Hindi as 

a mother tongue or otherwise the first language of communication in Bihar. These are the 

same Magahi-speaking people and regions who report themselves as Hindi speakers in the 

given census data. Hence, language change is another major reason that has led to this 

incredibly dwindling number of Magahi speakers in Bihar. However, even after this sharp 

decline in the number of Magahi speakers, there are around thirteen million native Magahi 

speakers present today in Bihar and its neighbouring regions, according to the 2002 census 

data. The regions of Bihar that speak Magahi as their local language have also been shown in 

detail in the given figure. 
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Fig.2. Magahi speaking regions of Bihar shown in green colour. 

The accurate figures for Magahi speakers are still not known till date however, as per 

the report of census data 1951 it is as follows: - 

Year   figures   place of returns 

1901   18,147   Santhal Paragana - 12,393 

1911   501    Manbhum - 5,373 

1951   3,728    Santhal Pargana -2847  Palamou -835 

1921      accurate figures not available 

1931                                             figures not available as speakers got merged with Hindi 

                                            figures in 1921 and Hindusthani figures in 1931. 

          

               Table 1 Magahi speakers as per census data 1951 

O Malley, (1913; p. 382) was not very satisfied with the given census data as 

according to him there were several speakers who spoke many Bihari languages besides 

Magahi, such as Maithili and Bhojpuri. These speakers later switched towards Hindi for their 

own ease of access preferably at work. It was at this time that all of the regional languages of 
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Bihar including Magahi lost their importance and got mixed with the standard Hindi, 

establishing mass contacts with Hindi-speaking people. This was another important reason 

for Magahi to lose its original Kaithi script over time and got it mixed with Hindi's 

Devanagari script. 

1.1.3. Dialects of Magahi  

Like any other language of the country, Magahi has its own dialects and different 

forms which are not only spoken differently but also spoken in different regions of India and 

Bihar. These dialects are geographically distributed in different language regions. For 

example, in the language of the educated community in Bihar, the influence of standard Hindi 

can be easily seen if they speak Magahi. This influence can also be seen or monitored while 

using the vocabulary. This is because most of them didn't know much about Magahi for their 

daily use. Another important reason is that the schools and educational institutions of these 

Magahi-speaking regions have chosen to use Standard Hindi as the source language for 

delivering education. This is the reason why people today consider Magahi to be quite 

inferior compared to Hindi. This has led people to view Magahi as their local variant rather 

than a standalone or primary language of communication. 

In popularity, there are only three main Magahi dialects. These are standard Magahi 

spoken in the Gaya, Patna and Hazaribagh regions. Eastern Magahi is spoken in the regions 

of Jharkhand such as Ranchi and Hazaribagh and near some border areas of Odisha such as 

Kharsawan, Mayurbhanj and Bamra. The third dialect type is influenced a little by Maithili. 

These are spoken in the eastern parts of Bihar such as Munger, Begusarai and Bhagalpur. 

With this influential evidence, we were able to see how Magahi changed shape and led to a 

new shape in the different regions of Bihar. This is because the main spoken language of this 

area influenced the original form of the Magahi and gave it a new shape and form. 

Despite the fact as mentioned above, currently there are only three major varieties of 

Magahi that are being very popular and spoken in and around the major regions of Bihar. 

These are mainly the central Magahi which are spoken and can be found in and around the 

central regions of Bihar like Gaya and Patna. Apart from these the other two forms that can 

be found are south-eastern form of Magahi and eastern Magahi. One is being spoken in 

south-eastern regions of Jharkhand such as Ranchi and Orissa, while the other is being 

spoken in the regions of Begusarai and Munger.  
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1.1.4. Historical Development of Magahi  

According to Tripathi (1993), there are five different varieties of Magahi. These are 

standard Magahi, spoken in and around the regions of Gaya. Inferior or impure Magahi is 

easily found in the regions of North Bihar ranging from Bihar Sharif to Patna. Talaha Magahi 

is spoken near the regions of Mokama, Badh, Barahiya and in some regions of Lakhisarai and 

Gidhaur. Apart from these two, there are also several types of Magahi like Sontatiya Magahi 

spoken in and around the Son River regions of Bihar like Aurangabad. The form of Magahi 

spoken near this region was heavily influenced by Bhojpuri thereby influencing its true form. 

This is because the Aurangabad and Son River areas are mainly a Bhojpuri language belt. 

The other varieties like Jangali Magahi or the forest-like form of this language are spoken in 

the forest areas of Bihar like Rajgriha and Gaya. 

As mentioned, Magahi is related to the ancient province of Magadha, meaning the 

central region. Due to the continuous development or change of sounds, ancient Magadhi has 

become Magahi today. The source of the emergence of this language can be traced back to 

the earlier ancient periods, which are around 1200 AD to 1400 AD. It is so because during 

this given period of dissemination there were said to exist some Siddhas who were the Saints 

in the Magadha region who followed the Vrjayana school. This school is said to have 

practised the impure form of Buddhism. Because of this, people find popular Siddha 

literature in some important parts of Bihar like Nalanda, Vikramshila, Udantapuri etc. This is 

because these were the important centres of the Siddhas of that time. All of this literature was 

written in the form of Kaithi, the oldest script of Magahi. Because of this, Siddhas and their 

pre-existing literature are considered to be one of the oldest forms of Magahi. However, in 

the absence of suitable records and documents, it is quite impossible to trace when and how 

the current form of Magahi evolved into common practice. 

All modern Indo-Aryan languages such as Gujrati, Marathi, Bengali, Maithili etc. are 

believed to have their distinct origin and existence somewhere around the 14th century. 

(Chatterjee; 1926). Magahi is said to have originated only during this time. As per the above 

fact, languages like Bengali, Oriya, Maithili, Bhojpuri and Magahi are the sister languages. 

Of these, Magahi and Maithili belong to the same community and therefore have sister 

relationships, but Bhojpuri and the Eastern Magadhan languages of Bengal, Assam and 

Orissa are their cousins. (ibid.). 
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However, from the above facts, one can conclude that Magahi is one of the languages 

which is much closer to Maithili than Bhojpuri. Despite this, it has been overlooked for a 

long time. The development of Magahi has also suffered somewhat, as it has a direct genetic 

influence and affiliation with Hindi. This is why today Magahi is still considered a dialect by 

most of its speakers. Therefore, all these factors and parameters have not resulted in Magahi 

developing as a distinct form, leaving it on the brink of extinction. 

1.1.5. The Script 

Of many other ancient Indic languages, there are many other representatives of the 

same modern Indo-Aryan language families which got its origin from the popular Magadhan 

subfamily, Comrie (2001). A few modern representatives are languages like Maithili, 

Bhojpuri and Magahi etc. 

Magahi has one of the oldest and most traditional scripts of its own, known as Kaithi. 

In ancient times Magahi can be written in four major different scripts such as Devanagari, 

Kaithi, Odia and of course Bangla, Verma (2007). Bangla was used as the script of Magahi to 

write the eastern forms of Magahi (ibid.). However, over time, Magahi has not gained much 

prominence and therefore has not received its own script. Therefore, Kaithi as a Magahi 

script has lost its importance in modern times which was used earlier primarily for writing 

purposes. 

Kaithi is the script written in italics or cursive. As the name suggests, the characters in 

this script have their existence from Kayath or the Kayastha caste. It was the community that 

came with the task of writing. The Kaithi script was gradually developed from the ancient 

Brahmi script. According to Grierson (1926), the writing of Kaithi was particularly important 

and prominent for all Bihari languages. It was very commonly used in conjunction with the 

popular Nagri script, which was the main script of the region of Upper India at the time. 

Therefore, since the writings of Nagri in the upper parts of India and Kaithi in the main 

regions of Bihar developed simultaneously, Kaithi can be seen as the distorted form of Nagri 

which has not gained much importance since. 

Kaithi, as a script of Magahi, can still be seen in some parts of Bihar and eastern Uttar 

Pradesh. In ancient times, Kaithi was not only the script of Magahi but also of many other 

languages of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh such as Awadhi and Maithili, Pandey (2007). Although 

Kaithi is one of the most important and ancient scriptures of languages belonging to Bihar, 

Bengal and Orrisa, it does not deny the fact that it has been overlooked for ages and has lost 
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its importance among the common masses. Due to this, Devanagari arose to prominence in 

the early 20th century and gained much social and political prominence. This usage of 

Devanagari not only neglected Kaithi as the original script of Magahi, but also created certain 

major problems for the proper appearance of Magahi as a mainstream language. It is also due 

to the frequent use of the Devanagari script in Magahi that has made it impossible to 

recognize certain conventions of sounds or letters of Magahi. This is the reason why today 

Magahi sometimes cannot be understood or written without the use of Devanagari. 

 

Fig.3. Origin of Magahi script Kaithi. 

                                     

1.2.  Status and Socio-Political Situation of Magahi in India  

The status of Magahi in India can be easily represented and decided by its native 

speakers, who consider it an inferior language themselves. Because of this, more than half of 

the Magahi-speaking population now adopted Hindi as their local language before Magahi. A 

wide range of Magahi-speaking populations are now shifting to using Hindi for their area of 

operation as they see it as a matter of prestige. Not only that, but politically it has long been 

overlooked despite being one of the oldest and most ancient forms of language in India. For 

this reason, even today, after decades, it is an unscheduled language. Due to the lack of 

political strength, many Magahi speakers from Bihar regions are switching to Hindi and 

adopting the same as their dominant language for their daily needs and educational purposes. 

         Brahmi   

    Northern Style                                                                Southern Style   

  Gupta Script   

  Kutil Script   

Nagri       Sh arda   

Bangla kaithi Mahajani Rajasthani GoRi Gujrati Malvi Modern Nagri Nandi Nagri   

Tirhuto Kaithi    Bhojpuri Kaithi       Magahi Kaithi   

                        Devnagari   
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People living in India speak different languages and all these languages belong to a 

specific language family. Of all the different language families according to general 

linguistics, the languages spoken in India broadly belong to four different language families 

such as Indo-Aryan, Tibeto-Burman, Austro-Asiatic and Dravidian. There are also some 

languages that belong to both Indo-Aryan and Indo-European language families. These 

classifications of languages into their respective language families are based on their 

respective historical development, Grierson (1927). Because of this classification process, 

Magahi was part of the eastern group of languages to what people also call Prachaya, 

Chatterji (1926). Chatterji and Grierson's detailed classification can be seen in the respective 

figures such as fig 4 and fig 5 mentioned below. 

 

 

              Fig 4. Classification of New Indo-Aryan languages by Grierson  
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Fig 5. Classification of New Indo-Aryan languages by Chatterji 

 

As for the status of Magahi in India, not only is it considered inferior in terms of usage, 

but also considered unacceptable by the people as it detracts from their prestige (ibid.). 

Because of this, other Bihari languages such as Maithili gained popularity at the same time, 

believed to be the languages of educated peoples and higher-class sects such as Brahmins. 

From the fact mentioned here, due to all these facts, Magahi is said not only to have been 

racially inferior in comparison to other languages of the Magadha region but also to have 

been considered the language of lower-class people with minimal or no education during the 

Vedic Age. 

This prejudice about Magahi was so harsh that it still lingers today in modern times, and 

therefore the people who speak Magahi do not receive much attention as compared to those 

who speak a language other than Magahi, which is easily reflected in our everyday normal 

and social life. 

1.3.Need for a CP Identifier Tool 

It is a known truth that in today's scenario almost half of the population in India prefers 

only two prominent languages as a source of communication, namely Hindi and English. Of 

these two, English is primary while Hindi is secondary. Both of these are widely spoken by 

the masses. Because of this, many other languages like Magahi, Maithili, Bhojpuri, etc. have 
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been overlooked. In order to draw the sensitive attention of today's population to all these 

overlooked languages, we have taken on this task as one of our main research concerns. 

We believe that with modern technological tools and facilities, this task of saving such 

languages and promoting them as an important platform for their recognition can be easily 

accomplished. Not only that, but it may also pave the way for future researchers who can help 

save all languages as endangered as Magahi, which are on the verge of extinction. The 

development of the CP identifier tool will not only help in the grammatical learning of the 

Magahi language but also give full throttle to the task of saving it from extinction. This is 

another important reason why developing such tools or corpora is important. 

1.4.   Scope of the Research 

Magahi is a lesser-known language for Bihar and the whole country. Because of this, very 

little research has been done on the language. As a non-official language, the government has 

received almost no attention to any kind of language development concerning Magahi. The 

present work is the first of its kind to develop NLP applications in Magahi using 

computational methods. The proposed research primarily examines the description of the 

form and function of the complex predicates in Magahi. The work also helps in improving the 

language situation by providing a recognizable platform through NLP by creating tools and 

online corpora. This work is a small attempt to develop a suitable Magahi CP identification 

tool that analyses the structures of CPs and also identifies their challenges along with possible 

errors while computing the data. We are sure that once this work is available online along 

with the extensive corpora, many other works will follow in Magahi after it. 

This dissertation presents the entire research with a single aim, which is to show that the 

structures of complex predicates are not only unique but also how widespread they are, 

especially in South Asian languages including Magahi. All the research has been done 

keeping only this aspect in mind. To study this language in detail with the help of technology, 

one can follow the upcoming chapters of this dissertation that will explain everything in 

detail. 

1.5.Objectives of the Research 

The objectives of this research conducted are to create a bridge between the two 

prestigious fields of modern times, one being modern software and technology, while the 

other being the language engineers to what we call linguists. It is also intended to examine 

and study the nature and structure of the CPs within the given framework or established 
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principles and parameters. It also seeks to show how these CPs of Magahi are not only 

polysemic in nature but how they play different semantic roles in the language in question. 

This work was hence attempted most importantly, to develop an appropriate identification 

and classification module for Magahi's CPs, which will allow Magahi to access new 

technological advances as required by today's time and development.  

Apart from that, it will also address the issues and challenges that the author faces during 

the process of developing this tool. It is important to discuss these questions as this will help 

to see if the tool developed works well in the process of identifying the CPs, which is of 

course one of the main aims of this research. It is important to carry out such tasks for 

resource-poor languages like Magahi because in this era of digital India it is important to 

bring all these resource-poor languages into the main domain of society with the help of 

technology. 

1.6.Hypothesis and Research Questions 

The entire dissertation is based on one hypothesis, namely: Complex predicates are one of 

the most crucial and important syntactical features of the South Asian language family, of 

which Magahi is one. Through this research, the author has also tried to construct an idea that 

the Magahi complex predicate agreement system works in the same way as in the case of 

simple verb forms of this language. This means that the verbal arguments match the subject 

in Magahi, but at the same time, if the subject has no argument characteristics in that 

language, then it targets the next higher argument to show its sustainability. This will be 

clearly seen in the later coming chapters of the work when the author will discuss the noun-

verb (N+V) constructions where the noun of the sentence agrees with the light verb. This is 

mainly seen in cases where the arguments of the sentences are case-sensitive, except for the 

CPs. At the same time, it also notes the fact that there are many similarities between Hindi 

CP constructions with those of Magahi as both are similar and identical. Because of this, 

most of Hindi CP's constructions were mixed with those of Magahi, which can be clearly 

seen in the collected corpus, which of course affected the final output of the developed tool in 

terms of its accuracy and ambiguity. 

Through this research, we have also tried to construct an idea that the Magahi complex 

predicate agreement system works in the same way as in the case of simple verb forms of this 

language. This means that the verbal arguments match the subject in Magahi, but at the same 

time, if the subject has no argument characteristics, then it targets the next higher argument to 
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show its sustainability. This will be clearly seen in the later coming chapters of the work 

when the author will discuss the noun-verb (N+V) constructions where the noun of the 

sentence agrees with the light verb. This is mainly seen in cases where the arguments of the 

sentences are case-sensitive, except for the CPs. At the same time, it also notes the fact that 

there are many similarities between Hindi CP constructions with those of Magahi as both are 

similar and identical. Because of this, most the Hindi CP constructions were mixed with those 

of Magahi, which can be clearly seen in the collected corpus, which of course affected the 

final output percentage of the developed tool in terms of its accuracy and ambiguity. 

1.7.Rationale of the Study 

As mentioned earlier, Magahi has been a culturally rich language since ancient times, but 

despite this well-known fact, it has not attained great prominence and has been neglected 

since the pre-independence period. Although for Magahi, there is an enormous body of vast 

folk literature and literary traditions, however, no popular research employing modern 

technology has been reported. As a member of the Indo-Aryan family, Magahi follows the 

SOV order of sentence patterns, which is like all other languages falling in the same language 

group. However, sometimes it also follows the SVO or OVS order of sentence formation, 

which makes it slightly different. This implies that it does not have the property of rigidity 

and can be framed into any of the word order forms or sentence structures without changing 

the meaning of the context, but attaining the same is also possible wherever necessary and 

required. 

In other words, as a member of the Indo-Aryan language family, Magahi also sometimes 

allows for the process of scrambling. The sole reason for conducting this research is to enrich 

this language with fewer resources to a broader recognizable platform in terms of technology. 

The research conducted aims not only to provide a tool to identify CPs in Magahi but also to 

help future researchers to better advance their investigations in this regard. Another important 

aspect of this research is to make the Magahi language and its resources available online 

using the technologies to help the masses not only to cater for their research needs in order to 

quench their thirst for general linguistic identifications rather, to give extremely wide access 

to this very resource-poor language in the area of NLP and COLING. 

1.8. How is the present research different from existing ones?  

Regarding question of research in Magahi, there is some work in the field of sociolinguistics, 

morphology and computational. But the proposed idea of the research area mentioned is the 
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first of its kind in the Magahi field. As already said and mentioned, in this task the collected 

corpus is crawled with the help of IL Crawler, which is later sanitized with the help of a tool 

called IL Sanitizer. Once the data is crawled and cleaned, it is annotated using the semi-

automated online tool called ILCIANN, which is an Annotation Tool given by ILCI, Kumar 

et al. (2012)) and then tested for annotation accuracy to select a suitable model and tool to be 

developed for the proposed area. The collected and further refined data is then trained and 

evaluated differently on two different bases such as manual and machine training. Once the 

data is trained, it is scored to indicate the level or percentage of accuracy. The same step is 

repeated twice or thrice so that the data collected can be refined a little further and the tool 

created could improve its accuracy with further possible improved training and corrections 

made at different stages. The errors found throughout this process are improved and later 

injected into the system tool for better results or accuracy. Finally, the error that may have 

occurred is discussed together with the problems of ambiguity. 

From more than 5lac Magahi corpora taken from various fields such as literature, 

entertainment, health, etc., a total of 45,000-word signs and sentences were taken for this 

research. Each token and sentence were first manually tagged and verified with the native 

speakers to eliminate any discrepancies. In order to estimate the accuracy of the data, both 

visible and invisible data are sent to the system, based on which the system evaluates and 

provides the best possible result. However, accuracy is judged on the output data collected 

from the same training data and passed to the system. Hence, one can see here that there are 

many more technical processes applied to a less recognized language, which of course 

distinguishes this research from any previous work by Magahi. 
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Chapter- 2 Literature Review 

The concerned chapter will discuss the existing research work in the concerned area. It 

will work as the precursor, which helps in developing a sound piece of research work for 

Magahi. The chapter gives a brief account of work done in the field of complex predicates 

and Magahi as a whole. Through this one can have a broader overview of the mentioned area 

and the specific title to what the author has chosen to work on. It will also help in gaining a 

good piece of knowledge about the CPs and its different works cross-linguistically. This 

means that it will examine the different works of CPs in Magahi for sure but also will not 

limit to the mentioned language only. Therefore, it will give a detail insight upon the CPs of 

different languages also.  

It will throw an insight upon the pre-existing researches under taken in the concerned 

field. Along with this, it will also discuss the previous and the current trends of various 

researches in Indian languages as well as all Bihari languages including Magahi, Bhojpuri 

and Maithili as well. It will discuss different natural language processing (NLP) works, that 

has been taken forward so far in terms of what so ever Indian languages like Hindi, Urdu, 

Marathi, Bengali, Maithili, Telegu, Tamil etc. not only this it will also discuss the theoretical 

linguistics works done in all these languages. All these will be discussed in detail under 

concerned sections and sub-sections, of this chapter into which it has been further divided. 

This is the only reason due to which this chapter of the presented work becomes relevant as it 

plays a vital role in bringing on to the different works of different researchers under one roof. 

One can say that it is the heart and soul of the entire research.  

2.1. Complex Predicates – An Overview  

Languages is that special human ability which enables us different in the entire 

universe as compared to all other species. Linguistics then later emerged as a field of science 

to investigate as to how humans became capable of understanding and speaking a language. 

Not only this but the understanding of this even gets better with time and ages of humans as 

the more they grow, the more they become intelligent in this regard. It is still a matter of 

research as to how at a very young age any human being became capable of not only 

speaking a complex sentence, indeed framing them quite beautifully too.  

Knowing a language consists of several different things and constructing complex 

sentences with the help of predicates is one of them. It is a general understanding that any 

normal person could do this by following a set of rules that are required to frame such 
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sentences. But at the time its advancements and spread to several other local dialects is still a 

matter of research. It is a general understanding that many Eastern Indo-Aryan languages do 

share the same rules for its formation but apart from this there are many that exhibits certain 

differences. Goldberg (2003) is of the opinion that the construction of a CP begins in a 

human mind at a very early stage. Complex predicates are not only complex but also heavily 

loaded constructions as it incorporates several different linguistic items into one unit. It is due 

to this reason that any CP construction across languages will comprise of several linguistic 

properties such as lexical, structural and functional.  

Complex Predicates constructions are abundantly found in many South-Asian 

languages. In many languages it is known with several different names such as 

Compositional Predicates, Clause Constructions, Idiomatic and Phrasal Constructions, Multi-

Word Expressions (MWEs), Participles, Co-Verbs etc. for all such constructions linguists 

found a common umbrella term which is Complex Predicates. All such constructions in 

linguistics are now been referred with this name. In case of foreign languages like German 

and Dutch the process of clustering of main verbs with modal or auxiliary verbs are known as 

Complex Predicates, Bouma and Noord (1999; pp; 43-72). 

2.2. Brief Descriptive Sketch of Important Linguistic works in Indian and Bihari Languages 

In many Indian languages like Hindi, Urdu and Bangla the constructions comprising 

verb-verb, noun-verb and adjective-verb is termed as Complex Predicates. Complex 

predicates in general are morphological as well as syntactico-semantic phenomenon. The 

procedure of its formation is quite identical and similar to almost all South-Asian languages. 

The idea of formation of CP sets back to ancient times and marks its presence to Vedic 

Sanskrit period. These formations were also indigenous to almost all South-Asian languages 

which are found in some way or the other at different stages, Gambhir (1993). At that time, it 

was only limited to Vedic Sanskrit but now with the onset of time it has spread its wings to 

other languages as well. Such formations gained its momentum at much later stages as now 

the process of their formations is quite simplified and easier to understand. It is due to this 

reason that now such constructions have now gained momentum to several Modern Indo-

Aryan languages such as Bhojpuri, Magahi, Tamil, Telegu, Marathi etc. apart from this there 

are also languages which does not have any CP types of their own then, such languages 

borrow it from their parent languages and has fulfilled its requirement.  
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In many languages CPs are termed as expressive as it is the core element that is very 

much required to express the meaning of an entire word or sentence, Abbi (1980). The 

excessive use of CPs across languages especially towards Indo-Aryans can be termed as a 

shift of language structure from inflectional to analytical (ibid). The CP formations are found 

quite easily in languages like Hindi and Bangla. Later it was further spread to several other 

Modern Indo Aryan languages such as Magahi, Maithili, Bhojpuri etc. This not only reduced 

the culture of borrowing words from one language to another rather, have made the 

communications among languages and people easier.  

It is no denying the fact that the idea of analysing a CP is quite challenging today. It is 

due to the reason that while analysing the parameters of both syntax and semantics are being 

thoroughly examined before its final acceptance. The idea of identifying case markers in CPs 

was first discovered in English language Cattell (1969), Jackendoff (1972), Higgins (1974) 

Oehrle (1976).  The revised theory of CP analysis required for thorough comparison between 

English and Malayalam was given by Jayaseelan (1988). In order to make the CPs more 

understandable and easier a new set of special rules for comparison and better interpretation 

of were proposed which is popularly known today as Complex Predicate Rules or CPR 

Jackendoff (1974). It was a rule that merges the host or the main verb with direct object 

which is most possibly a noun thus resulting into CP formation. With this CPR rule it tends to 

construct a new category of CP which eliminates the position of direct object from the 

sentence and makes it a host verb. This means that it will combine the direct object sequence 

along with the main verb in order to establish proper semantical relation between the object 

and verb. This entire phenomenon is termed as overlapping of semantic function of the verb 

with the desired direct object Jayaseelan (1988). As per him any CP formation is only 

possible through repetition of lexical rules. These lexical rules come in action only when they 

are attached to any nouns, adjectives or else any other linguistic elements.  

 There also exists several other important works in CPs in many other Indian 

languages like in Hindi, Verma and Mohanan (1993). It was also observed in Telugu 

Krishnamurti (1993). Later, it was Masaica (1993), who tend to discuss and elaborate the 

aerial features of CPs by specially giving attention to conjunct verbs. Verma (1993) tends to 

focus on identifying problems of CPs specially in Magahi and Hindi during agreements and 

case markings. After thoroughly examining these issues in the languages mentioned above, 

he suggested to attempt a valuable solution of amalgamation of any lexical or syntactic entity 
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which will help in giving a successful nominal verb or NV, which is proper incorporation of a 

noun with verb.   

Much later than this it was Mohanan (1994) who proposed the issue of argument 

system in CPs of Hindi whereas it was Davison (1991) who was of the opinion that any CP of 

language can easily percolate with any immediate linguistic entity which is most possibly a 

verb, adjective or noun in order to form a CP.  As per Mohanan in a CP the existence of 

removal of agreement is directly dependent upon the orderly relation between transitivity 

feature of the verb and the concerned noun which act as host in the entire sentence. This 

implies that if the host of the sentence is transitive in nature, then the logical object will act as 

grammatical object but at the same time if the host is intransitive in nature, then it is not 

possible for the logical object to agree with the verb in the sentence and therefore, it needs an 

extra element for its agreement to what he calls as light verb construction.  

So far as the question of doing linguistic researches concerning CP in Indo-Aryan language is 

concerned, there exists too many prominent works in this accord. There are prominent 

researches done by Hook (1991) in Sanskrit and Hindi. It was also done in Bangla by 

Dasgupta (1989). He focused on the experiential construction of CPs in Bangla wherein he 

opined that the experiencer or the subject in Bangla always takes the genitive marker. Some 

major researches were primarily conducted by Abbi (1990, 1991). In Marathi it was 

Pandharipande (1990), who laid her full throttle for CPs.  

Out of all these Abbi’s (1990) work was basically concerning typological approaches 

in Indian datives. Besides all these there also exists several other researches in Dravidian 

languages such as in Malayalam by Jayseelan (2004), in Telugu by Balusu (2012). He 

executed this work by applying lexical semantic approach in order to identify the meaning 

and the argument structures of CPs primarily in Telugu. Apart from all these there also exists 

several impressive works done in this accord concerning many Tibeto Burman like Manipuri, 

Sinhala or Munda languages.  All these prime works have been jointly assembled together 

which later published in the form of a book in the year 1990 by Stanford University. The title 

of the book reads as ‘Experiential Subjects in South-Asian Languages by Manindra Verma 

and K. P. Mohanan.  

The formation of CPs construction in many South-Asian as well as European 

languages were also termed as Psyche Verbs during earlier times as it contains the deepest 

meaning for the entire sentence or phrase. For CPs in Italian, one may refer to the interesting 
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works of Belletti and Rizzi (1988). They primarily focused on the positioning and assigning 

of such verbs in Italian language in their work.  

Apart from these there also exist several other important works in the field of CP in 

linguistics. These includes Standard Incorporation Theory (STINT henceforth,) by Mark 

Baker (1985, 1988). It is a theory that focused on changes of grammatical functions of the 

linguistic elements as to how any linguistic element changes its form and function after being 

grammaticalized during CP formation. The Determinant Phrase or DP hypothesis proposed 

by Abney (1987) and Functional Phrase or FP hypothesis proposed by Leffel (1988) states 

that during a CP formation a Noun Phrase or a NP is always essential.  

 This dissertation finds out a common hypothesis after commuting the task that study 

of CP and its process of formation is one of the leading syntactic features in almost all South-

Asian languages including Magahi. Most importantly the work done in CPs of Dravidian and 

Indo-Aryan languages have gained much importance than any other as there are number of 

issues and challenges encountered during their formation. In most Indo-Aryan languages like 

Bengali, Oriya and Assamese the main verb (MV) exists in participle form or root form while 

forming a Compound. This is due to the reason as the light verb bears all the inflections and 

hence gets semantically bleached. Kumar (2006) proposed the idea of negativization in CP 

formation. He also proposed through his research that its formation of negatives in CP 

prohibits the formation of compound verbs in Hindi. Davison (2004) proposed that no 

languages in the world can form similar and identical CPs by using same set of nouns and 

verbs. It is natural to have some alterations or changes in their formulating structures. There 

always exists a constraint for the languages to select an appropriate predicate for their 

formation. Ghosh (2008) in his work shows that while forming a conjunct verb in CP the 

agreement system of an adjective in a conjunct verb depends directly on the feature and 

nature of the immediate verb. Once these properties are available then only one can match 

and adjoin a verb constituent with another linguistic particle in order to form a predicate or 

else an adjectival conjunct.  

In order to study thoroughly the idea of CPs in many Indo-Aryan languages such as 

Bengali, Hindi, Marathi, Oriya etc. one needs to study various aspects of its formations as 

well such as synchronic and Diachronic study, syntactic and semantic rules and moving a bit 

forward to technology it must also follow and study the ideas of machine learning. So far as 

the concept of studying CPs in Magahi is concerned a little bit of historical work has been 
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done in this accord by some prominent linguists like Grierson (1968) and Aryani (1965). 

Tripathi (1993) provides a detailed account of relative study between Hindi and Magahi 

morphological aspect. Verma (1985) gives a detailed idea of Magahi verb structure and also 

deals briefly with the idea of CP formation in the language concerned. Indradev (2007) in his 

work provides a detailed account for origin and development of CPs, that starts right from the 

ancient period of using it as Apabhramsa.6 However, it is evident to note that the notion of 

morpho-syntactic and syntactic properties such as forming negatives in CP, phrasal integrity 

and the agreement structures of Magahi CP has yet not been discussed till date. Also, the idea 

of Polysemy7 of Magahi light verbs have also not been discussed yet by any linguists so far.  

 In Magahi there are no any literary works done till date broadly either theoretical or 

empirical in the field of CP that can focus on its relevant properties. Therefore, keeping that 

in mind, this research work will try to emerge as a torchbearer for all the mentioned aspects 

in near future. It is one of the important reasons as to why this topic has been chosen and 

hence, the objectives of this dissertation have been defined. 

Lohar (2020), has written a book concerning a detailed account for the study of 

Bhojpuri grammar. Mundotiya et al. (2021) have proposed their work for creating possible 

linguistic resources in major languages of Bihar namely Bhojpuri, Magahi and Maithili. 

Verma (1991) tried to show the nature and properties of agreement of Magahi verbs by 

exploring possible parameters of the language concerned. Alok (2021) put forward his 

research concerning the morphosyntactic properties of addressee agreement in Magahi. Singh 

et al. (2014) have tried to identify the nature of politeness in major languages of Bihar with 

special reference to Bhojpuri, Magahi and Maithili. Atreya (2016) gave a descriptive account 

on four various linguistic aspects of syntactic properties in Magahi. Atreya et al. (2014) 

focused on the idea as to how the formation of passives are possible in Magahi. Sicky and 

Behera (2022) have focused on the key achievements of the descriptive research of 

explicators and reverse compound verbs in Magahi, by closely examining their formation 

processes and highlighting several significant differences between the two.  

Atreya et al. (2013) proposed their work concerning the idea of formation of lexical 

anaphors in Magahi through the treatment of government binding (GB) theory of grammar.8 

Atreya et al. (2014) through their detailed work tried to concentrate as to how the relative 

 
6 It is a Sanskrit word which means corrupt or un-grammatic for of a language.  
7 One that has more than one meaning.  
8 theory of syntax for phrase structure grammars which follows the central idea of transformations.  
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clauses are being framed in Magahi. Atreya and Sinha (2020) have also proposed a work in 

the field of Magahi to show as to how the term ‘waa’ functions phonologically as diminutive 

marker. This means that the work is done to show that how a non-meaningful word ‘waa’ of 

Magahi is attached with several new words in order to frame a meaningful term. Rakesh and 

Kumar (2013) and Atreya et al. (2014) have worked on different aspects of Magahi that paid 

attention not only towards Magahi as a language, but also to its grammatical patterns and 

constructions. Butt (1995) has described the form and function of CPs in Urdu. Goyal and 

Sinha (2009) have also induced their best efforts in detecting CPs in a parallel corpus of 

Hindi and English by applying simple methods. Das (2009; 2017; 2016; 2015; 2013; 2012; 

2011; 2019) has done an outstanding work on CPs by paying attention towards the 

computational aspects of the verbal string generation and have suggested for a better model 

of morphological concatenation process. This suggestion could be taken positive for near 

future as this can help a lot if it is applied carefully in the area of COLING researches.  

It is due to the above-mentioned researchers that the classifications of CPs in different 

grammatical categories like verb-verb (VV), Adjective-Verb (AV), Adverb-Verb (Adv-V), 

Noun-Verb (NV) etc. are easily done today. The grammatical classifications done above are 

termed as the linguistic tagsets which will be used by the author for tagging the corpus. 

Grierson (1927) proposed the term ‘’Bihari for languages spoken Bihar. This comprised  any 

single language or group of languages such as Magahi, Maithili and Bhojpuri.  

Muller (2009) worked on imposing limits of complex predicates in Persian language 

and focused solely upon its inheritance properties. Chandan (2016) has worked on the various 

forms and representation of the particle ‘wa’ concerning its different linguistic and 

sociolinguistic implications in Magahi. Kidwai et al. (2015) have focused solely upon the 

agreement pattern of Hindi verbs along with its acquisition types.   

Priya (2020) has put forward a much-detailed work of the morphophonological 

aspects and rules of Magahi. Extending her work a bit more towards the sociolinguistic 

aspects of Magahi she has also worked over the issue of identity, ideology and language shift 

for the Magahi immigrants. Kumar et al. (2021) have laid their full effort in order to show a 

detailed and descriptive study of Eastern Hindi, wherein the footprints of allowing Magahi, 

Maithili, Bhojpuri and Awadhi can easily be seen. Chandan (2018) have tried to portray the 

possible aspects of plurality in Magahi language with special reference to counting numbers 

or linguistically we can say that by taking massive nominal subjects. Corbett (2000) tends to 
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show as to how Magahi as a language can make a three-way number distinction 

grammatically. This work of Corbett was based mainly on marking the nouns along with its 

possible numbers and the changes that it depicts in the same for Magahi.  

Jespersen (1924:58) through the idea of philosophical representation of word class or 

order points out that a plenty of existing words definitions are not as precise as it is required 

to denote its meaning. While defining the meaning of each word, he was the one who found 

several ambiguities in them, which is due to the absence of proper arrangements which are 

not uniform and is neither done based on its real class divisions. So basically, his work was to 

focus the problems of language system with division of word class.  

Nilu (2016) through her research was able to easily show the phenomenon of CP 

formation in Magahi. Though it was a purely theoretical work but she was successfully able 

to prove that CP formations are very much possible in Magahi unlike other languages but 

with an exception of change or applying certain variations in its forms and features of verb 

forms and words.  

Therefore, it much than expected have been done in terms of CPs in almost all natural 

languages, but when it comes to the low-resourced languages like Magahi, one cannot find 

much in this accord. However, extending the same as per current trends of research, much 

more have been done in this accord by applying latest aids and technologies which of course 

have benefitted a lot to the entire linguistic community.  

2.3. Complex Predicates in South-Asian Languages 

It was the early European linguists or scholars who first noticed any sort of multiword 

verbal expressions or the construction of CPs in South-Asian languages. These were later 

carried on through various findings and researches in general linguistics or in the field of 

COLING through means of latest aids and technologies into different major as well as less-

resourced languages. Until mid of 1989 there was no major attempt that has been made to 

take these concerned researches way forward but, with the flow of time a comparatively great 

thirst has been seen in recent times to examine and identify such constructions in detail for 

South-Asian languages. The different major works done in this accord have tried to quench 

this thirst. The major plot of study for CPs in South-Asian languages till date has been seen 

only for identifying serial verbs or else towards the construction mechanism and role of light 

verbs.  
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Bashir (1993) tends to show as to how compound verbs functions in a language by 

applying causal chain model which help in amalgamation of a compound verb and also 

differentiate the same at multiple levels depending on the situation and context. Butt (1995) 

successfully portrayed the idea of making possible choices of CPs and its existence for 

meaning on light verb constructions in Urdu. In this she advocated the idea of making 

accurate choices of light verbs that lays the existential foundation stone for CP formation in 

Urdu.  

Davies (1988) through his research showed that how the construction of CP in Telugu 

goes beyond any functional control. With this he tried to show as to how verbs interchange 

their functionality in Telugu to perform as a CP and hence modifies a sentence structure. He 

also showed as to how beautifully light verb constructions are unified in order to act as CP 

construction.  

Annamalai (1979) through the detailed study also conveyed the central idea which is 

to show the different variability of CPs and its meaningful relation between the verb sequence 

in Tamil. Hook (1993) work was entirely based on the aspectual concept of compound verb 

formations in Indo-Aryan languages. In his work he tried to show the possible contrast of 

compound verbs in Indo-Aryan languages such as Hindi, Urdu and Marwari with special 

reference to different linguistic aspect. He thus tried in his work to frame a new paradigmatic 

category of CP.  

In order to study the idea of CPs in some of the prominent south-Asian languages let 

us concentrate a bit more to the upcoming sections, as few of them have been discussed there 

in detail. 

2.4. Literature Survey on Indian NLP- A Brief Descriptive Sketch 

Natural language processing researches for Indian languages have received massive 

attention in recent past years. Venkatpathy et al. (2005) have worked on relative 

compositionality of noun-verb collocation technique of Hindi for identifying possible MWEs 

in the language by applying the same SVM model, taken for this undertaken research. As 

mentioned earlier, there have been very less researches done by applying technical aids in 

Indian and modern languages. Other than this there also exists other prominent works in NLP 

concerning foreign languages like English. In order to measure the idea and nature of 

compositionality in English major contributions have been given by linguists like Church and 

Hanks (1989). They both applied techniques of mutual information and Log Likelihood 
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respectively. The idea of analysing respective distributive frequency and property of objects 

in English and linguistics in the field of NLP came into existence by applying the method of 

verb information Venkatapathy and Joshi (2005). They successfully identified the idea of 

similarity of identifying any sort of objects in a sentence by creating a pair between a verb 

and an object over the machine. For this they have applied the Latent semantic analysis 

method.  

Mukherjee et al. (2013) have applied the global linear model (GLM), for POS tagging 

in Bengali. They have also worked on the idea of extracting verb phrases containing CP 

constructions from English and Hindi language by applying corpus alignment technique. 

Chakrabarti et al. (2008) have applied the simple automatic technique for extracting the Hindi 

compound verbs from possible verb phrases. Their designed tool has achieved a highest 

percentage of accuracy that ranged about up to 98%.  

Kunchukuttan et al. (2008) have applied the statistical method for developing a 

system that helps in identifying compound nouns as MWEs in Hindi. The system designed 

were so effective and accurate that it reported an accuracy of 80%. Sinha (2009) developed a 

system tool for mining CP constructions of Hindi by using a parallel corpus of English and 

Hindi. They applied empirical methods of research while designing their tool which gave an 

accuracy of 89%. For mining Hindi corpus and designing various tools the field of NLP has 

been extensively supportive.  

Sriram and Joshi (2005) has designed a COLING model that helps in identifying the 

CPs and its categories through statistical analysis of the given corpus. This model has 

reported limited success with very less accuracy. Sinha (2009) has beautifully explained 

several different aspects of Hindi MWEs along with its formation and identification by 

applying various linguistic features.  

Martin et al. (2011) and Knublauch et al. (2004) have computationally focused upon 

ontological concepts and classifications and have thus developed semantical web applications 

by applying AI techniques for business intelligence. This has been designed with special 

reference to MWEs structures. Bhattacharya and Patel (2015) focused on identification of 

MWEs in Hindi. They have applied the word embedding techniques on wordnet based 

features.  

Chakrabarti (2011; 2014) have used a semi-automated technique for Bengali MWE 

extraction. He has done the task by crawling a large data of about 393,985 words or tokens 
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out of which with a number of about 283,533 tokens, he was able to make the raw corpus for 

the system. For his work he has mainly opted for popular idiomatic expressions along with 

several collocational terms of Bangla language in order to test and build and evaluate his 

model. He has chosen such type of corpus because they were frequently used by the people to 

communicate. He successfully gave a better evaluative result of the system designed by 

comparing both the data of the model which is the statistical model of evaluation as one with 

the baseline system of the model as another.  With this he was able to extract MWEs from 

large set of corpora by applying clustering model of the data.  

Along with this there also exists prominent linguists who have made major 

contributions to the field of NLP. Some of the well-known figures who have demonstrated an 

extreme interest in the topic of MWEs in Bangla includes Paul (2004), Sarkar (2008) and 

Chakraborty (2021).  

With the Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG henceforth) linguists like 

Paul have built a constraint-based mechanism tool for Bangla NLP related tasks. This 

mechanism can easily be now used for many Indo-Aryan languages for the identification of 

verb construction process in COLING. Despite the fact that it is a mechanism that supports 

all different types of compound verb constructions in Indo Aryan languages, including 

Bangla compound verb constructions especially which has drawn a lot more attention of the 

linguists for its sequencing techniques.  

In order to extract MWEs in Urdu, Hautli and Sulger (2011), have developed a 

clustering technique. This is another milestone in the field of NLP achieved for Urdu. The 

syntactic information of the words or tokens that are unique in Urdu is one of the main 

foundations of this method. It has been observed that Urdu has a strong postpositional feature 

when MWEs were extracted from the language. One may quickly identify and pinpoint the 

MWEs in Urdu by using these postpositions. The Centre for Research in Urdu Language 

Processing (CRULP) at National University of Computers and Emerging Sciences (NUCES) 

at Lahore in Pakistan have adopted a bigram extraction method which has been applied to 

8.12 million corpora of Urdu newspapers from where the text has been collected to perform 

the task.  

Similarly for Manipuri it was Nongmeikapam et al. (2011) who first spotted the idea 

of extracting and presenting the use and identification process of Reduplicated MWEs in 

Manipuri by applying NLP methods. In order to identify the techniques reduplications 
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created in Manipuri, he used the Conditional Random Field (henceforth, CRF) model. On 

Manipuri, the results of his applied approaches and models showed a recall of 62.24%, 

precision of 86.06%, and F-measure of 72.24%. The pattern recognition method or the binary 

classifications of the information retrieval system or IR system which aids in gaining and 

retrieving the system's accurate value, comprised the central idea of this entirely designed 

system. Later, he also used the same CRF model to test his system designed for Manipuri. 

For Manipuri the results of his applied approaches and models showed a recall of 62.24%, 

precision rate of 86.06%, and F-measure of 72.24%. The pattern recognition method or the 

binary classifications techniques of the information retrieval system, aids in gaining and 

retrieving the system's accurate value. The CRF model was then hence later used by 

Nongmeikapam to test his system in Manipuri. 

According to Katz and Giesbrecht (2006) and Baldwin et al. (2002; 2003) the 

constituents of compositional MWEs that arouse during the context of a language are 

comparatively fair to those seen in non-compositional MWEs. For the first time in 2010, 

Baldwin included all varieties of MWEs in his research, which not only discusses the 

concepts of MWEs with their specified uses but also their various linguistic qualities that 

actually defines them as MWEs. After analysing and studying them deeply and thoroughly, 

he was able to pinpoint several issues that are there in these MWEs which were in terms of 

structures, patterns, formation techniques, results etc.  

Sinha (2009) later have extracted the complex predicates in Hindi to identify only the 

light verb constructions because of their unique linguistic nature. For this he used English and 

Hindi parallel corpus system along with some traditional and empirical techniques that have 

been applied for the evaluation of the system designed. Applying such techniques resulted in 

an average precision and recall rate of 89% and 90%, respectively. He has made every effort 

to extract Hindi MWEs, which has not only aided for its identification but has also enabled 

the creation of an electronic dictionary of these MWEs by collecting and assembling the data 

applying a semi-automatic methodology for the same.  

Renu et al. (2016; pp.18-22) have successfully designed a model to extract and 

identify the MWEs in Hindi. They have incorporated a little advanced technique of CRF 

model which is CRF++ approaches and concentrated extensively on this specific domain. 

Several large-scale datasets for Indian languages have been given by Singh et al. (2016) and 

Behera et al. (2016). They have made a huge effort to outline the problems and difficulties 
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that can arise while translating action verbs of particularly complex predicate types from 

English to up to ten Indian languages wherein Magahi has also been a part of.  

Ojha et al. (2015) have successfully designed a POS tagger system tool for a couple of 

Indo-Aryan languages that includes Hindi, Odia and Bhojpuri. Here in this system, they have 

annotated the raw datasets by using the popular BIS tagset used by almost all Indian 

languages. After tagging these, they have applied the SVM as well as the CRF++ algorithm 

to test these raw data over the machine. For this they have taken approximately 90k data of 

the concerned languages from different domains. After testing the tagger tool for the 

concerned languages have achieved an accuracy of 88 to 93.7% for SVM whereas the CRF 

model ranges its accuracy from 82 to 86.7% as whole. Through this research they have 

hypothesized that language showing much variations in their constructions are much 

prevalent to CRF testing as compared to SVM.   

Behera et al. (2016) have also dealt with the issue of linguistic divergence of machine 

translation system with special reference to English and Bhojpuri languages. For this they 

have considered English as source whereas Bhojpuri as the target language. For this they 

have applied Dorr’s theoretical framework which applies both lexical and syntactic 

divergence methods along with the possible conceptual structures for giving a proper 

resolution to the issue of divergences in machine translation. This research by Behera has 

cleared the road for all structurally constrained languages to create an appropriate and 

effective machine translation system. 

2.5. A Brief Descriptive Sketch of NLP works in few major Indian Languages 

The desired mention sub-section of the chapter will discuss broadly the detailed review of 

NLP works and its literature in few of the major Indian languages such as Hindi, Punjabi, 

Bengali, Marathi, Magahi, Odia, Bhojpuri and Sanskrit etc. All such works are discussed in 

the respective upcoming sub-sections of this chapter that will now be followed from here in 

sequence.   

2.5.1. Hindi  

Kumar et al. (2015) have suggested a graph-based method for Hindi text summarizer. 

The primary idea behind this method is to extract crucial information from any Hindi-

language paper. In order to determine the relationship between two sentences and the 

significance of each sentence present in the document this idea has been used. This has also 
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been done to determine how well the sentences relate to one another. Here in this case, they 

have induced the semantic similarity technique. As per them, they believed that any statement 

with a high degree of importance would have the same details but at the same time if any 

sentence has higher significance, then only that sentence should be included in the summary.  

For this they have proposed thematic word-based method which was first proposed by 

Kumar and Yadav (2015). In this method thematic words are being produced as an output by 

analysing terms, frequency and also the inverse frequency of the text. This system produces a 

list of words with a common theme and uses those to build summaries. Later, the technique 

of Hindi WordNet continues to analyse this generated summary. For this entire process, an 

algorithm that summarises both Hindi and Punjabi-written materials was proposed by Gupta 

(2013). The statistical method was the foundation stone for this algorithm. This text 

summarizer summarizes several basic linguistic entities that includes crucial words, cue 

words, nouns, verbs, negative words, font features, named entities, sentence positions, 

sentence lengths, and numerical information etc. in order to test the percentage of accuracy 

and possible weight of meaning for possible each feature used in the summarizer he has 

utilized the technique of regression, which is a MT technique of predicting the essential 

values of words as per its meaning.  

2.5.2. Punjabi 

In Punjabi it was Gupta and Lehal (2012) who once again presented their own idea of 

text summarizer. This time it was based purely on nine weighted different text features that 

includes named entities, title words, and possible keywords of the concerned languages 

through which they were able to determine the sentences. In order to identify the Punjabi 

terms associated with text attributes, they utilised rule-based and dictionary-based techniques. 

Later on, several other methods for summarising Punjabi text have been proposed by Gupta 

and Kaur (2016) following this. This was a bit more hybrid as it has used support vector 

machine model and simple text features for its analysis and results. They have utilised an 

entropy-based method to find key terms in the text which have given a quite valuable 

response in return. 

 Gupta (2014) later worked on automatic word stemming technique of Punjabi 

language. This was an advanced intelligence system developed for this language. As per him 

stemmer is a basic linguistic criterion for any languages in the world. In COLING a stemmer 

is basically a morphology-based information retrieval system that helps in reducing the 
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inflected or sometimes the derivational words from their stem or root part. So basically, it is a 

morpho-computational approach of identification. He developed a model for Punjabi that 

incorporates several NLP application developments such as text summarization, keyword 

extraction, topic tracking etc. In order to build this model, he has implemented a huge list of 

Punjabi stemmers including some proper nouns and names in MS access tool from backend 

and in ASP.NET server from front. This dual process of identification has successfully 

recorded a high percentage of 87.37% of accuracy for the stemmer tool. Kaur and Saini 

(2015) have proposed their work for the identification and analysis of stop words in Punjabi 

poetries by applying NLP approaches. The sole objective of this entire work was to 

automatically classify poems written in Punjabi.  

Singh et al. (2015) have used deep learning classification techniques for 

morphological evaluation and sentiment analysis of Punjabi text. After recognizing a ten- 

fold cross validation of the data supplied, the average accuracy of sentiment prediction for 

each of the four classes into which the corpus has been divided was 93.85%, 88.53%, 83.3%, 

and 95.45% respectively. The suggested approach achieves commendable sentiment 

classification accuracy of 90.29% over 275 Punjabi text documents that have been supplied to 

the tool while performing the task.  

2.5.3. Bangla  

Abujar et al. (2017) have suggested a heuristic method and rules for summarising 

Bangla texts. In order to receive more profound results, different linguistic principles have 

been used for the extraction of each text feature. For instance, it has used three different 

criterion such as criterion of quantity of sentences, number of paragraphs and the frequency 

of repetitions made etc. The machine has determined successfully the impact rate of each 

word of the document.  

Furthermore, in order to summarise the document in Bangla text, Efat et al. (2013), 

additionally concentrated on identifying text feature scores. For this he used K-means 

clustering, Akter et al. (2017) technique popularly undertaken by various linguists today for 

developing a Bangla text summarizer. According to the scores of their features, they divided 

the material into two different clusters, and then the best-scoring sentences from each cluster 

were removed and was then hence used as summary sentences. Later on, in addition to this a 

Bangla text summarizer based on text feature ratings of sentences was suggested by  

Sarkar (2012).  
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Ritu et al. (2018) have worked on performance analysis of different word embeddings 

methods for Bangla Corpus. They have applied the newly advanced word clustering 

techniques for the execution of this task. This is used as it is not only an advanced techniques 

of NLP rather, it reduces the time taken for processing of the data thus, improving them 

memory and efficiency of the model designed at the same time. for this task they have 

applied a total of 5,21,391k word class or tokens which consists of only the Bangla unique 

words. This later made a cluster of each other thus resulting into a total accuracy of 78.91% 

as a whole.  

2.5.4. Marathi 

Kulkarni et al. (2022) have worked on deep learning models for Marathi text 

classification. Their work seeks to give a detailed and thorough review of all NLP resources 

and COLING models that are now available for Marathi as per current research trends of 

COLING. It also aimed at portraying the fact as to how these models are being utilized by 

Marathi linguists for the classification of Marathi texts. The entire work was based over all 

possible and available publicly available sources from where these texts can easily be 

collected. This technique of text classification has popularly used various possible techniques 

for its processing. Few of them are Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). This is a deep 

learning technique used for image processing and recognition. Next in this series is Long 

Short-Term Memory network (LSTM). It is a type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). This 

is massively used for identification of sequential data predictions and learning issues.  This is 

also a multi-layered networking technique that helps in identifying and memorizing different 

patterns of a language in order to give possible best results. Sahani et al. (2016) have worked 

on automatic text categorization system with special reference to documents of Marathi texts. 

This has used the vector space model for the text categorization that have achieved a high 

accuracy rate of 95.83%. This means that the model designed was capable of correctly sorting 

more than 95% of Marathi texts.  For all other popular Indian languages and its NLP related 

tasks platforms like Universal Language Model Fine-Tuning (ULMFIT) and Bidimensional 

Encoder Representations Transformers (BERT) has been used. These tool and platform are 

extensively used in order to provide an appropriate comparative study among different sets of 

languages provided.  

Mhaske and Patil (2021) have created a huge and large resource for opinion mining 

task. This was completely based on Marathi movie reviews. The data was collected from 
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Marathi movies and somewhat from social media review documents. This was done to 

develop an automated NLP system for opinion mining. The testing of the data went onto 

several different phases in order to validate the same up to maximum level. The document 

level polarity classification method which was based on lexicon creation successfully 

achieved F-measures of up to 0.75% and 0.56% for the positive and negative classifications 

respectively. These findings were used later as a motivation for linguists to carry on with this 

line of inquiry and make some additional efforts to improve the available tools and systems 

for the language concerned.  

Furthermore, Marathi text summarizer based on the text rank technique was also 

suggested by Rathod (2018). The same was later being used by Mihalcea and Tarau (2004). 

For this task PageRank algorithm has been utilised on a graph-based technique to determine 

the importance of sentences. This entire model includes two unsupervised techniques for 

extracting sentences and keywords from any Marathi texts. Gaikwad (2018) gave a rule-

based Marathi text summarising technique that generates a list of questions for each sentence 

which was entirely based on a nominal pattern of sentences. In this entire process, the 

answers to the top-ranked questions are then extracted after each question has been ranked in 

order of priority. The compilation of these questions and its responses is then regarded as the 

document summary. This entire model has received an accuracy of 82% as whole as its final 

outcome.  

2.5.5. Sanskrit 

Saxena and Agrawal (2013) have worked concerning towards creating a dependency 

parser for the Sanskrit language. as They have together attempted for creating Natural 

Language understanding (NLU) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems. They have 

used the concepts of Ashtadhayayi, a book of Sanskrit grammar by Panini in order to 

implement their ideas. They attempted this research for Sanskrit language because they 

believed that it is a univocal and acute language that always final structures as result that 

inherits no change further changes in the same.  

During the process of making a dependency parsing tool for Sanskrit they have used 

Deterministic Finite Automatic (DFA) systems for morphological investigations whereas the 

idea of Utsarga Apavada (UP) were used for relational identification between the sentences. 

In this entire model they have applied rule-based approach as it helps in easily assigning the 

attributive values to the input string which then creates a particular environment for some 
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specific rules of Sanskrit also known as ‘sutras’ to get activated in the system. This entire 

research was a three-fold experiment that comprised of three basic linguistic databases, which 

are nominal, verbal and Particle such as prepositions, clitics etc. The entire research has given 

a tremendous output as the parser worked absolutely fine with all the possible data supplied 

hence, giving maximum result.  

Jha et al. (2009) have also developed an inflectional morph analyser for Sanskrit 

language. This morph analyser could easily identify and analyses the inflected noun forms or 

verb forms of any text of Sanskrit which is in accordance or acting as a joint compound. The 

system developed can easily now identifies and tags each word of Sanskrit compound at three 

major labels of POS tags in the concerned language.  

Jha (2010) have also successfully compiled a book on Computational linguistics with 

special reference to Sanskrit language. Jha et al. (2005) have developed an analysis system 

for Sanskrit language by using machine learning techniques. This was a much-detailed work 

that comprises of several tasks such as developing and designing basic linguistic resources 

for Sanskrit translation, POS identification module and Reverse Sandhi identification 

technique for initial segmentation method. the analysis system through this method developed 

for Sanskrit language performed satisfactorily but, as the research undertaken were in its 

initial phase therefore, the errors encountered could be overlooked. This error causing 

methodology has reduced its mechanism thus giving a lower output for the language 

concerned. However, it was also suggested that the problems or issues encountered could be 

easily eradicated if such languages can be more prone towards technologies in near future.  

2.5.6. Magahi  

Mundotiya et al. (2020) have laid their work forward in the field of NLP for 

developing a dataset along with baseline techniques, involving deep learning methods for 

three major low-resourced languages of Bihar including Magahi, Bhojpuri and Maithili. This 

was done to build a Named Entity Recognizing (NER) system altogether. This was built for 

machine translation techniques that tends to lay a helping hand for the machine to translate 

from all the mentioned languages to Hindi as whole. This was done by annotating the parts of 

different sizes of the corpus available for concerned and mentioned languages. The tagset 

followed have a total of twenty-two different tagging labels as tagsets when designed. The 

model applied for testing these data was again CRF which yielded a high resulting rate of 

96.73% for Bhojpuri, 93.33% for Maithili and 93.04 for Magahi respectively.  
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Kumar et al. (2017), successfully developed a training model for Magahi MWEs 

identification and classification. This task was executed by applying popular SVM techniques 

for automatic identification and classification of possible MWEs of Magahi. In order to 

execute this task, they have successfully implemented POS annotated data of around 75k 

word tokens. Inside this huge number they also put 11k word tokens of MWE which were 

tagged after designing a detailed MWE tagset for this language that comprises nine different 

levels for its annotation which was adopted from Singh et al. (2016). Once this entire data 

was put to training and evaluation it performed exceptionally well by giving an output result 

of 81.57% as its reliability and correctness.  

Kumar et al. (2012), have created an NLP based corpus for Magahi and have also 

discussed the possible challenges that have been encountered in doing so for any low-

resourced languages. For this they have collected data from some popular blogs, which 

contained several stories or biographies written in Magahi. For the annotation of the collected 

data, they have obtained BIS tagset and have tagged the same at POS level. They have 

successfully tested these collected corpora on four different model of COLING. These were 

SVM tool based on Support Vector Machines (SVM), Tnt taggers based on Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM), MxPost tagger based on Maximum Entropy systems and MBT tagger which 

is a Memory based model in COLING. For all these taggers they have induced round about 

50k Magahi words that were tagged accordingly using 33 different tagsets which were of 

course obtained from BIS and used by almost all Indian languages. After doing so they 

finally trained a total of 13k POS tagged datasets of Magahi, which were done upon a 

frequency-based baseline tagger. Except Maximum Entropy Tagger, none of the tagger 

performed well due to less availability of much refined corpus. Out of all these the Tnt tagger 

resulted as 86.09%, MBT gave 86.22%, MxPost resulted into 89.61%, SVM tool 49.61% and 

Baseline as 71.8% as a whole. They have also developed a computational model for 

developing resources for some major languages of U.P. and Bihar. These languages include 

Hindi, Magahi, Bhojpuri Awadhi, Braj etc. During this research they have successfully 

compiled corpora of diversified length in order to develop a system that can identify the 

corpus of these languages easily. This model was first ever data-based study to compare 

closely related languages of U.P and Bihar that are not much prone resources. This model has 

shown an accuracy percentage of 96.48%.  

Raj et al. (2021), have succeeded in developing universal dependencies treebanks for 

languages like Magahi and Braj. This was developed using the framework of Universal 
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Dependency Techniques or UDT. It is an NLP technique for consistent annotation of words 

or tokens across languages. This research tends to elaborate in detail as how the different 

sorts of dependencies are interrelated between these two languages through treebank 

graphical representation. Alok (2016) explained the detailed theoretical concepts as to how 

split constructions are formed in languages like Magahi and Hindi.  

Therefore, so far as the question of NLP researches are concerned in Magahi, there 

has been a lot that has been done till date. In order to continue this trend this undertaken 

research will thus just add some more major contributions.  

2.5.7. Bhojpuri  

Unlike all other languages mentioned above Bhojpuri has also received great 

importance in the recent past years. It is due to this reason that it has been a subject of further 

research and study not only for theoretical linguists but also towards the area of NLP and 

COLING. Ojha et al. (2015), have trained and evaluated the POS taggers of a couple of Ind-

Aryan languages that includes Bhojpuri, Hindi and Odia. The research was done to evaluate 

the data of these three languages by applying SVM and CRF algorithms. The central idea of 

the entire research was to identify the error patterns of these languages and provide solutions 

if any for the same concerning the mentioned algorithms. It was undertaken with a total of 

90k tokens or word class out of which 2k word tokens were taken as training data for each 

language category. The system designed were successfully tested and have resulted with a 

high percentage ranging from 88 to 93.7% for SVM whereas it was 82 to 86.7% for CRF 

model. In this research the CRF model performed a bit lower in case of Odia and Hindi but 

recorded the maximum for Bhojpuri. This cross lingual study also proved that the CRF model 

performs better with the languages that has variations in their structures which is absolutely 

not true in case of SVM.  

Behera et al. (2016), have dealt with the issue of linguistic divergence concerning 

English and Bhojpuri machine translation. With this research they have successfully 

categorized the possible linguistic divergences such as lexical, syntactic and semantic along 

with its issues among English and Bhojpuri. Singh et al. (2014), have successfully annotated 

Bhojpuri corpus buy using BIS tagset for Indian languages. For this they have collected 

round about 5,300-word tokens from Bhojpuri stories. It was collected in a spoken language 

form and was then linguistically transcribed. The entire work was based on mainly focusing 

two different variations of Bhojpuri which is the type of concerned language spoken in 
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Bhojpur area of Bihar region while the Benarasi style spoken in Varanasi area of Uttar 

Pradesh. This entire research has successfully paved a way forward for all such low- 

resourced languages of this kind across India.  

Ojha (2019) have dedicated his entire research for English to Bhojpuri Statical based 

Machine translation system by Karaka model. In NLP the idea of Karaka model evolved out 

right away after Panini. It is a rule-based model used mainly for Indian languages in NLP. 

With this work Ojha has tried to take the entire idea of universal dependency a bit forward 

but not limited to Karaka dependency. Much later with time the same model was used again 

by the researcher in SMT systems for evaluating the corpus set of two different languages 

namely English and Bhojpuri by establishing possible relation after meaningful comparison.  

2.5.8. Maithili 

India is a home for almost 22 scheduled languages as per the 8th schedule of Indian 

constitution. It is a language that belongs to Indo-Aryan language family spoken majorly in 

Mithila region that comprised of areas of ancient Videha now popularly known as Tirhut 

region. Spreading its essence furthermore, it is also spoken now to some parts of Jharkhand 

and Nepal. Priyadarshi and Saha (2020) have created a POS tagger for development and 

online resource creation for the language in the field of NLP. For this they have taken a 

corpus size of more than 52k Maithili language and have trained the same over the CRF 

model in order to develop a classifier. Their system attained an accuracy percentage of 

around 82.67%. They have also tested some raw corpus of the language which were obtained 

from some line sources like Wikipedia and other online Maithili sources in order to train the 

neural networks module for word embeddings feature. Here also the same CRF platform has 

been used which attained an accuracy of 85.88%.  

Sinha and Jha (2022) have also incorporated their research in this field by training the 

India language datasets that is being used later for text summarization in some major 

languages into which Maithili has also been included. With this research they tried to know 

whether there exist some similarities into these languages in terms of their structural patterns 

and also to examine the advancements of researches in these languages in the field of NLP 

with the ongoing flux of time.  

Nidhi and Singh (2018) have worked for MT systems of Maithili and English with 

special reference to divergence. The aim of this research was to develop an MT system which 

is statistical based for the language concerned. As this task was commuted for divergence 
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issues therefore, it also measured the possible degree of divergence available along with the 

possible errors encountered thus suggesting possible solutions for the same. 

Kumar (2020) have dedicated his research for developing a Named Entity Recognizer 

(NER) system for Maithili. Ranjan and Dubey (2016) have developed a system for Maithili 

language which can identify the isolated word form of this languages. They have developed 

this recognition system by using HMM model. The system developed have attained an 

accuracy percentage of 78% as a whole.  

Therefore, unlike all other languages, there has been a lot in the field of NLP and 

COLING has been done so far in Maithili language as well. As this is also a language 

mentioned in the 8th schedule of Indian constitution therefore, these entire researches have 

gained much importance than expected which of course have higher chances of corpus 

availability as compared to other languages of Bihar which are low-resourced such as 

Magahi.  

2.5.9. Odia  

Odia has now been declared as one of the classical languages of India Pattanayak and 

Prushty (2013) Jha et al. (2014). It is also among one of the scheduled languages as per the 

Eighth Schedule of Indian Constitution. It has its roots belonging from the vast Indo-Aryan 

language family. This was earlier known as Oriya. This is chiefly spoken in the regions of 

Odisha earlier known as Orrisa, which is a contemporary name falling under the historical 

Kalinga empire of ancient times. Unlike all other languages mentioned above in different 

sub-sections Odia has also been very rich and lucky in terms of receiving much importance 

and attention of the researchers as a result of which there has been a lot that has been done in 

this accord and is still continued till date and further.  

Jha et al. (2014), have tested two Indian languages including Hindi and Odia on 

Typecraft platform, which is an online corpus-based testing platform of datasets of several 

different languages. It is also a platform wherein all natural languages can easily be 

documented. It was a collaborative project between ILCI group of Jawaharlal Nehru 

University (JNU) and the Typecraft (TC) group of Norwegian University of Science and 

Technology (NTNU). Under this project the sole task was to annotate the available data of 

the concerned mentioned languages thus building a descriptive framework for its 

constructions. Secondly, it was concerned with the task of data exchange in order to ease the 

idea of data portability between the two which is TC and ILCI.  
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Behera et al. (2018), have also worked for identifying possible issues and challenges 

in developing POS tagset for Sambalpuri which is a local variation of Odia spoken chiefly in 

the regions Sambalpur, the western part of Odisha. This research has been done by applying a 

two-way model which is applying CRF++ as one while SVM as another. For this a large size 

of corpus for around 121k has been collected from different web sources of Sambalpuri and 

has been thus annotated by using the popular BIS tagset for Indian languages. Later, it has 

been trained on both the models by applying a data size of 80k and 13k respectively which 

has resulted as an accuracy percentage of 83% in terms of SVM whereas 71.56% in term s of 

SVM. Therefore, one can see here that the later module used has resulted into less accuracy 

percentages as compared to that of the former one. An SVM Tagger was also developed by 

(Das et al. 2015), for Odia language by applying a training set of approximately 10k word 

tokens from Odia which reported an accuracy of 82%. 

Behera (2015), have laid his entire research concerning for attaining the possible 

suitable model required for Odia POS tagging. Here also he has applied the same two popular 

models of NLP namely SVM and CRF++ modules in order to test his experiment. In this 

research the total result given by the two statistical taggers which is SVM (96.85 and 93.59) 

as one while CRF++ (94.39 and 88.87) as another shows that the latter performs much better 

than the former with a laying margin of 2.46 and 4.72 percentage in both the supervised and 

unsupervised dataset respectively.  

Therefore, in this entire chapter one can see as to how the different NLP task has been 

undertaken and executed in various Indian languages till date and the development is still 

counting. It is therefore due to this reason the idea for this research has triggered the mind of 

the researcher in order to take ideas from the same and implement these into his own 

language which is Magahi and execute it in order to bring Magahi onto a broader platform of 

technologies by applying latest computational and NLP techniques.  

Hence, with the possible reviews of mentioned works done and also portrayed in 

detail through different sections and sub sections of this chapter with reference to Magahi in 

specific along with all other South-Asian languages as a whole one can see as to how 

beautifully and deeply the prominent linguists along with some recent ones have done an 

enormous amount of tremendous work. This will not only pave the way ahead for current 

researches but will also enhance and promote other future works in the area concerned. 
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Chapter 3 Complex Predicates in Magahi 

3.1. An Introduction to Complex predicates in Magahi  

Sentences in all languages always consist of different basic lexical and linguistic 

categories. These categories could be of different types, such as derivational morphological 

or sometimes inflectional. These could also consist of different grammatical categories like 

nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc. All of these are referred to as the necessary categories, which 

are very important to form a sentence in a language. On the other hand, there are also some 

unnecessary categories like suffixes that are just appended to the above categories just to 

spread their actual meaning. Unlike all other verbs of Indic and South Asian languages, 

Magahi verbs also function as a lexical unit, carrying all the necessary inflections such as 

tense, aspect and mood (TAM). Along with this feature, it also exhibits the property of 

negation. It is obvious to note here that like all other South Asian languages verbs in Magahi 

also have the properties of inflections to denote the honorifics of a subject. Therefore, it can 

be said that verbs are the central element of a sentence that contains all the necessary 

information that is true and applicable to all the languages of the world. 

 The first section of the chapter gives a brief introduction to the overall framework 

discussed concerning complex predicates in Magahi. This is later followed by various 

sections and subsections that cover the various types and sets of CPs in this language. All 

these sections and subsections of the chapter give a thorough and detailed picture of Magahi's 

CP, especially focusing on its construction procedures. These include noun-verb 

constructions, adjective-verb constructions, compound verbs and reverse compound verbs 

etc. 

3.2. Features of Complex Predicates in Magahi  

As we all know, verbs play a very vital role in a sentence, as they carry the entire 

meaning. It is due to this reason that the verbs are known as the nucleus of the sentence. 

Being the nucleus, it controls the entire structure of the sentence. It is Butt (1995), through 

whose detailed research on CPs in the Urdu language has brought several atypical 

characteristics of CPs in a significant role of study. Like all other Indian languages such as 

Hindi, Bhojpuri, Bangla etc. Magahi does also exhibit some unique features of CPs. This 

section of the chapter will discuss in detail some of these distinctive features of Magahi CPs 

through its upcoming sub-sections. These characteristics can be easily understood with some 

illustrations or examples mentioned in the respective paragraphs. 
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3.2.1. Scrambling 

In linguistics, scrambling is an adaptive feature of any language in which the words of 

a sentence can interchange its position. However, the property of scrambling can sometimes 

change its meaning, but not the syntax of the sentence. As we all know, Magahi is a language 

that follows SOV word order in its sentence construction. This property makes Magahi a 

verb-final category language. The features of scrambling in Magahi could be easily 

understood with the help of a few examples mentioned below: - 

 

1. स्याम राम के पनिया देलकइ 

sjɑmə  rm  ke pny d̪eləkə 
‘Shyam gave water to Ram’. 

 

2. स्याम के राम पनिया   देलकई 

sjɑmə ke rɑm pny d̪eləkə 
‘Ram gave water to Shyam’. 

 

3. पनिया देलकई स्याम के राम 

pny d̪eləkə sjɑmə ke rɑm 

‘Ram gave water to Shyam’. 

 

Here, in the above examples, it can be seen that in the first example (1) the ordered 

arrangement of phrases which are subject, indirect object, direct object and finally the place 

of the verb is shown. But it is obvious to note here that the same example as mentioned in (2) 

and (3) has changed the word order of the sentence without changing the gist of its meaning. 

This implies that in most cases the interchangeability of word order does not affect or change 

the meaning. However, the structural phenomena or the syntax of the same will certainly be 

affected. 

Also, in the second example (2) one can see that the indirect object Shyam precedes the 

subject Ram and the direct object which is /pny/ or water follows it. Similarly, in the third 

example (3), the object /pn/ or water precedes the indirect object Shyam and the subject 

Ram follows the indirect object in the sentence. 
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Therefore, in the above-detailed explanations using various examples, it is important 

to note that like other South Asian languages such as Hindi, Bhojpuri, Maithili, Marathi, etc., 

Magahi also follows the concept of scrambling. These are the languages that mainly belong 

to the group of the Indo-Aryan family. We have also seen here how Magahi allows this 

successful scrambling order of word constituents in their sentences without any alterations or 

changes in their meaning. 

3.2.2. Honorificity 

Magahi as part of the language has three different honorifics for its verbs. The very 

first level of the badge of honour tends to determine the relationship between the addressee 

and the addressee as accidental. In other words, it can be said that this is a marker that 

represents a similar or friendly relationship between the two. At the same time, the very 

second level of the honorific in Magahi can easily be seen as the relationship between the 

addressee and the addressee, with the addressee being quite younger in relation to the 

addressee. Because of this, the addressee uses a very formal way of greeting the addressee. 

The markings used for such expressions are set according to gender designations, meaning 

they may vary for males or females, but the essence and beauty of respect for the elder are 

not altered. 

In the same way, there is also a third type of honour mark in Magahi, where the marks 

used indicate that the addressee is older than the addressee. This can also be viewed as the 

reverse case of the second type of honorific. Hence, here with all the above facts, one can 

easily deduce that the honorifics in the Magahi can be easily classified as non-honourable, 

meaning that it uses no honorifics while being addressed, medium honourable, showing a 

love relationship between them the addressee and the addressee, while the third can be 

identified as the most honourable, who tends to show not only a sense of love but also a sense 

of respect from addressee to addressee. It is also important to note here that the use of 

honorifics in Magahi depends directly on the type of sentence. To understand the above facts, 

let's refer to some below-mentioned illustrations: - 

4. तु जाइ थे 

 t̪u jɑ t̪ʰe 

 ‘You are going’. (informal)   
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5. तु जाइ थे थी हथ 

 t̪u jɑ t̪ʰə t̪ʰi hət̪ʰə 

 ‘You   are going’. (informal)   

 

 

6. अपि े जाइ थे थी हथ हथीि 
 t̪u jɑ t̪ʰə t̪ʰi hət̪ʰə hət̪ʰinə 

 ‘You   are going’. (formal)  . 

 

Examples (4-6) show the inflection of auxiliary verbs based on honorifics bestowed 

on the addressee. In (4) the non-honorary auxiliary verb /t̪ʰe/, is used, indicating agreement 

with the subject. In (5) the honorary suffix /t̪ʰə/, /t̪ʰi/, /hət̪ʰə/ is used to show honour for the 

subject. In (6) more honourable auxiliary verbs such as /t̪ʰə/, /t̪ʰi/, / hət̪ʰə/, /hət̪ʰinə/ are used, 

which agree with the second person being the honourable subject. Here the highest grade of 

the honorific /hət̪ʰinə/ or sometimes //hələt̪ʰinə/ is used to show more honour to the subject. 

3.2.3. Arguments and Case Markings 

The complex predicate in Magahi plays an important role in argument requirements 

and case assignments. In the case of the compound verb Magahi, the argument requirement 

depends on the light verb. Choosing a light verb can affect the transitivity of the sentence, as 

shown in the example below.  

The case assignment is governed by the second/light verb in the Magahi complex 

predicate. Case assignment in complex predicate construction is therefore positional which 

means, it is assigned by the last verb of the complex predicate. Let us understand this with the 

help of a few examples discussed below: - 

7. राम पपटा गेलई 

  rɑmə   piʈɑ   gelɑ 

‘Ram got beaten’. (informal)   

8. राम मोहि   से पपटा लेलई  

  rɑmə mohənə -se piʈɑ  lelə 

‘Ram(willingly) got beaten by Mohan’.  
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9. राम मोहि के सीता से पपटबा देलकइ 

 rɑmə mohənə -ke siʈɑ -se piʈəbɑ d̪eləkə 

‘Ram made Mohan to be beaten up by Sita’. 

In example (7), the light verb /gelɑ/ goes has only one argument, Ram, while in 

example (8), the light verb /lelə/ meaning take has two arguments, namely Ram and Mohan. 

Similarly, in example (9), the given meaning of the light verb /d̪eləkə/ takes three arguments 

Ram, Mohan and Sita. So, the compound verb construction was done with the same main 

verb, but different light verbs show changes in the argument structure of the sentence. 

In the case of the conjunction verb, the nominal host is an integral part of the predicate and 

plays a crucial role in deciding the number of valences and postpositions associated with 

arguments in the sentences. Also, in the case of the conjunction verb, the number of 

arguments and case marking depends on the total noun/adjective and light verb sequence. The 

transitivity and intransitivity property of the light verb is lost. In the case of a conjunction 

verb, the nominal host is not the direct object of the light verb. 

 

 

 

 11. ररतेश स्वेतवा के   पढ़े      में       मदद    करलई 

             rite̪sə  svetɑ̪vɑ -ke pɑɽe meⁿ   məd̪əd̪ə kərələ 

     ‘Ritesh helped Shweta in studies’. 

Here, examples (10) and (11) of the sentences clearly discuss the features of 

conjunction verbs. In example (10), the words / sp/, meaning clean, and /kɑr/, used as the 

feminine form of the verb do, function together as a single verb. In example (11), the noun 

/məd̪əd̪ə/ decides what Help means about the presence of three arguments to explain who is 

helping whom with what work. Here you can clearly see that Ritesh is an agent, Shweta is a 

patient, and/pɑɽe/ is a place. The postpositions /-ke/ and /meⁿ/ are also associated with 

patient meaning (to whom) and place meaning (whereby), respectively, which is determined 

only by the word /məd̪əd̪ə/ meaning help. 

10. सीता  अपि घर साफ़ करी थय 

sit̪ɑ     ɑpɑnɑ gʰɑrɑ sp   kɑr t̪ʰɑjɑ 

‘Sita is cleaning her room’.  
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 Hence, the concept of argument and case marking is one of the crucial areas that 

needs to be studied in Magahi CPs as opposed to other Indic languages in order to analyse 

them thoroughly. 

3.2.4. Agreement in Magahi Complex Predicate 

The agreement is a universal feature of languages of the world. It becomes parametric 

in the sense of the features involved in agreement in different languages. In South Asian 

languages preferably Hindi, verbs agree with subjects in person, number, and gender. Magahi 

is different from many South Asian languages in the sense that it exhibits agreement in terms 

of honorifics. Before we discuss the agreement system of Magahi, let us look at the 

agreement system of one of the most dominant South Asian languages, namely Hindi. In 

Hindi, the verb exhibits agreement in person, number, and gender. It does not exhibit 

agreement with the arguments which are lexically case marked. If the subject does not have 

an overt lexical case marker, agreement occurs between the subject and the predicate. This 

was followed in a similar fashion in Magahi. An illustration of the same has been shown in 

example (12). If the subject is lexically case marked, then the agreement takes place with one 

of the arguments of the predicate that does not carry a lexical case marker as in (13). There 

occurs a default agreement on the verb if all the arguments of a sentence are lexically case 

marked as in (14). 

12. रमुआ ककताब पढ़े थय 

       rəmuɑ kit̪ɑbə pɑɽe t ̪ʰəjə 

      ‘Ram used to read book.’   

13. रमुआ ककताब पढ़ल कय 

 rəmuɑ kit̪ɑbə  pəɽələ  kəjə 

         ‘Ram had read the book.’   

14. रमुआ     छुड़िया से    फलवा कटल कय 

 rəmuɑ cʰuɽijɑ -se pʰələvɑ kəʈələ    kəjə 

 ‘Ram cut the fruit with knife.’   

Here, in example (12), the subject of the sentence carries no lexical case markers, so 

the main verb /pɑɽe/, read and the auxiliary verb /t̪ʰəjə/ matched the subject of the sentence 
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Ram. Similarly, in example (13), the main verb /pl/, read and the auxiliary verb /kəjə/, would 

agree in number and gender with the object of the sentence (argument of the predicate), since 

it does not carry a lexical case marker. Also, in example (14), all three arguments of the 

sentence carry lexical case markers; hence the verb carries the standard convention. Let's 

examine Magahi a little more closely to understand a more detailed way of its agreement 

system. It is distinctly different from Hindi due to its this uniqueness. 

For Hindi, structural case and verbal agreements are so closely related that it is assigned 

structural case via Agr.9 positions (Mahajan; 1990). But that's not the case with Magahi. The 

Magahi agreement system is always opaque as case markers have no effect due to the 

agreements in that language. 

So far, we have seen that this section begins with the hypothesis that the Magahi 

agreement system would work in the context of complex predicates in a similar way to that in 

simple verb forms. (Bhatt; 2012; 2008) reports that verbal agreement goes along with the 

subject as much as possible, but when the subject does not show features of the agreement, 

verbal agreement targets the next higher argument. He reports that usually, the noun in the 

N+V construction agrees with the light verb when the other arguments of the sentence are 

case-sensitive. But sometimes it doesn't, and in such cases, the noun is not treated as an 

argument by the grammar and is invisible to a match. Paul (2004) points out that the simple 

finite verb forms agree with the Bangla personified subject. Deoskar (2006) points out that in 

the context of the complex Marathi predicate construction, the light verb must necessarily 

match an uncased subject or object DP. 

 Therefore, with the above discussions, it can be seen that in the Magahi language the 

agreement is reflected through inflection which is attached to the constituent particle most 

possibly a verb, i.e., either the main verb or light verb or else the auxiliary of the sentence. 

Also, in Magahi complex predicate comprising mostly Noun/Adjective/ combinations, it is 

the main verb, which always carries the root form or participial form and the light verb 

carries inflections and gives information about the person, tense, aspect, mood etc of the 

sentence.  

 
9 It is a concept in linguistics which denotes the change of position of word from dependent to relational category due to 

inflection and agreement.  
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The subject-verb agreement of the Magahi language is reflected through suffixes 

attached mostly with light verbs carrying the honorific markers of the person concerned while 

there is no agreement shown for this language based on number and gender. 

In Magahi complex predicate construction, the light verb shows agreement with either the 

subject or object. This agreement is with respect to the person and honorifics or non-

honorifics of the addressee component. Magahi shows three unique features in the context of 

the agreement system. These agreements take place between the light verb and non-overt 

addressees in the sentence. The agreement in Magahi is also shown and identified between 

the light verb and the listener to whom the sentence is stated. In the context of the Magahi 

language, the listener acts as a silent participant in agreement. Case markers are opaque in the 

agreement feature which means, there is no role of case markers in the context of the Magahi 

agreement system. These special features make Magahi a very unique language as compared 

to other Indo-Aryan languages such as Odia, Bangla Bhojpuri etc.  

Thus, we can say that the agreement system in Magahi depends mostly on three facts: 

Opaque case markers towards the agreement, the role of the addressee component, and the 

degree of honorific factor involved with the listener and speaker. This means that along with 

the honorifics, the agreement system in Magahi is also based on the role of a person or gender 

concerned in the sentence.  

It is quite evident here from all the facts that the Magahi agreement system functions 

in the same way in the case of a complex predicate as it has with the simple verb. Therefore, 

this section provided a brief sketch of the features of agreements in Magahi, elements of the 

agreements in Magahi, uniqueness of Magahi agreements, and structural representation of 

these agreements in Magahi complex predicates and has also discussed all of them above in a 

very detailed manner.  

3.2.5. Negations in Magahi Complex Predicates 

 Negation plays a significant role in determining the structure of Magahi. In this 

language, it is expressed by negative elements like nɑ/mət̪ə. The negative element /mət̪ə / 

used in the imperative is shown only in example (15), while in the remaining cases it is used 

as /nɑ/ as shown in example (16) below.  
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15. त ु ओहहजा मत जो 

 t̪u ohjɑ mət̪ə jo 

       ‘You don’t go there’. 

16. उ ओहहजा ि/मत गेलई 

 U ohjɑ nɑ/ mət̪ə gelɑ 

       ‘He didn’t go there’. 

Here in example (15) the negative marker /mət̪ə/ is used in the imperative form. It is 

used in the sense of a suggestion not to go there. While in example (16) the two negative 

markers nɑ/mət̪ə are used simply to negate the affirmation of any ongoing activity in the 

sentence. 

The use of mat in case example (16) will lead to the ungrammaticality of the sentence. 

Languages like Hindi and Magahi have most possibly these negation particles that have been 

studied extensively in the literature. Therefore, like Hindi Magahi negation is also of two 

types. These are constituent or phrasal negation and clausal or sentential negation. (Kumar; 

2006) elaborates that the sentential negation takes the scope of the entire sentence as in 

example (17) and constituent negation takes the scope of the phrase to which it is adjoined, as 

in example (18) which will be discussed and hence explained in detail in the upcoming below 

sections.  

3.2.5.1. Sentential Negation  

Negative markings are usually used to express sentence negations. In Magahi, 

Negative adverbs and preverbal marks are the most common phenomenon, the latter being 

either particles that are separate words or affixes and clitic elements that are part of verbal 

morphology (Zeil-jstra 2004:152). Additionally (Payne; 1985, cited in Zanuttini 2001:512-

13) tends to show that some languages like Hindi, Marathi Punjabi etc. have few particles and 

affixes for encouraging the use of negative verbs for sentence complementation. To 

understand the idea of the phrase negations in Magahi it is important to study and analyse 

them thoroughly and in detail, with the help of an example given below: - 
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17. राम    सीता के कहहिो ि/मत डटंल कय 

 rɑmə sit̪ɑ -ke kəhno nɑ/ mət̪ə         ɖⁿʈələ          kɑjɑ    

       ‘Ram has never scolded Sita.’ 

In the above example, it is clear that the negative element /nɑ/ is taking the scope of 

the entire sentence. It is also clear from the sentence here that it is negating the action of 

scolding Ram to Sita clearly.  The example listed above clarifies the fact that a sentence 

negation is a type of negation that affects the meaning of the entire clause.  

3.2.5.2. Constituent Negation 

Constituent negation is marked by placing the negative marker immediately after the 

relevant constituent. This can be further understood from the following example: - 

18. राम सीता के ि मोहि के ककताब देले हलय 

 rɑmɑ sit̪ɑ -ke nə mohənə -ke kt̪ɑbə d̪ele hələjə 
 ‘Ram had given the book to Mohan and not Sita’. 

Here in the example above, the negative element /nə/ only occupies the scope of a 

phrase category Sita. We can see through this sentence that constituent negation is just a way 

to negate a single constituent or phrase of a sentence without touching the rest of the 

constituent particles of the sentence. In the above example, it is easy to visualize the cases of 

supportive negative constituents. These are used when someone wants to agree with most of 

what is said but wants to question some of it.  

Similarly, in example (18) above, the negative particles were only used to negate part 

of the sentence instead of the entire sentence. Therefore, it is also important to note here that 

the property of constituent negation only partially negates the proposition without calling into 

question the entire proposition mentioned in the sentence.  

3.3. Verbs in Magahi 

Verbs encode a lot of information in a sentence. The occurrence of verbs is complex 

in nature in any natural language. The complexity of a verb lies at almost every level of the 

language analysis. Inflections on verb come under morphology, tendency of taking argument 

as per requirement belongs to syntax, and its meaning and functional aspect comes under 

semantics. The notion of the verb increases complexities at every level of the analysis. The 
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verb is the most important part of the sentence as it denotes mostly the action. It is a critical 

element of the predicate which says something about the subject of the sentence. Verbs 

express different kinds of actions, events or states of being. In short, a verb is a part of speech 

and an important element of the predicate which expresses something about the subject 

related to actions, events or states of being in a sentence. 

 The various subsections mentioned below will further discuss the various and distinct 

forms of Magahi verbs along with some best supporting examples. 

3.3.1. Simple Verb 

When a predicate in a sentence has only one verb, either in the form of the main verb 

or the auxiliary verb, it is called a simple verb. Simple verb phrases contain only one verb. In 

the following example /d̪ekʰəlijə/, meaning saw, is the verb which behaves as the main verb 

since it is the only one acting as a verb for the sentence.  

19. हम्म े ओकरा देखललय 

 həmme okərɑ d̪ekʰəlijə 
 ‘I saw him’. 

3.3.2. Composite Verb 

In a sentence, composite verb consists of several forms of verb which are composite 

in nature like serial verb constructions, phrasal verbs or idiomatic combination of verbs. 

These constructions are available in abundance in South Asian languages. In these languages, 

composite verb constructions are compiled of several different sequence of verbs or verb 

phrases within a single clause expressing simultaneous or immediately consecutive actions. 

This contains only one single grammatical subject as shown in example (20). But in case of a 

phrasal verb constructions or idiomatic constructions, the verb deals with those particular 

construction segments which accommodates few of the idiomatic elements or phrases along 

with the verb, as explained in example (21). 

20. उ भोज खा के चल गेलय 

 u bʰojə kʰɑ ke cɑl geləjə 
 ‘He went away after eating in party’. 
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21. चोरबा दइुए लमिट में रफ्फूचक्कर हो गेलय 

 corəbɑ d̪uie minəʈə meⁿ rəpʰpʰucəkkərə ho geləjə 
 ‘The thief ran away in only two minutes.  

 Here, in example (20) the two distinct actions of eating and going away are shown 

together in a sequence, occurring one after another. However, these two actions are 

performed by only one subject, which is, denoted by the pronoun ‘He.’ This ‘He’, is not 

overtly present in the given sentence. In the same manner in example (21), there is the use of 

an idiomatic phrase / rəpʰpʰucəkkərə honɑ/, which means ‘to ran away’. However, in the later 

example, the whole sequence of the given phrase is considered as one single unit as it denotes 

only one action now which is ‘to run’.  

3.3.3 Causative Verb 

Causative verbs denote the necessary action which is required to denote another 

action. This implies that it denotes a single event that is comprised of two different sub-

events that occurred in parallel. In such constructions one of the sub-events causes the 

following other to occur. It deals with the process of causation. To denote this chain of events 

or actions, there exist two types of causal verbs which are direct causal and indirect causal 

verbs. Direct causal is concerned with one's own or self-involvement in the main action as 

shown in example (22), while indirect causal is concerned with the involvement of others in 

the main action which is explained in example (23). 

22. उ राम के लिकीया देखैलकय 

 u rɑmə -ke ləɽəkijɑ d̪ekʰailəkəjə 
 ‘He made Ram to see the girl’.      

   23. उ राम से हमरा लिकीया देखबैलकय 

 u rɑmə -se həmərɑ ləɽəkijɑ d̪ekʰəbailəkəjə 
 He gets Ram to see the girl. 

 Here in example (22), the word /d̪ekʰəbailəkəjə/ shows three arguments, namely /u/, 

which is He (as causer), Ram as (causee) and /ləɽəki/, girl (as the patient). This verb form 

falls under the category of direct causative since the act of seeing is performed by Ram and 

the sub-event of showing task is performed by the subject, He. On the other hand, in the 

second example sentence, (23) The verb /d̪ekʰəbailəkəjə/ has four arguments in which /u/ 
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means ‘He’ who is the direct causer, and ‘Ram’ here is the mediator who is the indirect 

causer, while /həmərɑ/ which means ‘me’ acts as the causee, and /ləɽəki/, acts as patient in 

the sentence. 

 Therefore, it is clear and evident from the illustrations mentioned here that, this section 

has successfully shown the causative constructions of Magahi verbs with the help of suitable 

examples. It has also discussed in detail their related unique properties that helped in its 

formations. The upcoming next section will deal with the different verb features such as 

auxiliary verbs, light verbs, helping verbs, and modal verbs along with the transitivity, 

intransitivity and Di transitivity features of each in Magahi. 

3.3.4. Auxiliary Verb 

An auxiliary verb follows the main verb in a sentence. The auxiliary marks exist in all 

Indo-Ayan languages, like in Hindi in the form of (hai ho, t̪ʰɑ etc.), while in Bhojpuri they 

have (bɑ, bɑʈe, həvə.), etc. and for Maithili, it is (cʰi, cʰe, ɑicʰɑ).  In the same way, the 

auxiliary verbs in Magahi come from the root verb ho, hɑ, which means ‘to be’.  It occurs in 

all tense forms of Magahi depending on the nature and demand of the sentence. But as far as 

the exact and correct forms of auxiliary verbs are concerned for this language, it doesn't 

occur. 

The inflections for auxiliaries in Magahi are marked through the special features of 

honorifics which are based on the seniority of the person concerned rather than numbers. 

However, there also exist a few exceptions wherein these markings are based on numbers as 

well.  For the present tense, the word like /hɑ/, /hi/ /hu/ are used along with the possible 

honorifics and non-honorific markers used in the sentence. These can be seen clearly through 

the below-mentioned various examples such as (24), (25) and (26). Here the past tense /hələ/ 

has been used together to denote the degree of honorifics, whereas the non-honorific markers 

can be seen in examples (27) and (28). 

24. हम ही/ हीं/ हकी हहयई/ हहयउ हहयो/हहवा 

 həmə hi/hiⁿ/həki hijəi/ hijəu hijo/hivɑ 
 'I am.’ 
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25. तु ओहहजा        हले/हलहू 

 t̪u ohijɑ həle/hələhu 

 ‘You were there.’ 

26.    अपि े सब कहााँ हथि/हथी/हथीि 

  əpəne sɑbɑ kɑhɑⁿ hət̪ʰənə/hət̪ʰi/hət̪ʰinə 
 ‘Where are you all?’ 

27.  तोहिी सब अभी-तक घरवे में हीं/हही ं  औ   उ  चललयो गेलई 

 t̪ohəni səbə əbʰi-t̪əkə gʰərəve meⁿ hiⁿ/həhiⁿ ɑu   u     cəlijo                gelə 
 'You all are still at home and he has already gone’. 

28. ओहिी/ओखिी आज इस्कूल जल्दी चल गेले हलऊ/हलथु/हलथुि 

 ohəni/okʰəni ɑɟə iskulə ɟəld̪i cələ gele hələu/hələt̪ʰu/hələt̪ʰunə 
 'Today they had gone to school early’. 

Here, in the above different example sets the use of different forms of auxiliaries such 

as hiⁿ/həhiⁿ has been shown. This can also be the non- honorific such as hiⁿ/həhiⁿ as non-

honorific present tense markers; and the use of certain other forms of auxiliary such as 

həki/hijəjə /hijo/hivɑ/, /hət̪ʰənə/hət̪ʰinə/hələt̪ʰinə/, as an honorific, polite and present tense 

markers. In example (28), the forms of auxiliaries used for past tense and non-honorific are 

/hələu/ which has been changed as hələt̪ʰu/hələt̪ʰunə which is honorific forms of the former. 

This is so because the degree of respect and honour has been changed in the sentence to 

superlative. Therefore, like Bhojpuri and Maithili, Magahi also has auxiliary markers in its 

sentences.  

3.3.5. Light Verb 

Light verbs are one of the major elements that help primarily with complex predicate 

formation. It is a semantically bleached element. It contains the entire inflectional 

information about the sentence such as tense aspect, and mood, also known as (TAM). It 

occurs in Magahi majorly in two forms of CP constructions, such as compound verb and 

conjunction verb constructions. 

Verma (1985) gives a detailed account of about ten to fifteen light verbs in Magahi in 

which /le/ meaning to take, /d̪e/ meaning to give and /jɑ/ meaning to go have the most 
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frequent occurrences, which is required for any sort of compound verb constructions. Let's 

consider some examples like (29), (30) and (31). Here, we can observe that for the 

construction of conjunct verbs, the light verb /kərənɑ/, means to do, and /honɑ/, which 

means, to happen occurs most frequently always after a noun or an adjective. This is clearly 

shown in examples (32) and (33). 

Magahi light verb constructions do not form any syntactical unit. This is because there 

always occur too many different linguistic constituents between nouns/adjectives/main verbs 

and light verbs. These are most possibly the degree of negations, use of different particles, 

additional postpositions, etc. 

29. अब खिमा खा ले 

 əbə kʰənəmɑ kʰɑ le 

 ‘Eat food now.’ 

30.     रीिा मोहि के जाय देलकय 

         rinɑ      mohənə -ke jɑjə d̪eləkəjə 

            ‘Reena let mohan go.’ 

31. इ अमवा तू       खा    जो 

   əməvɑ  t̪u      kʰɑ jo 

       ‘You eat this mango.’ 

In the very first example here, namely (29), the light verb /le/, ‘take’ occurs with the 

main verb and /kʰɑ/, meaning ‘to eat’. In the second example, i.e. (30), the light verb 

/d̪eləkəjə/, meaning ‘gave’, which is the past tense form of the verb ‘give’ occurs with the 

main verb, /jɑjə/ which means ‘to let go’, and similarly, in the last example, which is (31), the 

light verb /jo/, occurs with the main verb /kʰɑ/, means ‘to eat’. In all of these examples, it is 

clear that all three of these sentences resemble compound verb constructions with an 

imperative character. Now let's look at a few more examples of Magahi to understand the 

concept of light verbs in this language in a bit more detailed way. 
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32.  उ राम के परीक्षा में बिी मदद करलकय 

 u rɑmə ke pərikʂɑ meⁿ bəɽi məd̪əd̪ə kərələkəjə 
 ‘He helped Ram a lot in the examination’. 

33.  तोरा देख के उ    बिी    खुस होलय 

 t̪orɑ d̪ekʰɑ ke u      bɑɽ  kʰusə   holəjə 

 ‘He became very happy after seeing you’. 

 Here, in examples (32) and (33), the mechanism of conjunct verb constructions are 

shown. In example (32), the two grammatical elements /məd̪əd̪ə/ and /kərələkəjə/, are 

combined together to frame as one single entity. After combining they existed together as one 

single meaning which is ‘did’, the past tense form of the verb ‘do’. This single unit is formed 

after merging two different elements which are nouns and light verbs respectively. But in 

example (33) /kʰusə/ meaning ‘happy’ and /holəjə/ meaning ‘happened’ are adjectives and 

light verb combinations. This also will form a conjunct verb combination, but this time it 

carries an adjective in place of a noun. However, the magic is not changed and hence this 

combination also formed a meaningful construction successfully called conjunct verbs. 

Therefore, it is evident to note that for every light verb construction, Magahi follows the 

technique of the general verb-complement pattern wherein the complementizer for the 

desired sentence is always required to make the sentence meaningful and acceptable. 

3.3.6. Helping Verb 

Another important role of a verb in a sentence is that of a helping verb. These are the 

elements that come after the sentence and modify the main verbs. Together with the main 

verb, it forms the verb phrase. One can use several helping verbs in a sentence. These verbs 

occur in any sentence in three main forms: auxiliaries, modal and light verbs wherein the 

auxiliaries are also referred to as temporal verbs sometimes. The below-mentioned section on 

auxiliaries with a suitable example makes it more clear. The auxiliaries help the main verb to 

indicate tense features, while modal verbs are those that add a bit of mood information to the 

main verb. These are illustrated below through separate sections and respective examples. 

Modal verbs generally are the closed classes of verbs because they are limited in number and 

do not allow any further elements after their addition. A few majorly used modals are words 

like sɑkɑ, cukə, cɑhə etc. in Magahi. These have no independent meaning. At the same time, 

a light verb occurs as a full entity when used independently, as shown in example (36). 
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(i) Auxiliary Verb 

34. राम जा हय 

 rɑmə ɟɑ həjə 
 ‘Ram goes.’ 

 

(ii)           Modal Verb 

35. राम      सेब       खा        चुकले       हे 

 rɑmə sebɑ kʰɑ cukəle he 

 ‘Ram has eaten the apple’.  

(iii)       Light Verb  

36. ककतबबया टेबुलवा       पर          रख देहीं 

     kit̪əbijɑ    ʈebuləvɑ     pərə rəkʰə  d̪ehiⁿ 

 ‘Keep the book on the table’. 

One can see that in example (34) the word ‘/həjə/’, meaning ‘is’, functions as an 

auxiliary verb as it is giving temporal information, which is in the present tense for the 

sentence. Therefore, here the auxiliary functions as a tense marker. Similarly, in example (35) 

/cukəle/ meaning ‘finished’, is the modal verb giving the perfective aspectual information 

along with the auxiliary verb ‘he’, whereas in example (36) /rəkʰə/, meaning ‘keep’, is the 

main verb marking the action of the sentence and /d̪ehiⁿ/, meaning ‘give’, is the light verb 

giving the additional information of the second person and perfective aspect of the entire 

sentence construction.  

This section has presented the several forms and related features of a light verb 

construction thus, showing the different types of roles played by the same in different 

sentence structures. With the discussions above, we tend to understand that a light verb gives 

us information about the number of arguments that are present in a sentence. It can be present 

in a sentence in various forms such as a nominal form, adjectival form or else either as 

adverbial form as well. The next upcoming section discusses the occurrence of different types 
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of verbs along with their roles and respective requirements as per the different environments 

of sentences in Magahi. 

3.4. Roles and Features of Verbs in Magahi 

As we know that verbs play an important role in a sentence. A verb (V) is considered 

always the head of a verb phrase (VP). There are three major roles played by a verb or verb 

phrase in a sentence: Intransitivity, Transitivity, and Di-transitivity. In the same manner there 

exists two major features of verbs in Magahi which are measured on the scale of Finiteness 

and Non-Finiteness. Let’s discuss these all in the below sections or sub-sections with suitable 

examples of each in Magahi. 

3.4.1. Transitive, Intransitive and Di-transitive Verbs in Magahi  

Verbs determine the number of arguments required in the sentence. On the basis of the 

number of arguments it can take, they are categorized as intransitive, transitive, and di-

transitive. Intransitive verbs take no arguments; the transitive verbs take one argument; and 

the di-transitive verbs take two arguments. According to Extended Projection Principle, any 

clause of a sentence must contain an argument that has to be there in the subject position. 

Whereas the subject acts as an external argument which is always obligatory for the sentence. 

Let us understand all these with a few examples mentioned below: - 

(i) Intransitive Verb  

37.हम्म ेहसललयय   

həmme      həsəlijəjə 

    ‘I laughed’.  

(ii) Transitive Verb  

38. उ गािी चलयल     कय  

     u   gɑɽ      cələjələ    kəjə 

      ‘He drove the vehicle’. 
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(iii) Di-transitive Verb  

39.     हम्मे अप्पि घरवा साफ़ कैललयय 

 həmme əppənə gʰərəvɑ sp kailijəjə 

 ‘I cleaned my home.’ 

Here, in the above examples, such as example (37) / həsəlijəjə/ meaning ‘smiled’, is 

an intransitive verb taking no internal argument and / həmme/ meaning ‘I’ as a subject in this 

sentence. In the same manner in example (38) /cələjələ/ meaning ‘drove’ which is the past 

tense form of the verb ‘drive’ is a transitive verb which takes one argument, in which /gɑɽi/ 

meaning ‘vehicle’, is a direct object for the mentioned sentence. Also, in example (39) / 

kailijəjə/ meaning ‘cleaned’ is a di-transitive verb taking two arguments. The two different 

arguments for the sentence here are ‘həmme’ meaning ‘I’ as one and the adjective /sp/ 

meaning ‘cleaned’. These both are acting as indirect and direct objects respectively for the 

given sentence. 

3.4.1.1. Finite Verb in Magahi  

A finite verb is a verb that inflects for a person, number, or gender. It occurs in an 

independent clause. It gives information about tenses in the sentence. Let us explain this 

feature of Magahi with an example, mentioned below: - 

40. लइकवा     सेव  खाई थलय 

      ləkəvɑ    sevə  kʰɑ  t̪ʰələjə 

            ‘The boy was eating apple’. 

Here, in the above example, the verb phrase /kʰɑ t̪ʰələjə/, which means, ‘was eating’, 

gives many inflectional information about several different hidden meanings of the sentence. 

This include information like the doer of the action is a third person, singular, masculine and 

the sentence structure itself denotes that it is in past tense. It is also showing the progressive 

aspect of the given construction.  
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3.4.1.2. Non- Finite Verb in Magahi 

Non-finite verb group has no tense. They play the role of a noun, adverb or adjective 

along with that of a verb. They also get inflected for tense, aspect, number and modality. 

Non-finite verbs occur in three forms in a sentence. These are Gerunds, Infinitives and 

Participles. Let us see all these three different properties of these three forms of non-finite 

verbs of Magahi in the upcoming sections one by one. 

3.4.1.3. Gerunds  

Gerunds are nominal verbs that take the position of nouns but retain their verbal 

characteristics. Gerunds always take an object or adverbial quantifier for its construction. It 

occurs in Magahi by adding the suffix /-lɑ/. This is generally attached to a verbal root, as 

mentioned in the example below. 

41. सेव   खयला   सेहत  लगी अच्छा होब    हय 

     sevə kʰəjəlɑ  sehət̪ə ləgi əccʰɑ  hobə  həjə 

 ‘Eating apple is good for health’. 

Here, in the above example, /khaya/, meaning ‘eating’, is acting as gerund with the 

suffix /-lɑ/ which is attached beautifully to the root verb /kʰɑ/, meaning ‘eat’. 

3.4.1.4. Participles  

Participles function as verbal adjectives or verbal adverbs in a sentence. In Magahi, verbal 

adjectives take the form of /-t̪ɑ/ to denote the progressive aspect, as shown in example (42), 

and /-ɑl/ to denote the perfective aspect, as in example (43). Verbal adverbs are also formed 

by adding /-ke/ or /-t̪ɑ/ to the main verb root, as shown in examples (44) and (45), 

respectively. 

42. उ     हमरा पास   दौड़ित  अयलय 

 u  həmərɑ pɑsə  d̪auɽit̪ə əjələjə 

 ‘He came running to me’. 
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43.    उ  चलते  गािी से   कूद  पिलइ 

 u   cələt̪e  gɑɽi   -se kud̪ə pəɽələi 

 ‘He jumped off from the moving vehicle.’ 

44. बेस      से पढ़ल ककताब  कलभयो   भुला ि    हई 

     besə    -se  pəɽʰələ  kit̪ɑbə kəbʰijo   bʰulɑ nə  hə 

 ‘A well-read book is never forgotten’. 

45. उ पढ़ के बोल लय 

 u pəɽʰə -ke bolə ləjə 

 ‘He Spoke after reading’. 

46.     लइकवा दौड़ित    अईलय 

   ləkəvɑ d̪auɽit̪ə əiləjə 

  ‘The boy came running’. 

Here, in all the above examples such as (43) shows the verbal adjectives /cələt̪e gɑɽi/ 

meaning ‘running vehicle’ denotes the progressive aspect. Similarly, in the very next 

example, which is (44) the term / pəɽʰələ kit̪ɑbə / meaning ‘read book’, takes the form of /-

ələ/ with the verb /pəɽʰə/ to denote the perfective aspect. Examples (45) and (46) respectively 

shows the formation of verbal adverbs wherein /pəɽʰə -ke bolə ləjə/, meaning ‘spoke after 

reading’, and /d̪auɽit̪ə əiləjə/, meaning ‘came running’, are hence formed only after attaching 

markers like /ke/, and /t̪ɑ/ respectively to the verb roots. 

3.4.1.5. Infinitives 

 Infinitives are identified as those verbs which occur in object relation with another 

verb. It is also generated by adding /-ələ/ suffix to verbal root, as shown in the below 

example: -  
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47. ररिमा घरे जायल चाही थय 

 rinəmɑ gʰəre jɑjələ cɑh t̪ʰəjə 

 ‘Rina wants to go home’. 

Here, in the above example the verb / jɑjələ/, which means ‘to go willingly’, is acting 

as infinitive with an added suffix /-ələ/ to the root verb /jɑ/, meaning ‘go’. 

3.5. Complex Predicates in Magahi  

Verbs encode a lot of information in a sentence. The occurrence of verbs in any 

natural language is always of a complex nature. It is due to this reason that the complexity of 

a verb lies at every level of language analysis for each language. The property of verb 

inflection falls under morphology, the tendency to take arguments falls under syntax, while 

their meaning and desired functional aspects are under semantics. The notion of the verb adds 

complexity at every level of analysis therefore, the verb is the most important part of the 

sentence. 

Descriptively, a verb is an action word. It is a critical element of the predicate that 

says something about the subject of the sentence. Verbs can be of different types such as 

actions, events, or state of being. In other words, it is also a part of speech and an important 

element of the predicate that expresses something about the subject which is subjected but not 

limited to denote actions, events or states of being in a sentence. 

Languages in general play a prominent role in representing the regional identities in 

India. This is so because when a language is spoken, a region is reflected or can be smelled 

well by its structures and tones. A language is not only related to its origin, but also to the 

cultures and traditions of the people who live in that region as a whole. This section of the 

chapter will briefly discuss all types of CPs of Magahi with all its relevant examples along 

with detailed and thorough explanations through the various upcoming subsections. 

3.5.1. Conjunct Verbs 

Verbs in Hindi and their regional variation such as Magahi are formed by joining a 

noun or an adjective with a verb. All of these verb-form constructions are known as conjunct 

verbs. If it is a noun that is adjacent to the verb then it is a nominal conjunct, while if it is an 

adjective that is adjacent to the verb it is known as an adjective conjunct. In a conjunct verb, 
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the adjoining adjective or noun must be in abstract form with the verb. In these types of 

constructions, there must be a proper semantic link between the verb and the x. This x could 

be a noun or an adjective which exists completely in its abstract form. Once this x becomes 

strongly associated with the attached category of the word and establishes a proper semantic 

relationship, it acquires the property of a conjunct verb. The most important thing to note 

here is that not every sequence of a noun/adjective construction with that of a verb is a 

conjunct because, it must carry a host, which must be preferably an adjective or noun existing 

in its metamorphic or in abstract form in order to acquire the status of a conjunct.  

For example: -  

48. उ दर्जिया हीं जा के कपिवा छोट करवा लेतय 

   u d̪ərjijɑ   hiⁿ jɑ -ke kəpəɽəvɑ cʰoʈə kərəvɑ let̪əjə 

‘He will go to the tailor and make his cloth shortened.’ 

Here, in the above illustration, the adj. /cʰoʈə kərəvɑ/, which means ‘to make short’ 

and the light verb /let̪əjə/, together form a conjunct verb construction, wherein the adjective 

/cʰoʈə kərəvɑ/ shows an agreement with the verb / let̪əjə/, denoting the completion of the task. 

Therefore, this /let̪əjə/ is thus acting as a light verb for the above sentence construction. 

3.5.1.1. Noun-Verb Construction (N+V) 

Complex predicates, today are one of the main areas of a research study in almost all 

languages, especially South Asian languages. These are extremely productive. For this 

reason, several types and forms of CPs are successively studied and elaborated in a much 

more detailed way by Butt and Ramchand (2002). In this section, the focus is exclusively on 

the combinatorial possibilities of N-V complex predicates. In all these combinatorial 

possibilities, the noun bears all the predication responsibility, and the verb, also known as the 

light verb, bears characteristic features like case marking, the pattern of agreement, etc. In 

other words, for every conjunct verb construction, having the combination of a noun with that 

of a verb, it is the light verb that contributes an additional semantic value to it. This could be 

in terms of adding information about tenses, aspects, case markings, agentivities, or else the 

experiencers. 
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For example: -  

49. राम सीता के मदद करलई 

 rɑmə sit̪ɑ ke məd̪əd̪ə kərələ 

 ‘Ram helped Sita’. 

In the example above, it is evident that the combination of the noun /rɑmə/ and /sit̪ɑ/, 

along with the two verbs i.e., /məd̪əd̪ə/, which means ‘help’, and /kərələ/, which means ‘do’. 

clearly, denotes the past form of the verb, which together forms a sentence. This type of 

sentence construction justifies the construction of the kind (N+V) construction thus, giving 

the sentence a meaningful expression.  

In the above example it is also important to note that the first verb also known as v1 

which is /məd̪əd̪ə/, meaning ‘help’ carries the main information of the noun, and the second 

verb known as v2 which is /kərələ/, carries the extra-linguistic information of the verb 

showing inflections as per the sentence. It is this v2 or the second verb that is thus modified 

or changed as per the demand of the tense, aspect, mood, and honorific markers of the 

sentence. 

3.5.1.2. Adjective-Verb Construction (A+V)  

One must not get the idea here that adjectives are the only ones expressing the 

primary quality of age, size, colour, etc., but it is the idea of the togetherness of both the 

adjective and the verb that goes into this construction. Unlike other languages, Magahi also 

supports such constructions. This type of construction is most commonly found in folk tales, 

but also in the stories or literary forms of Magahi. Unlike other Bihari languages like 

Maithili, and Bhojpuri, the constructions of the form adjective + verb (adj. + v) in Magahi is 

also formed by embedding. This means that in a sentence, the adjectives are embedded in the 

pre-existing structure of a sentence. This is because Magahi uses adjectives mainly for 

comparative constructions through the process of embeddings. But at the same time, it also 

uses certain distinct adjectives along with the verb to justify its uniqueness. To further 

explain the mentioned construction process, please refer to an illustration that follows: - 
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50. मोहि अप्पि      घरबा साफ़ कर     हई 

   mohənə əppənə  gʰərəbɑ sp  kərə   hə            

 ‘Mohan cleans his house.’ 

Here in this sentence, one can see that the adjective / sp/ is embedded in the 

sentence in order to make it an adjectival phrase. In this sentence one can notice that the 

adjective /sp/ has imparted a new discourse or referents to the sentence which means, it 

has clearly stated that the house about which the discourse is made in the sentence is clean. 

Therefore, one can also get the idea here that adjectives in Magahi not only decorates and 

beautifies the sentence but also adds a new discursive element to it like other Indian 

languages such as Hindi as well. It is also noted here that the predicating functions in Magahi 

are not only possible with verbs or nouns but also with adjectives. Therefore, the CP 

formations with adjectives in Magahi are possible, but to find such constructions in Magahi 

especially in this proposed work will be a tough task for the author. This is so because, for 

Magahi it is a huge possibility that not all adjectives could form a successful CP because for 

this language CP constructions with adjectives depends upon various factors and linguistic 

properties like semantical, derivational and morphological properties of the adjective that has 

to undergo in the process of forming a CP in this language. 

3.5.2. Compound Verbs 

In general, compound verbs (CV) are one of the most commonly used syntactico-

semantic phenomena that are most prevalent in today's South Asian languages, including 

Magahi. This is mostly created by combining the two verbs which is v1 and v2, where v1 is 

acting as polar and v2 is vector. After successful combination both these acts as a single verb. 

Regardless of any genetic differentiations, these are easily found in all Indian languages. 

(Massica, 1976). It is extensively researched today in almost all Indo-Aryan and Dravidian 

languages because of its most enriching qualities and shared ancestry. 

Generally, CVs are the sub-types of popular Multiword Expressions or MWEs, 

Kumar et al. (2017).  This implies that it is not substantially different from multiword 

phrases, which are made up of more than one linguistic unit, but rather quite similar and 

identical to them. It is hence asserted that a CV is nothing but a form of multiword 

compound. Unlike several other Indian languages, Magahi also has compound verbs. It 
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undergoes with the exactly the same identical development process as it is in all other Indian 

languages. Let us refer to following instances in order to clarify the concept in more detail: - 

51.  पइसवा रख 

 pəisəvɑ rəkʰə 

 ‘Keep the money.’ 

52.  पइसवा अपि पककहटया   में रख 

 pəisəvɑ əpənə   pəkiʈjɑ   meⁿ rəkʰə 

 ‘Keep the money in your pocket’. 

53. पइसवा अपि     पककहटया में   से   कुरलसया   पर रख    दे 

 pəisəvɑ əpənə    pəkiʈjɑ      meⁿ  -se kurəsijɑ  pərə rəkʰə d ̪e 

 ‘Keep the money from your pocket on the chair’. 

Here in sentence (51), there is no use of a compound verb, as it is the simplest form of 

sentence. In this sentence someone is simply instructed to keep the money somewhere or at 

someplace whose direction or place is not exactly specified. While, if we move on to another 

sentence (52), we can notice that an action over the subject which is ‘money’, is directed and 

hence instructed to be kept in pocket. In this sentence, the direction and place are exactly 

specified for the subject. But when we look at the last sentence (53), we notice that an action 

is not only performed but also denoted much far away from the subject. This denotation of 

action is shown by the addition of a v2 which is an auxiliary verb which /d ̪e/. This de-

specifies the action of the main verb /rəkʰə/ for the subject which is referred as ‘money’ here   

at some specific place which is /kurəsijɑ/, meaning chair acting as a location in the given 

sentence.  

Hence, with this one can deduce that a CV is sometimes used as a supporting element in 

order to clearly denote or sometimes also specif the correct and accurate action of the verb, 

without which the completion of the above sentence structure is absolutely impossible. 
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3.5.2.1. Reversed Compound Verbs (RCV) 

Reversed Compound Verbs (RCVs, henceforth), are one of the key characteristics of 

the majority of Indian languages such as Hindi, Marathi, Maithili, Magahi etc. It was first 

noted by Hook (1974). Most South Asian languages inherits this new distinctive feature 

into their structures thus making it unique. These are used basically to narrate things like 

fairy tales, fictional stories, etc. Almost all Indian languages makes an extensive use of 

such special characteristics of verbs. The RCV construction only requires the proper 

rearrangements of the two verbs present in the sentence, which together makes up a 

compound verb construction.  Rearranging the places of these two verbs wherein v1, 

polar and v2, vector, have resulted into successfully creating a very new type of 

grammatical construction.  

In order to understand this a bit more, let us consider an example of this type from 

Hindi /cəlo ɑo/, in Hindi when rearranged, will appear as /ɑo cəlo/ which means the same 

but, as we can see that these polar and vector verbs, appearing in the v1 and v2 have now 

been interchanged from their respective positions, which lead towards the formation of a 

new structure, known as RCVs. However, the semantic property is still unharmed by this 

aspect of verb positioning technique. For such constructions, it is also no denying the fact 

that the situation does not always remains the same as here in the example above the 

change of meaning of the given expression is both fairly obvious and perplexing.  

As mentioned, the meanings of the expressions of the concerned language can 

occasionally also change after this magical property of reordering. This property of 

rearranged patterns of verbs in a sentence to what we call as RCVs and its structures are 

mostly found in the Hindi language. These are hard to frame in Magahi because, the order 

of reversing linguistic components is impossible in Magahi due to its unique feature of 

rigidity in word-ordering. However, a construction denoting Hindi RCV can be referred 

below, to understand the phenomenon in detail. Imitating these sorts of structures only 

one can frame a RCV in Magahi which may or may not result grammatically correct for 

this language. 
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54. उसिे शीशे पर पत्थर दे मारा 

    usəne ɕiɕe pərə pət ̪t ̪ʰərə d ̪e mɑrɑ 

 ‘He threw a stone at the mirror’ 

Here in the above-mentioned example, one can see that the compound verb / mɑrə d̪ijɑ/ 

meaning ‘to hit’, has simply been reversed to /d ̪e mɑrɑ/. This is a beautiful example, 

evidencing the magical reversible characteristics of RCV in Hindi. But in Magahi, no such 

constructions are possible however, simple compound verbs can be framed by applying these 

magical tricks of compounding. For example: - 

55. शमाि जी हमरा   ले    डूबलथीि  

    ɕərmɑ  ji  həmərɑ -le  ɖubələt̪ʰinə  

    ‘Sharma ji has drowned me also. 

Here in the above sentence, the semantic property or meaning of the statement does 

not get changed as a result of this reversible compounding property of the verb. This also had 

no detrimental effects on the meaning of the sentence. This is the reason linguistic 

researchers have now paid a lot of attention today in studying these verbs or these sorts of 

linguistic constructions.  These closed and definite studies will assist not only the 

standardization of languages like Hindi but also contribute a bit to the further development 

and analysis of lesser-known languages like Magahi from linguistic perspectives. 
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Chapter- 4 

Research Methodology 

 

4.1. Methodology Applied 

This chapter of the work is important in relation to the fact that when doing research 

on any subject or topic, methodology plays a crucial role. It is a successful approach that is 

actively used by researchers to conduct their research efficiently. There are many different 

methodological approaches in research. These are the experimental method, deductive 

method, inductive method, observation method, etc. 

For the proposed work, the author will use the observational research method. This 

applies, as we know, to the Observatory's principles for analysing the data collected for the 

research carried out. This method carefully monitors the data collected from online sources 

and from some native speakers. This is because the native content of the data is much more 

reliable than any other online data source. However, as mentioned earlier, online sources are 

also used to collect the corpus. 

Based on the observations obtained, the author will continue to work with both data 

and try to thoroughly analyse the refined data based on his own self-intuitive knowledge. 

This is equally important as the author himself is from a Magahi-speaking region, so self-

comparison is very important for data analysis. This is also important to easily identify and 

tackle errors accordingly in the later-developed tool, which of course is the main goal of this 

research. 

 The methodologies applied while conducting this research can be understood through 

the following process: - 

(i) Research Design: - The aforementioned research is experimental in nature and 

aims to bring Magahi, a language with fewer resources, onto the platform of 

technologies to increase the level of prominence and recognition through the latest 

Machine Learning (hereafter referred to as ML). This is also because Magahi has 

historically not only been overlooked but also underestimated as a language of 

study, despite having great history and importance since ancient times. In order to 
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create an appropriate research design for this study, appropriate computational 

models for the successful conduct of this research were used. 

(ii) Cross-observatory process: - Once collected, the data is verified by some Magahi 

native speakers, mainly from the areas of the central region of Bihar. This means 

that the researcher will authenticate the collected data with the help of some 

Magahi speakers from Gaya, Patna and Jehanabad areas to avoid errors in the data 

if there are any. This also ensures that the data collected is not tampered with, so 

when trained with machines and computer systems, this data should always meet 

the standard of authenticity. 

Also, in this process some different versions of Magahi CP data will be taken 

for the consideration from some other regions as well in order to show some 

differences if there is any apart from the speaker’s orientation of pronunciation. 

This means that this will help in visualizing the structural or the syntactic 

differences of the CPs if there is any. As the sole objective of this research is to 

identify CPs through computational tool developed therefore, in order to perform 

this task, the above-mentioned steps are very crucial as any error or differences in 

the data collected will mislead the objectives decided.  

(iii) Data collection Method: - As mentioned, this is the process where the data is 

collected through a one-to-one approach, contacting many Magahi speakers with 

different versions to test the data. Normal daily discussions of Magahi groups are 

observed to see how differently they use the Magahi CPs from Hindi in their daily 

statements. This is done with the help of some blogging websites which are of 

course the main source of this research. However, this is later identified and cross-

checked with Magahi speakers for how correctly they are pronounced or if there 

are any irregularities in it. 

(iv) Population Method: - Considering this is my secondary source for data collection, 

this process will help the researcher take research methods to the next level. In 

this process, the data once collected from local Magahi speakers and from 

blogging website which is magahiblogspot.com10. All of this is then later analysed 

with the local speakers of Magahi as it was done in the previous step. Also, it can 

be said that the last two methods are related because the last two methods play an 

important role in the whole research to get the best result without error and even if 

 
10 http://magahi-sahitya.blogspot.com/ 
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there are errors in the data, all these are taken towards the machine learning 

approach so that all required steps should have been followed quite obviously, and 

then the errors found after a two-way process between man and machine. Detailed 

machine-learning techniques will be covered separately in the coming chapters. 

Following these basic steps not only leads to the best results with a maximum 

positive percentage but also reduces the chances and likelihood of occurring 

errors. 

(v) Data-Tagging: - As the next step process for this research, these data will be 

tagged according to their different CP levels or tags for which a separate tagging 

system will be developed to which these collected data will later be exposed to be 

tagged according to their language needs. This whole process of tagging the data 

after observation will be part of the experimental method. In summary, there are 

several different methodological approaches that are applied at different steps in 

this research. For this reason, it can be said that this research implies a multimodal 

research methodological approach in order to obtain the best results. The 

application of such methods will advance this work in a very efficient way and in 

unique way. 

Linguistics is therefore a broad field for the detailed study of any language system, while 

also encompassing several aspects of the study of the language. In other words, we can say 

that we study sounds in phonology; the formation and composition of the word fall under 

morphology, the study of the structure of phrases, clauses or sentences in syntax; and the 

study of meaning in semantics. There are some other aspects such as applied linguistics, 

sociolinguistics (studying language in the context of society), psycholinguistics (studying the 

representation and function of language in the mind), neurolinguistics (which deals with 

language processing in the brain), computational linguistics (studying language in the 

connection with a machine) and so on. For this reason, it is obvious to note here that this 

work falls within the field of computational linguistics, which applies a detailed technical 

knowledge of computer systems and software together with some theoretical knowledge of 

the language itself. 

In other words, this work is a fusion of language and technology. As already mentioned, 

the data for the research carried out are provided by native speakers of the target language, 

which is Magahi. For this work, the data collected came not only from some blogging 

websites but also from some native Magahi speakers from Patna and Gaya regions. This is 
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because these two cities have been the most famous centres of Magahi and Magadh since 

ancient times. It is worth noting here that the historical significance of the Magahi spoken in 

a particular area has nothing to do with the descriptive and syntactical conclusions of the 

work. The study of the nature and structure of complex predicates does not address the 

regional language varieties. Most of the data come from native speaker intuition and indirect 

observation. To maintain the objectivity of research in this area, data from native speakers 

were cross-checked and verified by the researcher. This was achieved through the use of a 

thorough procedure for recording both formal and informal interviews. The data collected is 

cross-checked in multiple stages to ensure the perfect grammatical authenticity of the 

language. 

The upcoming sections and sub-sections of this chapter will now discuss the methods and 

approach applied on this research in a very detailed manner.  

4.2. Method of Data Collection 

At the first level, the author collects the data from an online blogging website and 

then from some native speakers. Once collected, it is thoroughly examined and the CPs it 

contains are identified and marked. All these tasks are done with the help of some native 

Magahi speakers from the Magahi-speaking regions of Bihar. So, after collecting data from 

online sources, the native speakers are the secondary source from which the data is not only 

collected but also properly verified and annotated. In summary, the author will adopt a 

descriptive observational approach to the research to advance this work in a fairly efficient 

manner. 

In addition, this section provides a detailed description of the methods used in 

collecting the corpus or data and the steps involved. 

4.2.1. Automatic 

 The corpus collected for the proposed work comes from an online blog that includes 

data from all sources such as short stories, autobiographies, poetry and some local news. The 

idea behind this blogging website is to touch all areas of Magahi linguistically. The 

mentioned blogging website is also chosen as one of the main sources for the data collection 

as the style and pattern used in the blog is a daily lifestyle pattern that touches all spheres of 

the Magadh and Magahi-speaking regions and their people.  
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As, we all know that the data in this blogging site is quite large therefore, it involves 

some machine learning approaches in order to collect the same. It is due to this reason, this 

section has been named as Automatic, as this involves some mechanical approaches in order 

to perform the task. This implies that for the collection of Magahi corpora in large numbers, 

some eminent Magahi-speaking societies like Magahi Bhasha Parishad, Patna and popular 

online Magahi magazines like Magahi Manbhavan11 which means early morning has been 

accessed. These were the platforms created by some renowned Magahi scholars who utilised 

Magahi not only as their mother tongue but also in their literary writings. This is why one can 

easily find common Magahi terms and expressions here on this website that cannot be found 

in any other source. Using this website makes the task undertaken more specific as the rough 

essence of the Magahi language is not overlooked.  

4.2.2. Tools Applied for Corpus Collection and Annotation  

This section will deal with the entire process of collection of corpora for the research 

and the techniques used and applied in this process. It provides a detailed description of all 

the tools and techniques involved in the research. 

4.2.3. Indian Language Crawler (IL-Crawler) 

Indian Language Crawler or IL Crawler is a tool used to crawl data. It is a web 

crawling tool applied to all Indic languages to crawl and collect data. Until this tool was 

introduced in the NLP or COLING field, the data collection processes and methods were 

pretty nasty. But since its inception, such tedious and trivial data collection procedures have 

become easier. 

IL Crawler is an Indian language web spider or crawling tool that crawls all data 

available in the World Wide Web (www) domain of the Magahi data collection website. 

Through this, the data is recorded very efficiently and systematically. To do this, it reads all 

possible information from the Uniform Resource Locator (hereinafter referred to as URL) 

provided to this tool to collect the data. It reads all possible links from the HTML (Hypertext 

Markup Language) page or web page and automatically detects all possible links from which 

to extract the data. Once the crawler has identified the webpage, it extracts the data from each 

section and subsection of the page. 

 
11 http://magahimanbhavan.blogspot.com/ 
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The tool is used only to collect data from online sources and not manual ones. For 

manual data collection, it is handled manually. So far as the online data is concerned for this 

research, it is already mentioned that the data is being extracted from a blogging website of 

Magahi, which carries the words mostly from literary sources or is entirely based on different 

kinds of literature like short stories, biographies, domains of health, entertainment etc. Each 

of these data will be of accurate structures and class varieties. The author has chosen this 

blogging website as the written or literary corpus is very less available in this language. This 

is due to its non-popularity and less exposure to the general public domain. Since the tool 

applied for collecting the data is named IL crawler, it is mostly for Indian languages 

including Hindi, Magahi, Odia, Bangla etc. This is the reason why the author has applied the 

same tool for the task of crawling and collection of data. 

4.2.4. Indian Language Sanitizer (IL-Sanitizer) 

This is a tool in COLING that is applied to the data collected from the URL selected 

for this research. This is applied to the data to clean it. In other words, it is also called the 

purifier. As the name suggests, it cleans all the raw data previously collected using a crawler 

and makes it more efficient to work on it. This tool deletes any repeated content or text or 

tokens from the collected corpus. Likewise, an IL crawler, this tool also works to collect data 

efficiently. The only difference between the two is that one helps collect the data while the 

other helps with the cleaning and refinement. After this data cleaning task is completed, it 

syncs the collected data into a single file in a well-organized manner. In other words, it can 

be said that this tool helps the author to arrange the data in a proper sequential manner, which 

assists him to perform the NLP task taken on for the selected title quite efficiently. 

4.2.5. Mechanism of IL Crawler and Sanitizer 

Web crawling and cleaning is the first step for any internet-based information 

retrieval system. As already mentioned, a crawler is nothing more than a spider or a web like 

the structural engine of a machine that crawls through the entire data from all sources on the 

World Wide Web. At the same time, the Indian Language Sanitizer refines the data and, if 

present, deletes any repetition from the corpus. Web crawler synchronizes all data such as 

images, links, HTML code and content from any website while the sanitiser removes 

unwanted errors and repetitive elements from the data. 
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 Although the mechanism is simple for both crawlers and sanitizers, there are still 

many different processes in between to make the whole system work. Mathematically, these 

are referred to as optimization methods. This means that the machine iterates over the entire 

data, comparing the data internally using various built-in mechanisms, until an authentic and 

reasonable solution is found. 

The web crawlers mentioned earlier in this section use a set pattern of processes that 

selects each web page only after certain machine requests have been met. This means that the 

machine comes with instructions to collect only the data needed for a specific or specific 

purpose and not for any other task. For example, if we need to collect the data for verbs in 

Hindi or let's say another language or another subject like tourism, medicine or anything else 

from another field, then one has to provide these instructions from the beginning with this 

technique. This can also be referred to as topic-specific crawling or focused crawling. Here it 

is obvious that this crawler only worked for Indic languages like Hindi in general. Therefore, 

errors may occur when analysing the Magahi data. For this reason, the disinfectant 

mechanism was used. Using a Sanitizer erases all this data that is irrelevant and provides us 

with a corpus useful only for our research purposes. However, the chances of getting accurate 

data are still questionable as it is a mechanism used for standardized Indic languages and 

Magahi is certainly outside of that framework. 

4.2.6. Crawler and Sanitizer Architecture 

The idea of topic-based and domain-specific web crawling was first developed by 

adaptive retrieval agents that select heuristic neighbourhoods for information retrieval. By 

Menczer in (1997) and then by Chakrabbarti et al. (1999) 

 The architectural design of a web crawler fundamentally involves five major steps. 

These are as follows: - 

(i) URL frontal step – This refers to the first step of creating the list of different 

URLs from where the corpus needs to be collected for the task. It will contain all 

the main sources used for the purpose of data collection. 

 

(ii) Fetch Process– This is the second step where the engine selects and identifies all 

the web pages from the URLs mentioned in the first step. This means that data 
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from all web pages located in the URL will be integrated, no matter how long or 

how big the data source is. 

(iii) DNS resolution Process- DNS, which means Domain Named Server, is the next 

step, which involves the mechanism of translating various internet protocols 

(hereinafter referred to as IP addresses) into specific domain names. In this step, 

the DNS mechanism determines the address of the relevant server from which the 

data must be taken. This means that it identifies the location of all websites 

embedded in said data collection URL. 

 

(iv) Parsing Process- This module helps in extracting the data from all types of texts 

contained in all different URLs that are mentioned for every webpage. 

 

(v) Duplicate elimination process- This is the most important step in extracting the 

data. This is one of the main steps where the precise role of the tool IL Sanitizer 

comes into play. Using this tool not only removes the duplicate URLs that are 

already there from where the data has already been retrieved, but also any 

repeating modules of the data, if any. This implies that it clears the entire collected 

corpus and make it refined and ready for further use. This is the reason why it is 

known as Sanitizer.  The entire process can be easily understood through the 

figure mentioned below. 

 

 

     

                                           Fig.6. Basic Architecture of a Crawler 
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4.2.7. TDIL (Technology Development for Indian Languages) and the Digitalization of 

Indian Languages 

As we all know, India is home to many different languages. Out of all these there are 

only twenty-two who managed to get their place in the Indian Constitution by the 8th 

schedule. Technology Development for Indian Language (hereinafter TDIL) is a 

technological platform developed by MECIT (Ministry of Electronics Communication and 

Information Technology), Govt. of India in 1991. This was started with a vision to secure and 

protect all Indic languages that are in danger of extinction or have been neglected or 

overlooked over time. It is a platform that not only provides the latest technological tools to 

secure such languages, but also keeps records of all these languages to create a huge 

multilingual resource using the latest technologies. 

 According to this project, it is said to have been believed that India, which is home to 

many different languages and language families across borders, the most important of all is 

the Indo-Aryan diversity. It is the Indo-Aryan language family that as members make up 

76.87% of the entire population. 

This platform was launched only to develop latest resources or language processing 

tools using latest techniques to greatly simplify the task of man-machine interaction 

regardless of language barriers. At the same time, it also promotes the idea of standardizing 

any language that has not been exposed too much in terms of research studies or in terms of 

technologies. To fulfil this dream, the TDIL has actively worked with the Central Institute of 

Indian Languages, Mysore (CIIL, Mysore), the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore (IISc, 

Bangalore), several Indian Institute of Technologies (IITs) along with many other prominent 

institutes which are of national importance and has been able to perform exceptionally well in 

this regard with their respective researches. It has also continued to collaborate with many 

other bodies of national or international importance out of which few of them are Microsoft, 

Google, Amazon, World Wide Web Consortium (WWW), International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) etc. 

All the organisations and digital platforms mentioned above have collaborated well 

and are working tirelessly to give all lesser-known Indic languages like Magahi, Odia, 

Santhali, Bodo, Sambalpuri, Maithili, Bhojpuri etc. a proper status that will help the future 

generations who wish to work with these languages on the one hand, while digitizing these 

lesser-known languages in general through the means of technologies on the other side. 
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4.3. Method of Data Analysis and Annotation  

This section contains the methodology adopted for analysing and annotation of the 

collected Magahi corpora for CP identification. The undertaken task has been accomplished 

by using the ILCIANN App and following the BIS tagset guideline with the help of which a 

separate tagset for different classes of Magahi CP identification has been developed. This was 

based on the common BIS (bureau of Indian Standard) basic tagging guidelines which is 

usually applied to almost all the Indian languages. The upcoming sub-sections below will 

discuss all these steps further in a much-detailed way.  

4.3.1. Tagset and Guidelines for CPs Annotation 

  Magahi, being a language with very little resources available today, hence there is no 

tagset or guideline available for tagging the data of Magahi CPs identification yet. Therefore, 

for this purpose, the tagset used here to tag the CPs in Magahi is the very first of its kind. 

This is a bit like the tagset used for Hindi, Singh et al. (2016) and for Magahi MWEs 

(Sicky;2017) but not exactly the same. However, a very few of the tagging guidelines have 

been received from the tagset developed for Hindi and Magahi MWEs. This is because 

Magahi and Hindi both shares the same common boundaries and language families, which is 

therefore Indo-Aryan and Bihar respectively.  

4.3.2. Description of Tagsets with their Corresponding Annotation Labels 

This section of the chapter will discuss the tagsets designed and obtained for the CPs 

annotation in detail along with its suitable examples.  

4.3.2.1. Conjunct Verb (CONJ_V) 

This is a tagset category wherein only verbs with conjunct properties are being tagged. It 

is a tagset that identifies those verbs where a noun or a nominal subject come along with a 

verb (Majhi, 2007). In general linguistics verbs are classified mainly in two major types in 

complex predicates. For example: -  

56. रीता अपि घरवा साफ़ करलई (A+V)  

 rit̪ɑ   əpənə  gʰərəvɑ sɑpʰ kərələi 

           ‘Rita cleaned her house’. 
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57. रीता अप्पि लइकि के ध्याि रख हई  (N+V) 

     rit̪ɑ əppənə ləikənə ke d̪ʰjɑːnə rəkʰə həi 

      ‘Rita takes care of her children’. 

Conjunct verbs in general allows two different set of possible structures. These are as 

follows: - 

4.3.2.2. Adjective +Verb (CONJ_JJ) 

This is a sub class of tagset incorporated with conjunct verbs. Here in this sub 

category only those CPs are considered which are mainly comprised of two elements which is 

Adjective and verb. These are known as adjectival conjuncts. Let us see an example: -  

58. तू  अपि  रूमवा  गन्हा    देहीं 

 t̪u  əpənə  ruməvɑ  gənhɑ d̪ehiⁿ 
     ‘You keep your room dirty’. 

4.3.2.3. Noun +Verb (CONJ_NN): - It is another subset of the tag that is incorporated in the 

conjunct verb category. As the name suggests it is designed only for those words or 

tokens of CPs which are formed with the combination of noun and verb elements. 

This is also known as a nominal conjunct. Under this tagset frame only those corpuses 

will be taken which will primarily have only these two specific elements mentioned 

above. A nominal conjunct may or may not require any connecting agent for its 

clarification. In order to understand this in detail let us follow some more examples 

below: -  

59.     हम्म े ओकर   मदत  कर    देललयै 

 həmme okərə məd̪ət̪ə  kərə d̪eljɑ 

       ‘I helped him’. 

60.     लइकि हल्ला करे   थय 
         ləikənə həllɑ kəre t̪ʰəjə 

        ‘Kids are making noises.’ 

 Here in the examples mentioned above we can see that the sentences formed with 

conjunctive verbs easily follow a certain morphological approach, which is an adjective + 

verb or noun + verb construction. Also, here in sentence (59) the conjunctive verb 
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construction of /d̪enɑ/ and /kərənɑ/ functions as transitive verbs to denote full function or 

action of the sentence.  

One can also see that how the noun or adjective part of the conjunction verb is 

changed or transformed to make the main verb consistent with the given subject in the 

sentence. It is therefore possible for the conjunction verbs to change its form as per the 

requirement and nature of the subject it takes. However, this may not be true in all cases of 

Magahi while forming a nominal conjunct 

Therefore, in the examples mentioned above the annotation method and the tagset 

applied is decided by applying not only computational but also concerning morphological 

approaches of the language. The set of tags defined and designed for this category is 

characterized by the corresponding canonical annotation forms mentioned beforehand of this 

class or category. 

4.3.2.4 Compound Verb (COMP_V)  

It is a class of tagset that identifies CP verb types that are often supports and exhibits a 

combined construction involving two verbs. We all know that in a compound verb 

construction, the first element, denoted as v1, does not carry any inflection since it always 

occurs in the root form, while the second verb element, known as v2, carries all sorts of 

inflections like tense, aspect or mood. This v2 also contains information and details about the 

modality and honour markers in Magahi. In a compound verb construction this v2 is known 

as a light verb. To understand this a little better, let's look at an example: - 

61. राजू        ककतबबया     फार   देलकय      

rɑju        kt̪əbjɑ    pʰɑrə  d̪eləkəjə 

       ‘Raju teared the book’. 

Here in example (61) the main verb v1 is /pʰɑrə/ and the second verb which is v2 or 

the light verb is /d̪eləkəjə/ together form a single verbal unit as /pʰɑrə d̪eləkəjə/. This is the 

standard representation of compound verb construction in Magahi. Therefore, this tag set 

designates only the compound verb constructions of the data.  

However, there are also two other subclasses in this category for which separate 

tagsets has been further classified for each. These are Explicator Compound Verbs (ECV) 
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and Reverse Compound Verbs (RCV). Both of these subsets along with their respective 

tagsets are discussed in below in detail: - 

4.3.2.4.1. Explicator Compound Verb (COMP_EXPL) 

Explicator Compound Verb or ECV, as already mentioned, is a sequential 

arrangement of two different verbs, where the main verb carries the core meaning, and is 

thus, accompanied by a second verb, v2. This second verb or v2 gets delexicalized later in the 

construction and plays no role in transmitting meaning for the sentence (Abbi and 

Gopalakrishnan, 1991). The designed tagset mentioned above in this section is hence used to 

only tag ECV verbs in Magahi.  

For example: - 

62. उ आ गेलै का  

 u ɑ gelɑ kɑ 

 ‘Did he come’? 

 Here, in this sentence, the verb /-ɑ/ meaning ‘to come’ and /gelɑ/ meaning ‘to go’ are 

the two different verb forms that have been used. At first glance, one can feel and believe that 

the addition of /kɑ/ was made to create the construction in question format, but the moment 

we analyze this construction linguistically, it is found that this addition of /kɑ/ standing at the 

end of the sentence, is not only to create the sentence in question format but it also acts here 

as an explicator, as this /kɑ/ carries various information about the sentence, such as tense, 

aspect and mood.  

It should be clearly noted here that it is the addition of which made this sentence a 

meaningful question, since it is used to doubt a person's arrival. The addition of this /kɑ/ 

denotes the grammatical feature of the sentence as it marks two different aspects here 

wherein one is uncertainty while the other is perfectivity. As per the discussion, it is the 

tagset which only marks those corpuses that have properties of this category. 

4.3.2.4.2. Reverse Compound Verb (COMP_REVS) 

Languages, in general, have unique properties to represent actions in a variety of ways. 

To specify this statement in context of Magahi, this separate category was decided. In 
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addition to a few different verb forms such as prepositional verbs, phrasal verbs or 

inflectional verbs, there is a possibility that Magahi might uses these special forms of the 

complex predicate structures, to make the purpose of communication easier to understand. 

The idea of reverse compound verbs has been first noticed and pointed by Hook (1974). It 

was him who noticed that there are certain sets of compound verbs, where polar and vector 

classes can be reordered or rearranged in Hindi to formulate new structures. This was then 

later followed in many South-Asian Languages like Marathi, Odia, Magahi etc. The forms of 

RCVs are quite new in Linguistics. However, after Hook who first noticed this, there were 

also other linguists who have worked in this accord. Kulsum (2014) and Poornima (2008) 

have also made an effort in this direction in order to identify this sort of construction. Till 

date there is no concrete reasons available as to why, when and how the verbs are being 

reversed but still only one fact relies that it a miraculous possibility and characteristics of 

some languages which allows this sort of construction. The tagset designed under this 

category is used to denote all sorts of reversive constructions of compound verbs.  

While doing this task in the research undertaken, we realized that this special feature of 

reversal in Magahi is very hard to find. During this research, the existence of RCVs was 

thoroughly tested according to the linguistic standard provided by Das (2006, 2013 and 

2015). Even after doing a thorough and deep investigation of the corpus we found that the 

occurrence of RCVs in Magahi are not only tough to find but also not acceptable. However, a 

few instances from the data collected was somehow tagged with the designed tagsets of this 

separate class. this was done after comparing Magahi with Hindi and wherever, similar 

construction was found, they were tagged under this category. This was done to investigate if 

the tool shows some overlapping features or not.  

The reordering structure of verb order in Magahi could be understood through some 

examples given below: -  

63. श्यामवा ठंडा के चलते िेहाली में घुसल हय 

 sjmvɑ ʈɖɑ ke cələt̪e nehɑl meⁿ gʰusələ həjə 

 ‘Shyam went into the blanket because of cold.’ 

 Here, in this example, you can see that it is a sentence with normal arrangements of 

compound verbs, with v1 and v2 in their respective places. But at the same time, if we try to 
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rearrange the sequences of these two verbs, does that change or affect the meaning of the 

sentence? To understand this mechanism, let's do it with the same illustration, rearranging the 

positions of these two verbs. After the rearrangement, let's see this again: - 

64. श्यामवा ठंडा के चलते िेहाली   में जा के घुसल हय 

 sjmvɑ ʈɖɑ -ke cələt̪e nehɑl meⁿ  jɑ -ke    gʰusələ həjə 

 ‘Shyam went into the blanket because of cold’. 

We have seen here in example (64) that even the rearrangement of verb positions does 

not make any changes to the core meaning of the sentence. However, this reordering feature 

in Magahi requires an additional element to complete its formation. Here, in this sentence the 

addition of two additional elements such as /jɑ/ and /-ke/ were required to complete this 

construction meaningfully. Therefore, one can understand that such constructions in Magahi 

are conditional. The collected corpus for the undertaken research does not show many 

instances of this type, but whatever instances of this type were found, the define and assigned 

tagset mentioned here for this class will tag each of them after thorough examination of the 

data. 

4.3.2.5. Serial Verb (SV)  

This particular set of tags is designed and intended to denote only those sets or subsets 

of Magahi data that are formed by stacking of verbs. This set of classes will contain only 

those instances that will have verbs in continuity. Furthermore, it is a set of tags that help the 

machine to identify special syntactic characters where two or more verbs are joined together 

in a string format. It will denote those CP types that are bound together in a single clause. 

Such constructions are easily recognizable in many foreign languages as well as in few Indic 

and South Asian languages like Hindi. 

This class of designed tagset will only denote and tag all SVC constructions which are 

encountered by the machine. However, there are also four different sub classes of tagset 

namely serial verb1 (sv1), serial verb2 (sv2), serial verb3 (sv3) and serial verb4 (sv4) has 

been created.  However, there exists only one main class of this type while the other three 

will denote the other serial verb constructions which are in continuity and that are also 

present to denote different serial constructions of the sentence. 
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Languages like Hindi, Marathi English and several others, Magahi also have serial verb 

constructions. It is the reason why this exact set of separate tag was developed to deal with all 

such types of data having serial verbs in their structures.  

Linguists like Butt (1995), Bowern (2006) and Seiss and Bukhari (2009) are some 

prominent names who have worked on this convention to point out some key differences 

between a complex verb construction (CVC) and a serial verb construction (SVC). According 

to them, these two shares the same characteristics as they both contain two or more verbs that 

follows a proper sequence. But it is their semantic aspect that sets them all apart from each 

other. One of the core differences between these two constructions i.e., SVC and CVC which 

both these linguists pointed out is that a SVC denotes two different events since it requires 

two serial verbs for its constructions whereas a CVC denotes a single action or work which 

uses two separate set of verbs for this task. Therefore, the process of SVC is exactly the 

opposite to that of CVC.  

Hence, keeping these peculiarities in mind, the task of tagging the data must be done 

carefully as any mistake committed in the same can distort not only the selected corpora but 

also the entire process thus finally affecting the output of the tool. An example (65) has been 

mentioned below to understand as to how a serial verb construction (SVC) tagset actually 

works: - 

65. रजुआ अपि घरे     हमरा        खािा   बिा के   खखलैलकय  हल 

 rəɟuɑ əpənə gʰəre həmərɑ  kʰɑnɑ  bənɑ -ke kʰlaləkəjə hələ 

 ‘Raju cooked the food and fed me at his home’. 

Here, in the example mentioned above, we can see that it is an example of SVC where 

there are three consecutive verb forms in a single sequence. This is not to be confused with 

the term /-ke/ as this is not a marker but an attached verb meaning "to do" in English and 

/kərə/ in Hindi. This helped tie the two separate sets of verbs together, allowing them to form 

a meaningful construction. Similarly, the idea of using /hələ/ in the last sequence of the 

sentence is to denote the timestamp of the given sentence. Here in this sentence, it is used to 

indicate that the work has already been done. It is used here to indicate that it is a past event. 

SVC has four other distinct subsets of markers that are decided based on the need for the 

data. These are assigned the annotation symbols sv1, sv2, sv3, and sv4, respectively. Let's 
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understand both with the same example of Magahi. The four other distinct subsets of SVC 

markers have been designed on the basis of the requirement and need of the data. These are 

assigned with the annotation symbols as sv1, sv2, sv3, and sv4, respectively. Let’s understand 

this with the help of same example of Magahi.  

66. रजुआ अपि घरे     हमरा        खािा   बिा के   खखलैलकय  हल 

 rəɟuɑ əpənə gʰəre həmərɑ  kʰɑnɑ  bənɑ -ke kʰlaləkəjə hələ 

            ‘Raju cooked the food and fed me at his home’. 

 This is a step ahead process of the previous example. In this similar example here, the 

presence of constituents like /-ke/ and / hələ/ are used as adjacent verbs and tense characters, 

respectively for the sentence. But at the same time, is it not surprising how a tense can be 

marked without the presence of a verb? Therefore, considering this criterion only the other 

three subsets of SVs emerged. 

 Now, considering this phenomenon, let's understand only the last half of the given 

sentence, which is /bənɑ -ke kʰlaləkəjə hələ/. Here one can observe that the sentence is 

formed by using three different sets of verbs, including /bənɑ/, meaning to cook, as one /-ke/ 

as second part, which is the modification of the Hindi verb /kərə/ meaning ‘to do’ in English 

and /hələ/ which is the third set. This is the another modified past tense form of the verb ‘is’ 

and ‘am’ in English and /t̪ʰɑ/ in Hindi. When all these three are linked together, they 

successfully created a meaningful sense of the sentence and thus completely framed a entirely 

complete set of serial verb constructions putting all these three sets in continuity to produce a 

meaningful serial verb. Likewise in Magahi there can be instances like /kʰɑ leljo hələ/, /sut̪ə 

geljo hələ/ etc. 

With this situation in mind, these three different subsets of serial verb tagsets were 

designed. This has not only made the tagging task easier, but has also helped in identifying 

such cases separately in the data with maximum accuracy of each set along with the 

possibilities of its ambiguities if any, once the model is ready. A detailed outline of the 

defined set of tag sets can be seen and understood from the table given below along with the 

appropriate examples. 
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S. No. Category Subtypes 

(Level 1) 

Categorical 

Level 

Annotation 

Convention 

Example I-Trans 

Description 

English-

Translation 

Top Level    

1.  Complex 

Predicates 

 CPs CP    

1.1.  Conjunct 

Verb 

 CV CP_CV उ हमरा पसंद कर हय u həmərə   

pəsⁿd̪ə   

kərə həjə 

He likes me. 

1.1.1.   Noun 

Conjunct 

CONJ_NN CP_CONJ_NN रीता अप्पन लइकन के 
ध्यान रख हई   

 

rit̪ɑ əppənə 

ləikənə ke 

d̪ʰjɑːnə 

rəkʰə həi 

 

Rita takes 

care of her 

children. 

1.1.2.  Adjective 

Conjunct 

CONJ_JJ CP_CONJ_JJ रीता अपन घरवा साफ़ 
करलई 

rit̪ɑ  əpənə  

gʰərəvɑ 

sɑpʰ 

kərələi 

‘Rita cleaned 

her house.’ 

1.2. Compound 

Verb 
 COMP_V CP_COMP_V राजू ककतबिया फार 

देलकय 

 

rɑju 

kt̪əbjɑ 

pʰɑrə  

d̪eləkəjə 

Raju tears the 

book. 

1.2.1.  Explicator 

Compound 

COMP_EXPL CP_COMP_EXPL उ आ गेलै का u ɑ gelɑ 

kɑ 

 

Did he come? 

1.2.2.  Reverse 

Compound 

COMP_REVS CP_COMP_REVS श्यामवा ठंडा के चलते 
नेहाली में जा के घुसल 

हय 

 

sjmvɑ  

ʈɖɑ  ke  

cələt̪e  

nehɑl meⁿ  

gʰusələ  

həjə 

Shyam went 

into blanket 

because of 

Cold. 

1.3. Serial Verb  SV CP_SV चलल  आ  रहले  ह cələlə  ɑ  

rəhəle  hə 

Is coming 

1.3.1.   Serial Verb 1 SV1 CP_SV1 चलल cələlə Walk (-ing) 

form 

1.3.2.  Serial Verb 2 SV2 CP_SV2 आ ɑ come 

1.3.3.  Serial Verb 3 SV3 CP_SV3 रहले rəhəle Is am are (-

ing form and 

tense marker) 

1.3.4.  Serial Verb 4 SV4 CP_SV4 ह hə Is, Am 

(perefectivity 

marker) 

Table 2 Annotation and tagging guidelines for Magahi CPs with appropriate tagsets. 
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4.3.3. Tools Applied for Data Annotation  

This section of the chapter discusses the tool used for data annotation. The Indian 

Language Corpora Initiative Annotation Tool (ILCIANN) has mainly been used for this task. 

The next subsection discusses the tool and its functionality in detail. 

4.3.3.1. Indian Language Corpora Initiative Tool (ILCIANN App V2.0) 

Indian Language Corpora Initiative Tool (ILCIANN App V2.0) is a tool that is being 

extensively used for performing the annotation task of almost all Indian and South-Asian 

languages. This tool is generally used for not only annotation task and resource-creation of 

Indian languages in NLP but also for the mass level of crowd sourcing in all ML and NLP 

related works.  

 So far, a lot more corpus has been collected through this app not only in Magahi but 

also in many other Indian languages like Manipuri, Hindi, Punjabi, Odiya etc. Along with this 

there are also languages from Bihar such as Bhojpuri and Maithili to which this been seen as 

quite resultative and positive. This tool is a server-based web application that is being used 

for all sorts of annotation task such as Parts of Speech tagging (POS tagging henceforth) 

Multi-Word Expressions tagging (MWEs) and many other NLP related operations.  Since we 

all know that it is a tool that functions on web-based applications therefore, the server upon 

which it works is known as Java Servlet Pages (JSP) that is based on another application of 

computer science known as Java. All these apps and pages runs on one common server which 

is known as Apache Tomcat.12 

The tool was first used for Hindi language in order to create and build large annotated 

corpus that could be used extensively in many other domains apart from linguistics such as 

tourism, medical and many more (Jha, G.N. 2010). As the primary task Hindi was the 

language which was tested at first on this tool showing favourable results.  It has an ability of 

auto tagging the data with the appropriate tagsets supplied. However, there still is a strong 

possibility that it may tag the wrong tokens or the incorrect tagsets to a particular data which 

can then be manually corrected. The later method applied in this entire process can help in 

increasing the efficiency of the tool which can help the researchers in obtaining maximum 

accuracy. The process of tagging the corpus in this tool is entirely based upon the linguistic 

categories and task that has been undertaken, which means the categories of tagging and aim 

 
12Refer section 5.11.1.2 of chapter 5 for details 
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of the task must be specified in the very first step in order to avoid any errors. This is equally 

important because this tool is very commonly used for all sorts of NLP related tasks in Indian 

languages. 

 

                                                Fig 7. ILCIANN Tool App V2.0 

 

4.3.3.2. Training, Testing and Evaluation of the System 

This section of the chapter deals with the data training, testing, and evaluation mechanism. 

This involves the duo process of manual and machine learning techniques, where all the 

different tags of Magahi CPs in are further evaluated by comparing the machine-provided tag 

results with the manually generated tag sets. This is an important step of the research as only 

this step will help in creating a gold data set13 to be used for further and final testing, which 

will then be followed by interpretation. In this step, the training data set differs significantly 

from the data set that is ultimately to be used for the evaluation. It should be noted here that 

the automatic tagging evaluation is carried out by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) tool. 

This makes it clear that this section is about the SVM tool which has been used as a 

language research model for evaluation process of this task. The testing and evaluation task 

was performed with more care on the data so that there must be no errors in the tool, but it 

was obvious that some errors did indeed appear in the final process. All these errors and their 

proper assessments will then be discussed in detail separately in the upcoming chapters of 

this research with many different levels like problems and challenges, correct vs. inaccurate, 

 
13 Type of dataset which is annotated and tagged for analysis to obtain desired output 
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ambiguities vs. non-ambiguities and known vs. unknown. Here it is important to note that the 

two distinct classes of errors mentioned above, namely known vs. unknown, are those that 

occurred due to the use of gold14 vs. raw datasets. 
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Chapter-5 

 

5.  Natural Language Processing and Computational Framework 

This chapter discusses the NLP and computational framework developed for this task. 

The sections and subsections of this chapter deal with a detailed structural presentation of 

computer and NLP tools and techniques. 

5.1. Theoretical background of Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

Languages or speeches are the best method of communication which uses all types of 

communication systems such as reading, writing and of course speaking. But in the field of 

COLING and for all NLP-based tasks, these are performed by artificial intelligence or AI-

based applications. In order to make both the human communication system and the 

computer applications workable for humans at the same time, it is only the area of AI through 

which the communication between the two can be well established. Therefore, in order to 

carry out all these tasks, we need to know the basics of AI, of which NLP or else the 

applications based on these systems are a sub-field. 

Technically, the only task of NLP-based applications is to perform the related or the 

concerned task and make the entire data workable as per the requirements of NLP 

applications required for the concerned field. It does this by analysing and processing large 

data sets collected with the help of NLP applications. In NLP, as the name suggests, the 

human language dataset is transformed into computer-based datasets that are easily 

understood by the machine and is later being used for easy understanding of the machine to 

perform the given task. 

In short, it transforms the human-readable language datasets into an information-

based electronic record for computers. 

5.2.  Historical Background of NLP 

Unlike all other areas and subjects of language and learning in general linguistics, NLP also 

has a certain history that has helped all of us to develop better and better over time. The idea 

of research in the field of NLP first arose in the early 50s when it was first used as a means of 

machine translation. It was also a period of resurgence and excitement when the idea of 

speech recognition was first introduced by using the NLP platform. During this period, 
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investigations and identification processes were first performed by machine translation 

methods Boost and Richhens (1949). Later this was further developed and in 1954 an 

automatic translation system from Russian to English was introduced. It was a research 

demonstration successfully conducted during the IBM experiment in Georgetown University, 

USA. It was in this year only that the publication for machine translation was presented for 

the first time. 

With all these ongoing developments in NLP and ML in general, the publication of 

journals in the field of ML was subsequently also started. The first publication was done in 

1952, which was then followed again in 1956, resulting in the second publication for the 

same. Later, in 1961, it was the work of the Teddington International Conference on Machine 

Translation of Languages and its Applied Analysis (TICMTLA) that turned out to be a 

breakthrough for the entire NLP field.  

Mentioned above are the most important developments that have taken place in the 

field of NLP and ML, which of course are now considered as the phased manner of different 

fields of NLP developments. However, there are several other phases as well that came into 

the picture later and have contributed a lot to the development of the NLP as a separate and 

emerging research field from time to time. Some of them are discussed in detail below: - 

(i) Second Phase (Late 1960s to 1970s): - This was basically the AI influence 

period. The work done during this period in the field of NLP was mostly 

entitled towards meaning representation and not only towards general 

orientation of NLP. This implies that it was a period that focused primarily on 

knowledge representation of all the tasks that were undertaken in this field. 

Until this period the field of NLP developments were now capable of 

addressing the issues based on knowledge and data representations by using 

AI platforms. It was this period only wherein the idea of analysis and 

evaluations into the systems of NLP were developed. Later on, the systems of 

NLP representations were then advanced to question- answering through 

which the knowledge representation of the machine is being tested through the 

modes of language interpretations and data inputs (Minsky;1968).  

(ii) Third Phase (Late 1970s to 1980s): - It was also referred as Grammatico-

logical phase. As the name suggests, it was the period where the idea of NLP 

advancements developed a little more by testing the knowledge of the 
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machines with the use of logics and reasoning through in AI platforms. This 

use of knowledge representations in NLP mode has helped people in 

developing systems like sentence processors to what we commonly call as 

parsers15 today. All such developments during this period in NLP field took 

the researches of NLP a little further towards developing an online lexicon for 

any language, which was then advanced later in the year 1980.  

 

(iii) Fourth Phase (The 90s period): - until this period the systems and 

developments of NLP and its related field were capable of identifying the 

lexicons through corpus identification. It is due to this reason that it was also 

known as lexical and corpus phase. Till this period the idea of NLP and its 

uses were so advanced that it can be used quite extensively for the purpose of 

language processing and several other language related NLP tasks by using 

machine learning algorithms and techniques.  

Therefore, it is evident to note here that the step-by-step process of NLP and 

AI developments has shown an increasing influence into the masses which 

helped in creating a revolution in this field.  

5.3. NLP as a Field in Computer Science and Linguistics 

Natural Language Processing or NLP is a computationally and technically advanced 

technique widely used to analyse text of any language at one or more different levels. These 

levels of analysis can be linguistically divided into many different forms, such as 

phonological, morphological or even syntactic. In linguistics, the field of NLP is seen as a 

link between language engineers, what we now call linguists, and computer scientists. With 

today's idea of NLP together with linguistics, the demanding task of annotating human 

speech, its representation on the machines, as well as the successful processing of the data to 

obtain valuable results is solved quite well using a variety of methods NLP applications. This 

means that a wide range of NLP applications are widely used not only for data mining but 

also for the purpose of data modelling and processing to develop many different language 

tools such as morph analysers, sentence modelling, text summaries and much more the 

linguistically oriented NLP tasks much easier. 

 

 
15 Tool to sperate text into small groups or linguistics items as per grammar rule.  
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5.4.  Developments in NLP 

Studies of the past show that several major works have been carried out in this concerned 

field. The first major development in the field of NLP took place in the late 1940s. It was the 

time when two of the most prominent researchers, Booth & Weaver, propagated the idea of 

research and projects not only in the field of NLP but also in the direction of MT. This type 

of idea was first developed in 1946. During this time, linguists were able to use the idea of 

cryptography and information theory techniques for information retrieval and language 

translation. After that time, there was a major breakthrough in NLP research around the 

world, especially in the United States (USA). A few years later, the idea of using linguistic 

syntactic modules to identify sentence structures was introduced by the famous linguist 

Chomsky. It was Chomsky who came up with many new syntactic theories during this 

period. This paved the way for several new projects and ideas in many different languages 

using NLP and AI. 

After the idea of sentence structure identification had been well realized during this 

period, it was now time to deal with the question of deriving the meaning of sentence 

structure. This was the time when NLP tasks mostly focused on semantic questions. 

Therefore, the idea of traceable meaning was developed, which was entirely dependent on the 

proposed computational models and the solutions achieved with them. It was Chomsky who 

established the language transformation model in 1965, used primarily for linguistic 

competence. In addition, many other prominent linguists worked for this agreement. Some of 

them are Fillmore, Quillian and Schank. All of these linguists mainly focused on 

transformative generative concepts of the grammar of languages. Her work focused on 

semantic networks in NLP, case structure grammar and conceptual dependencies of 

languages. All these linguistic developments in NLP contributed to developing the idea of 

semantic representations of languages in the field of linguistics through the use of NLP 

techniques. 

With all these ongoing developments from the 18th to 19th century and then later to 20th 

century, one can see that the NLP developments, with the help of computer techniques and 

technologies, went a little further towards several linguistic areas such as semantic 

phenomena, syntactic ideas, and many others. This helped achieve communicative goals for 

many different languages, most notably Indic, which then further helped to address many 

different language-oriented problems and challenges through NLP and COLING tools and 
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technologies. With all these developments, the task of making available an enormous number 

of electronic texts for languages such as Magahi and several other underserved languages that 

are still overlooked in the field of research and literature was made available. 

Therefore, the increasing availability of online language resources over the past two 

decades through the use of NLP techniques has proven very helpful and resourceful for the 

field of linguistics. Also, the mass development of the internet has helped researchers to 

develop resources and techniques not only for foreign languages like Arabic and English but 

also for many other Indic languages like Hindi, Odia, Bengali, Marathi along with several 

other less recognized languages like which is at the marginal graph of extinction. 

5.5. Different Linguistic levels of NLP Applications 

In the field of science, the complexity of human language can be represented by many 

different levels. Each level of complexity of human languages can be easily approached 

through several different stages depending on their complexity types, like from lowest to 

highest or vice versa. The current research task will follow the same procedure of subdividing 

the different linguistic layers of NLPs for data processing. It will follow a set pattern of 

linguistic hierarchy to easily commute this task without error. This follows a detailed three-

way process to perform the task at three different and basic language levels for the following 

reasons: - 

(i) Any task undertaken for the research in NLP does not requires any higher 

representation beyond linguistic concept because, if this happened the original 

essence of the task, which of course is to identify any linguistic element or else to 

develop any NLP resources may get missed for the concerned language. 

 

(ii) In order to make the application functional and also to have a better outcome of 

the same, the data of the concerned language must be checked and tested with the 

tool and for this task a thorough process of rigorous cross checking must be 

undertaken linguistically at different level for its authenticity.  

(iii) The undertaken linguistic data collected must get tagged in smaller units as per the 

task required for the research. This can be done at the level of word-tokens and 

not on the sentential level. If this is being done on sentential level, it might have 

made the task a little hedgy and trivial for sure.  
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The main objective why these three crucial steps have been taken into account when 

performing an NLP task is that any tool or NLP application one wishes to develop must first 

be fruitful and relevant to the language in question while conforming to a rule must follow -

governed approach as opposed to general linguistic grammar on the other hand. In order to 

make the latter process effective, there are certain distinct linguistic layers upon which the 

entire NLP rule-making method for each language depends. This is the very first level of 

linguistics on which the whole process of creating rules for the tool depends. The single 

function for each of these linguistic levels is the same as in general theoretical linguistics. 

Each of these different language levels will be discussed in detail as follows: - 

(1) Phonological Level: - In linguistics Phonology as we all know are the field of 

linguistics that deals with the speech sounds of any language. Unlike general 

linguistics COLING researches concerns phonological principles and rules, but the 

only difference that implies in COLING with phonological researches are that it uses 

the digitalized platforms of NLP systems to determine and interpret the signals and 

sound waves of languages.  

(2) Morphological Level: - As we all know that the field of morphology in general 

linguistics is nothing but a branch that delas with smallest linguistic unit of any 

language to what we call as morphemes.16 This is a process where the root word gets 

adjoined with any smallest linguistic elements such as infixes17, suffixes18 and 

prefixes.19 Once these elements gets adjoined with these smallest units, it tends to 

form a totally different linguistic word forms or elements that may be old as a 

linguistic form but may also be new at times for a language that never existed before 

in the same.  

(3) Lexical Level: -Under this category or linguistic level the orientation of meaning 

concerning to a specific lexical item is dealt with. For the field of COLING the task is 

mainly directed towards the idea of POS taggers. This is being done on the basis of 

either the word level or else the sentence level. Here, the researcher has to decide as to 

what linguistic element one refers as one lexical item. This means, it could be either a 

word or else a sentence at times, which is being regarded as one lexical item. This 

decision also varies as to what idea or task one is going to deal with.  

 
16 smallest grammatical unit of word 
17affix inserted inside a word stem 
18affix inserted after a word stem 
19affix inserted before a word stem 
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During this entire process the processing of each lexical item is done by 

keeping in view the idea of lexical ambiguity20, which of course is a 

possibility. Later on, one can choose to discuss all these ambiguities 

further if needed or required, just to avoid the error of the language tool 

that has been made for a specific undertaken task of a concerned language.  

(4) Syntactic Level - In general linguistics as we all know that syntax deals with the 

grammatical structure of sentences of any language. It is represented through the 

structural dependency relation between the words and the sentence pattern of any 

particular language.  

In the field of COLING or NLP the syntactic level relations are being represented 

through parsing methods. In this the structural patterns of sentences are represented through 

parsers. This means that, it determines the structural pattern of sentences or texts through 

immediate analysis of the constituent words, on the basis of the concerned grammar of that 

language. Through parsing techniques one can analyse the strings or symbols of any language 

with the help of the grammatical rules, a language follows and if there still is an error in the 

entire parser, the tool automatically detects the same and reports it as a syntactic error. A 

parser in NLP alerts from occurring the same error time and again, which helps in further 

enhancing the efficiency of the machine, in order to have better results with reduced efforts.  

(5) Semantic Level: - This is another next advanced level in COLING after parsing in 

syntactic level. This is so because, as we all know that since semantics in general 

linguistics is a field associated with meaning identification, therefore, here in NLP it 

acts in the same manner. The only difference here is that it just uses the advanced 

technological aids to do so.  

In this level the COLING based applications not just focuses on the human 

interactions and the occurrence of words but also towards its meaningful essence as well. In 

COLING all such levels are identified by tackling and preparing an auto list of ambiguities21 

and different co-ordinations a token or word has in any language. In COLING the NLP 

techniques simply helps in establishing the logical relation between the word and the 

sentence with the help of semantic analyser, which establishes the relations between the two 

in the form of numerical codes and once these codes are functional, they are being tested on 

 
20Lexical ambiguity is the idea where the meaning of an individual word or phrase are being used to several different contexts. It may have 
more than one meaning depending on the context. 
21Instance of having understood something in more than one way 
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the machine as to how many different permutations and combinations a token or a word can 

go with along with the logical relations between the duo that justifies the connection. All such 

operations are being performed in NLP through different logical operators such as ‘AND’, 

(&), OR, NOT, XOR (exclusive or) 22etc., to what we call as BOOLEANS23 in machine 

learning. The only challenge that relies in the entire task here is to tackle the different sorts of 

ambiguities which exists with the words that has many different meanings or senses.  

The idea of semantic level systems in NLP or COLING is broadly used today for 

developing and designing automatic question answering systems in the field of AI. 

(6) Discourse Level: -Under this level of NLP, the linguistic structures of any concerned 

language get revealed with several different applications, that supports many different 

tasks of NLP. This basically deals with the idea of making sensible connections 

among different words and sentences of languages. The discourse level in NLP 

generally tries to makes possible connections between the words and the component 

sentences to which a word is being attached with. At this level the field of NLP 

basically applies the idea of anaphora resolution wherein, the linguistic entity of any 

language is generally referred through an anaphor, which is most commonly a 

pronoun. However, this is not only limited to a pronoun but can also be some other 

and different grammatical category. 

The NLP techniques used in the discourse level mainly gives birth to machine 

techniques like chatbots24, wherein the applications like chatbots are so well trained that it 

can make your task much easier while interaction through human language systems. These 

chatbots basically functions on the coherence of the concepts. For example, if you ask the 

chatbot to help you in choosing a product at a departmental store, it can guide you better, but 

if in the same store setup, you ask the chatbot to make an option for a book choose, it may 

fail because, the training of the chatbot has been done for that particular set up only to which 

it is going to exposed to.  

Therefore, it is evident to note here that when any machine learning chatbots that have 

been developed through discourse modelling in NLP or AI is used for a particular field or set-

up it will respond only as per that setting as the discourse structure modelling or text 

 
22 Different forms of boolean operators to perform functions 
23Method of system denotation that has tends to give one out of two possible outcomes  
24It is an AI based machine learning technique based on computer programming which communicates through text or sound methods. This is 

used generally in phone and customer services fields to support queries. 
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processing of that particular AI machine has been done and trained for a specified field only 

based on the inputs of a particular setting, wherein it is going to be used. However, the 

improvements in the same are still to be made to make it much user friendly for across the 

fields of normal social setting.  

(7) Pragmatic Level: -Being the last and the final linguistic level in NLP, the sole focus of 

this level is upon the correct use of any language systems in a specified situation. 

Under this level the NLP machines solely focuses upon the contexts rather than the 

contents for making quick reactions of the developed applications. This level of NLP 

application development in linguistics is concerned primarily with the purposeful 

communication of language according to different prescribed situations. It gives more 

weightage to the contexts instead of contents. This means that it focuses mainly on the 

level of understanding. This applies to more practical knowledge such as 

understanding intentions, motives or goals as prescribed in any text of a certain 

concerned language.  

For the field of NLP and COLING the pragmatics level is mainly not only used to 

develop the information retrieval systems but also to improve the chatbot based question 

answering techniques. This is so because, till discourse level we are only capable of 

developing the question answering techniques in AI but, as pragmatic level in NLP is a bit 

advanced one, therefore it will help in improving the same by one-to-one mapping technique 

and logical understanding of the same. During this entire process, the AI based chatbots are 

so well developed and trained that it cannot only understand the sole goal as to why and for 

what a certain query is being made but also the related context of the same along with its time 

and location if given.  

The pragmatic level in NLP and its AI based application development gave a major 

breakthrough in the field of NLP as this is not only creates a link between information 

retrieval systems with AI applications, but also clearly deal with the sole purpose of 

meaningful and logical elicitation of the same as targeted or planned. However, there are still 

many other different ongoing linguistic challenges at every point that are there and which 

also needs to addressed thoroughly and systematically. All these could only be tackled by 

future researchers through several important and major steps such as undertaking absolute 

data structures, applying right algorithms in application-based task and last but not the least is 
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to mapping the entire process of the AI application from time to time to make it more 

functional, accurate and efficient.  

5.6. NLP Approaches 

This section of the chapter will discuss in detail several different approaches in the 

field of NLP upon which the entire AI system is being developed or functions. These are 

categorized in many different levels such as connectionist, Rule-based, symbolic, hybrid, 

statistical and many more. All these approaches to NLP systems were developed 

significantly with time. For the very first level, two among all co-existed already in NLP 

since beginning. These are symbolic and statistical. Later, in 60s, connectionist approach 

was further developed on the basis of which a few AI based communication systems were 

developed. After this, it was the time of symbolic approaches that ruled the AI era for 

some time.   

With the flux of time and concerned recent developments in the field of AI the 

COLING resources were now able to develop some more advanced resources in order to 

deal with more critical concepts in the field of languages and computer science. This idea 

of dealing with some more advanced concepts of the real world through AI means gave 

birth to a more advanced level called statistical which received massive attention and 

popularity around 80s. In connection with this, it was the connectionist approaches which 

got evolved till this time and which took massive attention of AI learners in COLING 

field. Among all these levels of NLP the statistical approaches deal with lower levels of 

analysis whereas the symbolic approaches deal with the maximum or the higher levels on 

the other hand.  

5.6.1. Symbolic Approaches 

        Languages in general are learned and understood through logics. As, mentioned every 

language in the universe do have some contexts and all contexts across languages has 

different logics. This approach of NLP generally uses the ‘deterministic’ idea in order to 

make the machine capable of understanding any human languages just like the same way as 

humans do. For the field of AI and NLP the symbolic approaches are massively used in order 

to develop the chatbots, which makes the machine understandable of human languages as to 

how and what to read write or understand.  The idea of symbolic approach basically works on 

the basis of rule-based learning and language inputs along with the possible human 
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intervention in order to check those rules and imply the same for coding and programming 

the by establishing a meaningful co-relation between the input and output given. 

In order to develop any NLP based application for any language-oriented task in 

COLING the applications are being trained manually through a set of identified rules of that 

particular language. Symbolic approaches are being used extensively at every stage of NLP 

mostly after 1960s for several different research areas and application developments such as 

text categorization, lexical acquisition, ambiguity resolution etc. In order to develop several 

NLP based applications based on this approach, it uses several techniques such as logical 

programming, decision trees, conceptual clustering, ambiguity resolution methods etc. All 

these use a specified and identified algorithmic approach in order to attain the best positive 

result in this approach.  

Therefore, it is evident with the fact here that a symbolic approach in NLP always 

provides a deep analysis of all tested linguistic parameters on all levels of NLP in order to 

have the positive outcome with maximum accuracy. Symbolic approach in short, uses a very 

old and traditional idea of developing the AI based NLP systems.  

5.6.2. Statistical Approach 

Statistical methods or approach in NLP is one of the oldest and empirical approach in 

COLING. It is one of the prominent approaches in NLP that have paid much attention 

towards the deep learning and analysis of any language and its grammatical patterns. This 

method of NLP basically involves in collecting and assembling data with statical inference by 

studying the patterns of any language. This means that it takes the data of any concerned 

language with unknown probability distribution and then validating it by applying some 

inference of the same language family or the same language group. The statistical approach 

of NLP strongly focuses upon deep learning techniques, which helps in developing a proper 

neural network25 in order to perform a duo task such as taking inference from a similar 

language on the one while, developing an end-to-end parallel system on the other.   

 Through this approach one can extract data or information from a large text or large 

files. This is widely used usually to develop a generalized model of language systems which 

does not requires any significant knowledge of language patterns, which means this approach 

uses the observatory methods for data processing and evaluations. Out of several statistical 

 
25 Computational model developed on the basis of human brain and AI techniques, refer section 5.6.8 for detail 
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approaches in NLP or COLING, HMM (Hidden Markov Model)26 and SVM (Support vector 

machines)27are the most widely used. The approaches of statistical models are widely used 

today for plenty of NLP operations such as Speech recognition, Lexical acquisition, Parsing, 

POS tagging, Machine translations, and Grammar learning approaches etc.  

In short, the statistical approaches seem to have the backbone of the entire COLING field, 

which helps in developing several NLP based language systems across languages.  

5.6.3. Rule-Based Approach 

As the name suggests, it is an approach that follows a certain set of defined and 

identified rules that are man-made. These rules are then being applied to machines in order to 

manipulate and train data sets in order to reach the desire goal in NLP applications. 

It is a bit similar to statistical approaches in NLP, which focuses solely upon the grammatical 

rules and patterns of a particular language. This includes all sorts of extraction methods 

which comprises of several stages of evaluations of the data sets of a particular concerned 

language. The evaluations of these data sets are being done by the help of grammatical 

categories of that particular language. As stated by Brill (1992), the rule-based approach in 

the field of machine learning and NLP is just to master the limitations of rule-based 

approaches which creates hindrances in identifying and processing any natural language 

through the means of machine learning.  

One major disadvantage while using the rule-based approach of machine learning in 

the field of NLP is that the final result received after the entire process of language 

processing through rule-based may be incorrect or may be not acceptable sometimes as this 

method follows manual evaluation techniques in order to identify and process the raw data, 

which may require corrections and continuous checks for correct evaluation of the same. The 

entire process in this method is a long run process in order to obtain accurate results, 

therefore it is not being used on large extent today as it is much time consuming. Another 

important reason, why the rule-based technique is not being used extensively today because, 

it is too much expensive, and also much vulnerable of committing errors in analysing data 

sets. Therefore, today with the onset of time this method, has been taken over by several 

different advanced techniques, but at the same time this is being used for several other 

traditional languages like Sanskrit, wherein it works fine with certain limitations defined for 

 
26 HMM are statistical based model used for machine learning and NLP tasks refer section 5.9.1 
27 NLP based supervision-based AI learning model refer section 5.9.2 
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the same, which needs several long processes of manual data set analysis, wherein the 

possibility of having errors cannot be overlooked.  

5.6.4. Connectionist Approach 

The field of NLP requires high level symbolic and processing capabilities which 

includes a large scale of programming of data sets by means of manipulation of not only data 

sets but also the constituent structures. The connectionist approach in NLP works on the sole 

idea of networking wherein it interconnects the simple units of any languages that has yet not 

been processed with the data sets of such language connections upon which a particular 

language has to be trained. This means that the raw language data is being connected and 

processed with data of similar language that has been adopted as a model for that language to 

be trained with by establishing possible connections among the two languages. Out of these 

two languages one is considered to be as pre-stored on the basis of which the other is said to 

have been trained by means of knowledge stored in previous one. This entire process of 

comparing and training language data sets in the field of NLP is known as computation. 

Connectionist model in NLP systems is a bit identical to statistical approaches, wherein it 

develops new language models from pre-existing linguistic data-sets on the basis of which all 

new data sets of concerned language groups are to be tested.  

 The only sole difference in connectionist approach from statistical approach is that the 

later model ought to compare and combine the data sets by applying various different theories 

and principles and also allows some sort of modifications and transformations by means of 

manipulations in their logics or formulas. This approach of NLP is broadly suited for AI 

based applications like domain specific translation tasks, syntactic parsing, developing 

associative-retrieval systems etc.  

5.6.5 Traditional Approach 

In NLP related task the traditional approach is a step ahead approach to statistical 

approach. It follows several sequential key steps at basic and advanced levels to solve and 

handle NLP related tasks in COLING. It is the traditional NLP method that comprises of 

basic steps involving several distinctive tasks such as removal of unwanted corpus by pre-

processing, featuring the refined textual with numerical representations. The numbering or 

ordering of the data is important as this will help the machine in identifying and differentiate 

between raw corpus and refined corpus.  
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This helps in better training of the system developed and yields novel and desired 

positive outputs. Though this entire process is quite time consuming but, at the same time is 

very crucial thus helping to obtain much better performance for any sort of undertaken NLP 

task. With this traditional approach one can easily reduce the instances present in the data 

supplied to the tool. This means it removes all sorts of unwanted elements from the supplied 

corpus such as punctuations or vocabs that are not at all required for the tool.  

This implies that though it is a time taking process but it also reduces much of the 

human effort by reducing the size of the data by removing such extra linguistic elements, thus 

supplying the tool with only important information of the concerned language required for 

the task. This approach is widely used for several linguistic oriented purposes such as text 

summarization, thesaurus creation, creating good online external resources etc.  

5.6.6. Corpus-based Approach  

In the field of machine translation or COLING it is quite obvious to have a large text 

containing huge corpora of different domains. A close and thorough analysis of all these 

different corpuses has given an insight to identify these linguistic corpora data with different 

ideas by applying new approaches that get facilitated with the passage of time. This not only 

help in getting the corpora of the specified domain but also helps in working on the same by 

applying latest technologies.  

On the basis of this Corpus-based approach Brown et al. (1988; 1990) has used 

stochastic methods to identify parliamentary debates and speeches in languages like English 

and French. Through this method he was able to arrange and align sentences of speeches in 

order to evaluate the probability of any word or sentences that may have occurred twice, once 

or else have been repeated several times. Initially it resulted with the analysis percentage of 

48% but later, got improved to increase some more percentage by applying several statistical 

techniques and also by giving more data from inflectional morphology background, that 

helped in syntactic transformation of the tool, and also in dealing with some unsupervised 

sentence structures. Apart from this there were also several other approaches to corpus-base 

systems have been developed and studies such as WordNet by Miller (1998), VerbNet by 

Levin (1993), PropBank by Kingsbury (2002) and FrameNet by Ruppenhofer et al. (2006) 

etc. 
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Therefore, it is evident to note here that in a corpus-based approach system in 

COLING or MT data disambiguation at several levels can be done in order to achieve 

maximum accuracy of tool developed.  

5.6.7 Hybrid- Approach 

This is one of the modern approaches towards MT in the field of COLING. Here, the 

system set up is closely monitored in order to see its instances as it is a mix up of several 

modern techniques. Here in this approach the sole aim is not adopt the exact correct 

translation or to develop the exact and accurate system for translation rather, to transfer and 

obtain crucial and important elements in order to build the system and then process the task 

as required. It is most commonly used in techniques like scientific communications, technical 

writings, building bio-informatics systems etc.  

5.6.8 Neural Networks 

In machine learning or AI techniques, neural network is regarded as series of 

algorithms that tends to help in identifying the possible and meaningful relationships of any 

language undertaken with the data sets that exists already in the domain. A neural network 

operates in the same fashion as a human brain, wherein it mimics the already existing data-

sets just like the brain does with the pre-existing set of information in order to process any 

new information. This means, in neural networking the processing of information is being 

carried out simply by imitating the pre-existing set of information that are there in the tool. In 

case, it gives any error in the process, then that particular set of data is being addressed and 

dealt separately in order to resolve the issue. The only exception in neural networking 

techniques while processing and analysing the data sets is that it is adaptable to change the 

data inputs any time. This helps in giving the best output results with no need of redesigning 

the data in between in order to get the output. This uniqueness of neural networking 

techniques of modifying the data sets in between the process not only reduces the human 

efforts but also helps in achieving the best possible results at any time.  

 Neural networking-based AI techniques are popularly used in trading platforms, 

financial services, marketing research, fraud detection systems and risk assessments. All 

these AI based neural networking techniques uses deep learning algorithms, which have 

shown massive growth in today’s 21st century.  
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5.7. Brief Descriptive Sketch of different NLP Applications 

This particular section of the chapter will briefly discuss all the possible applications 

developed through the AI techniques by applying NLP aids. It will also discuss the further 

ongoing developments of the same in this accord.  

5.7.1. Information Retrieval 

Information Retrieval or IR in AI is concerned basically with the sole idea of 

searching a specific document from a pool of files of documents wherein a large amount of 

data file is stored. It is also concerned with searching a specific information from the 

documents by creating metadata28 of the documents. It helps the humans in making the search 

easier by creating relational databases which helps in searching the right and appropriate 

information from the data supplied.  

For information retrieval systems World Wide Web, WWW henceforth, applications 

are the most legitimate and authentic AI based application which not only helps in searching 

and identifying the right content but also helps in getting the same with the help of authentic 

latest technologies. Until today, WWW are the most trusted search engines which are the 

most accurate and authentic IR based applications. It simply takes information or inputs from 

human and then gives output results by crawling hundreds of web pages as per the 

information received. One these web pages are available in their specific domains it then 

searches for the particular information or the pages that has been given as an input in step one 

in order to give proper, concerned and accurate results.  

 All these mechanism works on spider web like bot structures, which not only helps in 

identifying the correct information but also in downloading the same concerned web pages of 

the information supplied, which one can access later through the concerned links, in order to 

download or read in the web page mode. The same mechanism also functions correctly for 

many other information-based application systems like text retrieval, document retrieval, data 

retrieval etc. the only difference is all these have their own set of information or codes 

supplied which enable an authentic and accurate search by applying specific technologies. 

 

 

 
28It is the by-product of the data collected as it describes the basic attributes of the concerned data collected through AI 

technologies.  
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5.7.2. Information Extraction  

It is one of the most recent developments in NLP. One can say that it is one step 

ahead process in data and information extraction in NLP. Today as we know that data is a 

kind of capital that is going on increasing in massive numbers every day. It helps in creating 

new digital source of information with the help of new digital aids and products. This is being 

done in the form of news, information, corporate files, medical records etc that is being 

maintained and updated on a daily basis which of course gets overflooded with much of 

information every day. Therefore, it is quite difficult to categorize and extract the exact data 

from the sources required when needed. Hence, it is due to this reason, thew idea information 

extraction has been introduced which of course makes the lengthy human task of collecting 

the same much easier.  

 NLP today, makes this task easier by using computational aids and methods in order 

to process information from the data available which may be in written or spoken form, 

which are used today by the humans as a large source of communication, Assal et al. (2011). 

Apart from these mentioned above there are also several other processes that are involved in 

NLP to perform this task. Information extraction today, is one of the most recent NLP based 

application which can be used with a wide range of NLP based tasks such as question 

answering, data mining, visualization etc. this focuses solely upon extracting important 

information from the data collected by specifically tagging the vital key elements of the data. 

For e.g., here, in this undertaken task the CPs of Magahi are being tagged with their 

appropriate tagsets in order to identify them correctly once they are being trained and tested 

in the system at a later stage. Therefore, mis-tagging the data may lead here to load the result 

of the tool correctly.  

5.7.3. Text Summarization  

As mentioned earlier, a lot more tremendous information is available today in the 

world which are being updated, changed or modified in every second. Therefore, it is quite 

tough to maintain records of the correct information from accurate sources. But, with the 

advancements of technologies in the field of COLING this has been made easier by the help 

of text summarization.  

 Before we move on to its mechanism as to how a text summarizer works by using 

NLP aids, it is important to know what exactly summary means. Summary as we know is 

nothing but an idea of giving the gist of information by shortening the large without missing 
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important elements from the same. The sole aim of a text summarizer in NLP is to produce 

and present the original source text in to smaller version without missing any important and 

crucial semantical elements of the same. One of the most important reasons why this idea of 

text summarizer has been introduced today is to reduce the human effort of reading a large 

text thus saving time.  

Text summarization methods in NLP can be well classified in two steps which are 

extractive29 as one while abstractive30 summarization as the other. Apart from this a text 

summarization process in NLP involves two different group stage of sharing information 

which are termed as inductive and informative. Here, inductive stage represents the core 

information or the central ide of a text which covers around 5 to 10 percent of the entire text 

while informative summarization of text on the other hand gives concise information of all 

the information in the text, which covers around 20 to 30 percent of the detailed source text.  

All these processes of text summarization in the field of NLP involves four major 

steps which are as follows: - 

(i) Topic identification- It is one of the most important steps involved in text 

summarization. The main aim of this step-in text summarization process is to 

identify the prominent and crucial information from the entire text. This step 

involves major techniques of identifications such as text positioning, 

identifying frequency of words, determining Cue phrases etc. out of all these 

Cue phrase identifications is one the most crucial step as this identifies the 

positioning of all the phrases used in the text in order to make the task easier 

and wiser and also to avoid the probability of repetition of the same if there is 

any. 

(ii) Interpretation- This again is another crucial step involved in the process. In 

this step several important subjects and information of the text are being 

incorporated in the text in order to receive a well generated content, without 

missing any sole information.  

(iii) Summary Generation- this is the final stage of the entire summarization 

process. The text summarization tool identifies all the necessary elements of 

the text and formulize the same in well- ordered or arranged manner in order 

 
29Extractive Text Summarization- This consist of collecting and summarizing important information from important 

paragraphs and sentences that carries most crucial information of entire text.  
30 Abstractive Text Summarization- It is the technique of understanding the sole concept from a large document source and 

then expressing them all in a clear understandable natural language form.  
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to obtain a suitable and summarized text, from the machine but, before 

accepting it as a final one, one must go through all parameter checks in order 

to avoid any missing elements or mistakes in the same, so that it could give 

more suitable and accurate result in the machine thus reducing any error 

probabilities for the same.  

(iv) Evaluation- During this entire process of text summarization, the evaluation 

process of the same is very crucial as in this process all relevant features of 

sentences, words or tokens used are not only decided and calculated but also 

being weighed properly and then an accurate value are being assigned to each 

token, words or sentences in order to obtain a final summary.  

All these, are being performed using weight learning method, wherein final 

score value of each token is being picked up and is being used as per the 

requirement of the text. Evaluation step of text summarization is one of the 

crucial methods as this helps in picking the top ranked sentences for the text 

which are to be used in the final summary creation.  

 It is also evident to note here that for value assigning and picking the 

accurate word token for text summarization during the evaluation step two 

broadly important aspects are being used. These are extrinsic and intrinsic 

aspects used during evaluation process. Through intrinsic evaluation mode one 

can measure the quality of the summary using human evaluation methods 

which means this will be a manual task while, in extrinsic methods the same 

task is being done through the machines by using task- based performance 

method wherein, it uses the idea of information- retrieval techniques of 

machine learning.  

Today, the most commonly used text summarization methods in 

machine learning are standard keyword method, Cue method, Title method, 

Location method etc. which are used wisely in machine learning techniques 

for not only summarizing the text but also to weigh its sentences accurately 

with maximum accurate percentage.  

5.7.4. Machine Translation  

The idea of Machine translation MT henceforth, in COLING delas with the 

application in computer systems for the task of translating one natural language text to 

another by applying COLING techniques. It is one of the oldest techniques of NLP which go 
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through all levels of NLP and uses all its techniques starting right away from smaller word- 

based approaches to higher levels of thorough analysis. Today a lot of different level 

researches has been done in this field. But, despite this fact it is also evident that it still has a 

lot of issues and challenges for the NLP tasks for many languages pertaining to general 

domain analysis but at the same time some success has also been registered under its name 

for several domain specific translations.  

 At present the MT research technology generally applies many different approaches 

in order to achieve its goal and all these approaches are directly dependent upon different 

pairs of languages involved and undertaken for MT task. However, as per Siddiqui and 

Tiwary (2008) and Hutchins (1993), there also exist several other MT approaches today, that 

helps in making this trivial task a little easier. 

5.7.5 Sentence Understanding 

It is one of the simplest tasks performed by NLP applications. Here in this stage, the 

developed NLP applications helps machines to understand and analyse natural human 

language through NLP aids. It helps the computer systems to make the human language 

understand no matter in what form it is such as written or spoken. In this process, the 

machine is made capable of understanding natural human language sentences through 

continuous and rigorous model training, which then helps in understanding its meaning with 

reference to preceding sentence and then relating the entire structure of sentences with the 

appropriate context in order to adopt a complete meaningful text. Once the entire process is 

completed it then moves on to another next level of sense disambiguation (see 5.7.8 for 

detail), wherein the meaning of the entire sentence is being thoroughly examined and 

compared along with the concerned text thus, giving a complete understandable text. All 

these entire goals of sentence understanding task is being achieved in three major steps which 

are semantic parsing, semantic classification and discourse modelling.  

 There exist several NLP applications that has been developed so far with the idea of 

sentence understanding and many more are still in the pipeline as the ongoing researches are 

still continuing. Some of the major NLP application working on this sentence understanding 

module are document classification, spam filtering and most importantly sentiment analysis.  
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5.7.6. Multiword Expressions (MWEs) Taggers 

Multiword expressions MWEs henceforth, as we all know are one of the crucial areas 

of NLP identification system. It is a kind of linguistic element that occurs frequently in any 

language. Apart from the written source these can also be popularly noticed during spoken 

languages, but are being rarely seen in any formal texts.  

 In general, linguistic terms MWEs are refereed as linguistic or lexical items that can 

be grouped in to several simple linguistic elements containing different categories for each 

Sag et al. (2002). This means that every MWE contains and displays numerous multiple 

linguistic units such as syntactic, semantic, pragmatic etc. For general understanding one can 

refer compounds, phrases and many other different linguistic terms as MWEs.  MWEs 

taggers have been developed in many different languages by different researchers. All of 

these have applied different techniques for the same. Kumar (2017) has applied rule-based 

technique for identifying Magahi MWEs from a large source of annotated corpus collected 

from different sources. The tagger developed by him has shown a maximum percentage of 

accuracy of about 81.57%.  

In MWEs tagging a large amount of dataset has been converted into different list of 

words wherein each tuple of word has been assigned an appropriate MWE tag as per its 

requirement, nature and origin.  For e.g. A total of nine class of tagset and sub-tagset has 

been assigned to the data collected for the data annotation, which is then annotated following 

a prescribed guidelines for the same, Sicky et al. (2017). Once the labelling of data set is done 

manually it is then being trained with an adapted computational model SVM classifier 

(Support-Vector Machines)31. Once this SVM tool auto-tags the MWEs data then again, the 

unsupervised data that has been left untagged by the machine is tagged manually in order to 

avoid any discrepancies at last. Therefore, a rigorous three-step technique has been followed 

in order to avoid any mistakes and also to ensure maximum accuracy of the tool. This has not 

been done only aiming at building a MWE identifier system but also to develop a successful 

model for languages like Magahi that are still under-resourced and are not much exposed to 

researches and technologies. This also helped in maintain an online corpus for the same, 

which would help the future researchers to fulfil their needs in terms of COLING researches 

of this kind.  

 

 
31Refer section 5.9.1 of the chapter for details 
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5.7.7 Parts of Speech (POS) Taggers 

POS tagging in the field of NLP or COLING deals with the centra idea of assigning 

part of speech markers to each of the word or corpus of a language. It is the lexical item that 

is assigned to each word or token collected by Nainwani et al. (2004). In other words, it is the 

process through which each word, token or corpus is being assigned with a text label in order 

to confirm that grammatical status of that particular token as per their respective 

morphological or syntactic categories, Hardie (2003).  

 In general terms POS tagger is the NLP based software system that helps in assigning 

the appropriate category to each word or token that are available in large amount. It works in 

such a way that it first reads the text automatically and then assign the desired POS tags to 

each token as per the requirement. The tagset assigned to the tokens are possible Noun, Verb, 

Adverb, Adjective etc. Toutanova et al. (2003). The tagging software helps in assigning the 

relevant and specific tag set to each token and passes the data to another lever for further 

processing and validation. It assigns the tagsets to each token or word in such a way that each 

tagset becomes unique and sometimes ambiguous in its own, mostly having no similarity of 

one category with the other. This implies that if a token has to be tagged as noun, then the 

software will tag each token of the same kind with different tagsets of noun only and not with 

any other tagset. The only evident thing to note here is that one must, clarify and identify the 

tagset to be tagged with token much before it is being supplied in the tool for further 

processing.  

In NLP there exists several different taggers such as rule-based, stochastic and hybrid. 

POS tagging in linguistics is one of the most suitable ways of analysing the category of word 

tokens and assigning the same while deciding its characteristic feature. This is not only a 

detailed grammatic process rather also a semantic one as it helps in analysing the exact 

meaning of the concerned tokens, which of course makes the trivial task quite easier. 

Schachter (1985) and cited through Mitkov (2003).  Till date a lot more POS taggers have 

been developed for almost all Indian languages, but the same lacks much behind when it 

comes to the regional languages that are not much exposed yet beyond its local boundaries. A 

few of them have already been discussed in chapter 2 of this research work.  

 So far there exist a lot more major NLP based POS tagger applications. A well-

developed POS tagger tool can also be used as an initializer for too many NLP applications 

(ibid). POS tagger systems can be used widely in information retrieval (IR) NLP Systems. 

This helps majorly in indexing the textual data as per its grammatical requirements such as 
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Noun, Verb, Adjective etc. it is also used extensively for processing the audio or the speech 

data wherein one similar word with different meanings can easily be identified. For example, 

it can easily classify the word ‘that’ which of course is a pronoun with the word ‘that’ which 

is a conjunction here, but this can only be categorized through the syntactic structures of data 

along with its pragmatic relation with the text undertaken. Other than this it can be used 

extensively for shallow parsing, structure transfer, building chunkers, language parsing etc.  

 Therefore, one can understand here that how crucial is the idea of POS tagger is in the 

field of NLP and COLING, in determining and refining the data correctly and accurately. 

Though, its need in Indian languages was understood quite late, but today with the passage of 

time it has made much of the trivial NLP task easier with its uniqueness and efficiency. In the 

recent past years, the POS tagging tool has been developed in quite a well manner as before 

this the data collected was tagged manually, which still can be seen today in most regional 

languages that does not have POS tagger yet. For all those languages the entire POS tagging 

procedure is being done manually through the means of identifying each token by 

understanding its lexicon and paradigms. In recent past years a lot more POS taggers have 

been developed for many Indian languages like Hindi, English, Punjabi, Bengali, Marathi, 

Magahi, Maithili etc. All these have been modified and also trained with new possible 

technologies whenever required in order to enhance the performance of the concerned POS 

taggers for any concerned language.  

5.7.8 Word-Sense Disambiguation  

A word is used in many different ways in a human language. Word sense 

disambiguation (WSD, henceforth) is one of the prominent NLP based application that makes 

this understanding task easier. It is the method through which the meanings of the word 

concerned in a text is identified differently and correctly in the field of NLP. In NLP system 

the identification of correct meaning of a word is a huge challenge which is somewhat 

tackled by WSD. It basically helps in solving the issue of ambiguity that are there in a word 

as one single word can be used in several different situations in order to propagate different 

meanings.  

 The WSD system works in such a way where it is supplied with a list of large number 

of words along with its different associative meanings. For e.g. It selects a large number of 

words with its different senses and creates an online Wordnet,32 which is considered as a type 

of online NLP dictionary. It then classifies and adjust the meanings of the each concerned 

 
32It is a lexical database of words with several different languages with its meanings having different grammatical classes that helps the 

database in adopting the exact associative meaning for each word class. 
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word of the same kind with its respective and associative context. This means that a WSD 

application trains every classier for each word in order to make it fit for a particular context. 

The only challenge in this task is to differentiate between the ambiguity classes some times. 

which means sometimes it fails to identify the correct class of the word and make it fit for a 

particular context. A WSD is NLP is generally used for designing online dictionaries, tuples, 

Thesaurus etc.  A WSD approach works on supervised machine learning method, wherein it 

takes the supervised and purely identified appropriate text or word classes in order to perform 

this task correctly. A WSD is widely used in designing an online lexicography or dictionary 

system.  

5.8. Machine Learning  

Machine learning (ML, henceforth), is a branch of AI and NLP which imitates the 

human learning techniques through means of data algorithms. It gradually improves its 

learning in order to improve its accuracy. It uses datasets as its input in order to give output 

values. The output value changes every time once the input value of the same gets changed. It 

also helps the machines in determining the accurate predictions on the basis of noted past 

observations. 

The sole focus of an ML system is to extract possible information from the data collected by 

applying several computational and statistical methods. ML techniques are used broadly 

today in solving several NLP based trivial tasks. This includes speech recognition, document 

categorization, document segmentation, POS tagging, named entity recognition (NER), 

parsing, transliteration etc.  

A ML technique primarily involves two main tasks which are of learning and training 

the system as one while making the system able to predict as the other. In ML the system is 

supplied with a set of training data that consists of multiple domains but it should always be 

kept in mind as for what reason the task is undertaken. This implies that in machine learning 

it is always mandatory to identify prima-facie as for what purpose the ML technique is being 

used. This is important as it will help in achieving the goal correctly. Therefore, it is evident 

to note here that each ML system should be pre-defined before undertaking any task in order 

to obtain and acquire an effective and accurate model for the concerned task.  

 Along with this, the ML system must also be supplied with the appropriate domain 

knowledge while inducing the training dataset in to the machine along with the specified 

characteristics of the data so that the machine can easily identify and classify as to what 

reasons and goals it has been undertaken for. this entire step in ML process in termed as 

inductive learning. In general terms this can also be termed as conceptual machine learning. 
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In machine learning technique every undertaken raw data is being supervised wherein each 

dataset or data inputs are being mapped with its target values, which means they are being 

supervised with certain set of data which are already taken as their source processing data. 

This implies that if a dataset in ML technique is supplied for CP identification, then it must 

have adopted a pre-supervised model or data sets for its accurate processing in the machine. 

This is also important in order to reduce the chances of any errors however, encountering the 

same cannot be over looked.  

 Another important phase of training the machine is by applying the prediction model. 

Here, in this process a larger set of input data are being mapped with corresponding target 

values. The only challenge here is to adopt a good learning model which shows better 

prediction results based on the data and the language domain supplied. In other words, one 

can say that the model undertaken must be good in terms of structures and grammatical 

patterns that can help and ease the work of the undertaken language data.  

In machine learning there are several different leaning techniques that are categorized 

in to different sections as per the needs. Some of the common and all round used machine 

learning techniques are Supervised learning, Unsupervised learning, Semi-supervised 

learning, Reinforcement learning and Transductions. But here, in this undertaken research 

only two models of machine learning have been adapted which are supervised and 

unsupervised learning. It is these two techniques only which are being applied for the 

undertaken research.  

The sole reason why we have used supervised model of learning here is just because it 

can easily detect the target function and trains the data upon the same model thus, giving a 

labelled output for all the data as per the need and requirement. In final output, if the label 

assigned to the data is concrete and accurate then it is known as classification however, for all 

other labels which have not yet been identified or which shoes any hindrances for the task to 

complete are termed generally as regression, which means it has some issues which needs to 

be addressed and taken care of separately.  

 With all the above discussions and facts one can deduce that learning in machines are 

not only concerned with labelling or remembering or assigning the tagsets to the data in 

machines but also, the idea of generalization to the data sets which are yet unseen or still 

unsupervised. Any changes, further that are being made to the prescribed learning model can 

be seen as acquiring new knowledge. It is due to this reason that the idea of machine learning 

in NLP has been further categorized into four different stages, which are discussed as 

follows: - 
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➢ Model Learning: - This is a machine learning task based on prediction. In this process 

of machine learning the system tries to predict the values of unknown functions. 

Later, these unknown functions are being trained with the known functions which 

have already been supplied in the machine in order to train the unknown dataset. 

Here, the unknown datasets also try to predict the patterns of datasets supplied already 

as a source and hence, trains the raw datasets. This entire process is based on the 

statistical model of training. But in the same model if the function is discrete which 

means each function of the supplied dataset is different in relation to the other and not 

having no corresponding values then the function is called classification. Apart from 

all these there also exists a regression model learning wherein each training dataset is 

being investigated in terms of its relationships between independent variables to that 

of a dependent variable in order to receive outcome.  

Therefore, it can be understood here that model learning techniques in machine 

learning is used for predictive learning in order to obtain the desired outcomes. 

➢ Concept learning: -In machine learning concept learning refers to the method of 

learning by means of boolean-values, over large set of training data. This means that 

in concept learning a data module is being trained on machine learning platforms in 

order to classify objects as per the information and requirements supplied initially. It 

helps in classifying objects from large datasets taken as an illustration for learning 

process thus imparting each a separate word class or desired labels as required. The 

entire learning process in this module is based on observation wherein the larger 

datasets observe the patterning of the datasets thus helping in training the raw data 

further based upon the given module.  

Therefore, it is understood that a concept learning is the easiest step followed during 

machine learning wherein the machine acquires the pre-supplied concepts or classes 

or objects in order to train the raw datasets. It is thus also termed as supervised model 

of machine learning.  

➢ Explanation-based learning: -In NLP or machine learning it is related with the idea of 

training ability that uses the single training instance. This means that here the machine 

algorithms learn with only one set of examples instead of taking several. The idea of 

explanation-based learning works on the principle of Explanation based 

generalization (EBG). In this principle, there are two steps involved which are 

explanatory method as one while generalization method as the other. In the very first 

step the machine identifies and puts aside all the unimportant datasets which are not 
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suitable and is different from the datasets upon which all these unsupervised datasets 

are to be trained. Later, the rules are being generalized for all these unsupervised data 

which of course has been taken from the supervised model or from the datasets which 

are being used as source for the training purposes. This is important because it will 

help in generalizing the training rules for all unsupervised datasets and will also help 

in identifying the supervised model of the data as the key point of the entire training 

process. One can also term this step of learning as the statistical module of learning.  

Fig (8) explains it in a better way.  

           

                                                   Fig.8 detailed description of concept-based learning 

In explanation-based learning the instances of correct and incorrect information are 

being noted along with their performances in order to make the machine learn. This means 

that through this the system ought to learn concepts along with the rule formulating processes 

for machines in order to make it more efficient, accurate and valuable for all other unseen 

tasks so that each one of them could be trained in the same order.  

➢ Case-based learning: -This is also termed as exemplar-based learning process. 

This means that it helps in training the AI machines on the basis of examples. In 

this module the machine tends to fit in their memory the subsequent and different 

examples from concerned language correctly and classifies its data along with its 

rules in order to use them wisely and makes it productive with its accurate 

performances. In other words, one can say that it works on the principles of 

making analogies to process the untrained data. This means that it tries to develop 

a meaningful and orderly relation with the processed and supervised data in order 

to produce it as a model for unsupervised data.  
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In this process of case-based learning or CBL henceforth, it uses the database of 

problem solutions in order to solve further news problems. This means that it 

refers to the stored tuples or cases for solving new problems. This is why it is also 

termed as complex symbolic method of problem solving. It works on the 

technique of problem solving on the basis of instances being taken from the 

previous data. For e.g., if in a sentence or a word a new case or else a new class is 

said to identify, then the CBR will prima-facie check whether the machine has any 

identical training case similar to that of tested data then the similar solution for the 

same is being returned. But later if there is no any identical case, instances or 

word token are found, then the CBR here, will now start searching for all other 

training existing components or datasets that contain similar instances as 

compared with that of the new ones. This means that it works on the analogy 

system between the datasets wherein the possible analogical pair of the data are 

being identified and then trained accordingly.  

With this idea of sharing the solutions from seen to unseen data it is seen that a 

CBR module works on the principle of combining the solutions of previously 

supplied and existing solutions of tested data to that of unsupervised or raw data in 

order to obtain possible solution for the new ones that still has no solutions until 

this testing and cross-checking was done. Here in this entire process of CBR it 

might be a possibility that any set of data might look for compatibilities which is 

only possible through individual solutions therefore, here in such cases the logic 

of back tracing might work as this pave the way a little broader to look for some 

new possible solutions to the identifier which never existed in the tool or the data 

previously when supplied and tested.  

The only challenge to this entire task of CBR is that it to identify for a good 

and appropriate similarity between the data in order to have a possible similar 

solution for the same. Looking for proper indexing by comparing the salient 

features of datasets seems to have another vital challenge in CBR as this is a very 

trivial task in identifying and classifying the features of each class of words or 

tokens separately which of course is a time taking phenomena and encountering 

errors in this method cannot also be ruled out here.  

In ML there exist plenty of AI applications based on this such as customer 

service help desk system wherein the solution is obtained on the basis of diagnosis 
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of product along with its relation to word types, class, structures etc. apart from 

this it can also be seen broadly in fields like engineering and law, wherein it can 

obtain solutions from technical designs and legal rules respectively. CBR is also 

massively used in fields like medical diagnosis and education wherein history of 

each older patient is being identified along with their case histories and later the 

same is being used in order to treat and diagnose new cases and Patients with pre-

existing possible solution or remedies. However, encountering error by tool in this 

type of ML process can also be very crucial as well. 

5.9. Computational Model for Magahi CP Identification System 

This section of the chapter will discuss model for the undertaken task, along with its 

advantages, and disadvantages if there is any. It will deal with a short precise introduction of 

the applied statistical model which will be used further as a model for developing the CP 

tagger.  

5.9.1. Support Vector Machines (SVM)  

In machine learning techniques support vector machines, SVM hence forth are the 

best supervised model for associative learning by applying possible algorithms that helps in 

analysing data and identifies pattern of the same that are involved in due process of 

‘classification and analysis task’. There have been several different interpretations of SVM as 

given by Sober and Benedito (2001), Cortes and Vapnik (1995) and Edgar et al. (1997).  

For them SVM is a classifier tool that uses several popular methods in order to build a 

hyper-plane based structured classifiers, which processes the raw datasets and trains it 

accordingly as per the requirements in order to have excellent resultative performance which 

becomes compatible for variety of NLP applications. It is a tool that is dependent completely 

upon the statistical techniques and modules of learning as developed by Vapnik (1995) and 

his associates at AT & T Bell labs. Ever since after the technique of SVM has been 

discovered it is now seen as an alternative to develop several other linguistic classifiers such 

as Radial basis functions and multi-layered perception classifiers. SVM classifiers are very 

latest approach for supervising the pattern classifications which gets applied to a large 

number of data which makes the task easier for pattern recognition within a wide range of 

multi-domain datasets.  
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Today, this has become immensely popular because of its proper and intensive 

learning theories which are primarily based upon strong statistical foundations of 

mathematical approaches thus showing a very powerful result and effect.  Due to its immense 

accuracy and suitability in almost all languages it is one of the most widely used techniques 

for machine learning algorithm not only in tasks related to foreign languages but also to 

Indian languages as well. For instance, there were several language problems that are 

encountered in other languages as well apart from Hindi such as Tamil, Odia, Telugu, 

Maithili, Bhojpuri or Magahi etc. All these are effectively and efficiently solved by using 

NLP techniques thus applying the SVM learning algorithm. Apart from these there are also 

languages that belong to Dravidian language family such as Kannada, Telugu, Malayalam, 

Hindi, Sanskrit, Bhojpuri, Magahi, Maithili etc., and the problems of these as well, are well 

addressed, undertaken and supervised by SVM. All these languages belongs either to 

Dravidian or else the Indo-Aryan language family, therefore they might show some sense of 

resemblance among each other either syntactically or semantically on several different 

language parameters. Therefore, it is due to this reason that we have chosen the SVM module 

for tackling this undertaken task.  

Support Vector Machines (SVM) is one of the best machine learning algorithms, 

which has achieved best performances above of all on several machine learning tasks 

especially with Indian languages. It is a simple way to build a binary classifier which 

constructs a hyperplane like structure that later helps in separating input classes for the 

machines which then later helps in separating different class members of one kind with that 

of another non class members and thus builds up an adequate training set. For all the 

inseparable classes of data the machine needs to create a higher dimensional space than 

defined earlier in order to fit those data class in that space thus creating a separate hyperplane 

for all those datasets that are still unidentified. This higher sperate class of datasets is known 

as feature space. This feature space is very different as compared to that of all those input 

space that has been pre-occupied by all the datasets that are used for raw data training.  

Support vector machines or SVM tool is one of simplest and most effective classifier 

and generator that picks up all the suitable data required for the task. It is one of the most 

reliable and trusted classifiers for almost all practical NLP applications. It is also robust and 

flexible for data feature modelling as it helps in processing the data in a much faster way than 

any other statistical tool, in order to perform the task of automated tagging. One can say that 

a SVM tool used for data tagging and sequencing is the most beneficial one out of all other as 
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it performs the task of automated tagging of the datasets much faster. The only thing that is 

required as a pre requisite for better functioning of this tool is that, more the amount of the 

datasets it has, more accurate and authentic results with maximum percentage it will give. In 

short, it performs much better when supplied with huge data volumes.  The SVM tool with 

English language performs very well with an approximate high percentage of accuracy which 

is somewhere at around 95% and even beyond this and is thus regarded as one of the best and 

suitable taggers as compared to several others till date, Marquez and Gimenez (2006).  

 SVM in machine learning as stated by Joachims (1999), are the supervised learning 

statistical model that analyses and processes the data by recognizing patterns of the 

previously supplied data, which is being taken or regarded as the learning data modal for the 

undertaken task. The training of this supervised learning model is based on a given set of N 

training examples {(x1, y1) …., (xN, yN)} in which each instance of xi represents for vector 

RN of which the representation of the class label is yi∈ {−1, +1}. The linear hyperplane 

created by SVM helps in identifying the positive set of examples and separates them aside 

from that of the negative ones with maximal margin, Gimenez and Marquez (2006) SVM 

Tool Technical Manual v1. 3.  

For every non-linear classifier it is denoted through the value f (x) = Sign (g(x)) and 

for every input vector it is denoted through f(x) = +1(wherein x denoted the member of given 

class or category, whereas f(x) = -1(here in the value of x with negative value denotes that it 

is not the member of the given class). The value of g(x) is proportional to m whereas zi is 

denoted as support vectors and K stands for the representation of Kernel (refer fig.9 below) 

                                            

                                     Fig.9. SVM Algorithm used for classification  

Hence, it is deduced from the discussions above that the system for the undertaken 

task has been developed by applying SVM techniques which helps in proper classification. 

This entire process of classification is performed by creating a N-dimensional hyperplane 

structural model which separates each class of data categories into their respective classes as 

defined.    
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5.9.1.1 Geometrical Interpretation of SVM  

The geometrical representation of SVM classifiers gives a brief descriptive sketch of 

the tool. It not only helps in detailed explanation of the functioning of the tool but also in 

understanding the mechanism of the same. All these are sorted through the geometrical 

optimization of the tool thus, leading towards the problem-solving techniques for all sorts of 

undertaken tasks as specified or being undertaken.  

 During this geometrical representation, the SVM tool is thus represented with a set of 

training examples as specified according to the task. These examples here in the tool can be 

represented as (xi,yi). Here the interpretation of the value xi is being denoted as the real data 

or the original instances of the corpus whereas (yi) is represented the different labels, sets or 

classes each data sets represents. If any classification issues or problems is to be tackled 

through this geometrical representation then the recognition issues of the two different sets or 

classes which are represented through a specific pattern wherein the positive sets are denoted 

as yi = +1 or else yi = -1. This means that it has two different data training sets examples 

undertaken for the result processing. Here, the training set example is considered positive if it 

has taken training example with the value of yi = +1 and negative otherwise if the value of yi 

= -1. Both these datasets are being separated into two different classes or categories through a 

hyperplane structure. This is done in order to obtain the maximum separation among the two 

different classes of datasets. This is shown in detail in Fig. below.  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

Fig.10. Geometrical Interpretation of SVM 
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Here, in the fig (10) given above the separating classes shown with large margins 

minimizes the problem of errors encountered in the data sets. In other terms, the minimum 

generalization shown here in the fig means that whenever any dataset having unknown class 

values are supplied to the tool for classification task then the possibility of having an error 

with given class or sets of data will be minimum.  

 Similarly, will be the case with the maximum separation-margins of the given dataset 

in the SVM tool. To understand this in detail please refer to fig. above which also explains 

the concept of maximum margin of the tool. In order to understand this in detail, we can 

clearly see here that there are two different planes that are parallel to the given classifier 

which passes by more than one points of the given dataset. All these parallel planes are 

known as bounding planes. The measuring distance of all such bounding planes that 

surpasses through these points are known as margins. There also exists a SVM learning 

technique which maximizes these margins by creating a hyperplane structure. On the other 

hand, the meeting points of the datasets shown in the graph which fall on these bounding 

planes are called supportive vectors, which plays a vital role in the entire process and because 

of which it has been named as support vector machine method. In COLING the term method 

means the use of algorithmic process obtained for the task undertaken. Considering the 

situation on a different note such as if the training data sets are to be separated without errors 

through the same hyperplane modal, then the supposed error ratio of a training data set equals 

the ratio of support vectors with that of training vectors. But, since this a supposition 

undertaken for enlarging the dimension of the errors just to receive better results, then a small 

set of trained datasets can then be induced inside the model for eradicating such issues and 

also to have better generalization results.  

At the same time, there can also be situations when datasets are possibly not classified 

or identified then, to maximize the margins of the tool shown in graph, the number of 

unidentified datasets can be minimized by supplying the tool with a bit of correct examples, 

just to obtain some better results in less period of time. In simple terms, it can be understood 

that sometimes the SVM training algorithm also permits the manipulation of data, which may 

or may not be vulnerable of obtaining an error.  

Therefore, one can understand and see that how SVM are user friendly not only with 

the datasets but also, with the users who handles the task. It is due to this reason that the 

SVM algorithm is being massively used today for almost all data driven tasks.  
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5.9.1.2. Properties of SVM Tool 

This section of the chapter will briefly discuss some unique properties of SVM tool. Few 

of them are discussed as under: - 

(i) Simple- SVM tool is easy to handle, configure and also to train with the datasets. 

All such tasks are easily tackled through easy and simple configuration file. It gets 

easily tuned not only with one rather, with multiple datasets or files. This feature 

of the SVM tool makes the tool easy to access for the task assigned such as 

classification, tagging which is done through means of understanding the 

standards of datasets thus, providing valuable outputs. It works on the principle of 

embedding which means, it embeds any pattern of supervised or unsupervised 

datasets as per the requirements and performs the task.  

(ii) Flexibility- SVM as a tool is so flexible that the shape and size of its context 

features can be easily moulded in to any different shapes and sizes. This means it 

can be easily adjusted to different forms. This flexibility of the tool is one of the 

vital features that helps in easily detecting the POS taggers along with the 

different ambiguity classes of words. The flexibility feature of this tool helps in 

easily allowing different combinations of classes or datasets in order to obtain 

different sorts of results of the tool. However, this difference of results does not 

affect the accuracy percentage of the tool.   

(iii) Robustness- This feature of the tool is well defined by well adjusting the 

parameters of the tool. The robustness feature is generally used in order to 

perform sentence-level analysis task. This feature of SVM tool uses several 

different strategies in order to increase maximum results with less errors which 

obviously increases system effectiveness.  

(iv) Portability- This tool as we all know is independent irrespective of languages. 

This has been successfully applied to several different languages such as Hindi, 

English, Odia and now Magahi of course. Other than this, it can also be used to 

unsupervised corpus across languages irrespective of different language features. 

With the onset of time and advancements in the tool, SVM can also be used 

widely for any unsupervised data or else languages which faces scarcity of 

exposures in order to have more language resources in terms of research. Use of 

Magahi language for this tool in the undertaken research is one of the better good 

examples concerning this. Therefore, it is understood from the facts above that the 
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portability feature of this tool makes it easier to use across languages and also 

make it learn from any unsupervised piece of data by the means of involvement of 

non-ambiguous words, thus creating a dictionary of learning as an additional help, 

which later helps the researchers in creating an e-dictionary of its own kind based 

on morpho-syntactic category.  

(v) Accuracy- The SVM tool as stated earlier exhibits maximum accuracy with high 

percentage. It does so when it is supplied with rich amount of corpus along with 

proper sets and defined features as required for any undertaken task. This supply 

of corpus allows the tool to model the training of the corpus for both the 

unsupervised and the supervised datasets, which later helps in achieving the most 

precise results required. Along with this, the SVM tool is taken as one of the 

appropriate ways in order to obtain more detailed, efficient and accurate results 

having less issues, if any.  

(vi) Efficiency- SVM as tool is also more efficient for training any language model in 

the field of NLP and COLING. It is due to its performance and the task of tagging 

that the tool executes quite well and also in an ordered manner. Likewise, all other 

features of the tool, the efficiency feature of the tool depends as to what feature, or 

dataset size, along with the schemes of tagging one has selected. It can go up to a 

tagging speed of 1500 words or token per second. This is because of the use of the 

kernel method of the tool, which makes the tool to work, train and learn efficiently 

at a higher rate with maximum speed. At the same time this speed of training and 

learning of the tool also varies, as it depends totally upon the nature and the size 

of the corpus, being supplied.  

5.9.2. Experimental Set-ups 

This is one of the most vital and important sections that are very much require for the 

entire computational setup. This section includes a detailed and brief introduction of all the 

computational experimental setups of tool including feature extraction, configuration, 

training, and testing of the data for the applied model in the undertaken task.   

5.9.2.1.Feature Extraction  

It is one of the major steps in training the module. For this proposed research several 

simple features from the dataset have been selected and is being set to default mode. The 

reason behind doing so is that it contains all sort of linguistic features of Magahi words. All 
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such features are being encoded in the form of different forms of words or verb types such as 

compounds, conjuncts, serial verbs etc. The three mentioned here are taken as the main types 

of feature encodings while there are also several others subsets such as serial verbs1, serial 

verbs2, reverse and explicator compound verbs etc. that is supplied to the tool as another 

dataset types in order to classify the raw datasets, thus helping the same in giving an efficient 

result of the tool.   

The reason behind selecting these specific features for the tool and also for the datasets is 

because, it can make the machine identify the data types quite easily while processing 

because, all such basic types of data and its types have already been dealt with in detail 

concerning to all its desired and requisite linguistic properties. This was done as it was also 

required for proper data annotation, which also has been completed beforehand during the 

annotation phase.  

5.9.2.2. Configuration 

The SVM tool uses a certain defined structure of configuring files that are being used 

extensively for the process of system learning. These configuration files in SVM contains 

files of medium verbose types such as (-v2), while all the rest learning and tagging modules 

inside the system are being set in a set pattern of direction following the start point from left 

and then finishing the same towards right. This means that the entire module of verbose 

system follows a definite and defined directional pattern of left-right-left (L-R-L) 

combination.  

Apart from these mentioned above, there also exists several different processing files 

that are being used for all other major configuring procedure of the entire system. These 

consists files like C parameter tuning, compression of models, setting up example features for 

desired model, filtration of features comprising words or tokens that are needed for the 

purpose of system making. Along with this the unigram feature model has also been 

introduced for this model. During the training process the same unigram featuring will be 

taken for successfully testing the designed model.  

For any unigram designed feature modelling first of all the unigram template features 

needs to be configured. In this featuring model every line or row or column must represent 

only one template feature of the concerned language or the language undertaken for 

developing the model. In each row or column, the input of corpus or word tokens must be 
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represented. This must be aligned right Infront of every single line or row or column as 

failing this will not help in getting the desired output, hence crashing the entire tool. 

Therefore, the absoluteness of each position in this unigram template featuring model is 

essentially required. One can understand this mechanism with below mentioned figures 

wherein the first one denotes the unigram featuring template whereas second denotes the 

details of sentences supplied to the featured template, while the third denotes the details of 

functions supplied to the unigram model. 

                 

Fig.11 Unigram feature Template                                       Fig. 12 Details of featured templates used by unigram                              

 

            Fig.13 representation of functions of unigram model 

All these are setups are then being as default mode. This default setting of the entire 

module includes illustrations from trained or untrained or else known or unknown data file 

types, Behera (2015). It is done so because, this helps in identifying categories of each word 

or tokens in a quite efficient manner.  Apart from these configuring files, there also exists 

several other templates or word tokens that are different or else does not matches with the 

tokens or words that are identical to the tool, to what we call as unsupervised tokens or 

words. These are also being used by the machine for the configuration procedure of the tool. 

This is equally important in order to obtain a better comparative result of the supervised as 

well as the unsupervised data sets. 
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The effectiveness and response of these configuration files depends directly on the 

type of raw words or tokens supplied to the machine. This means that the accuracy and the 

response percentage of the tool is dependent upon the configuration template supplied to the 

tool. Mentioned here under in the given figure shows, the featured templates that are being 

used by the SVM tool for its further configuration process. These configuration files of the 

tool include all types of data sets such as known vs. unknown, supervised vs. unsupervised, 

ambiguous vs. non-ambiguous etc. This is so because missing of any of the above class of da 

sets can affect the result badly thus, affecting its final output. Hence, it is required to add all 

the above parameters in order to have best possible outcome from the tool developed.  

 

    Fig. 14 configuration files for SVM 

5.9.2.3. Training the System 

The training of the designed SVM model is done through a given set of classifiers 

which contains examples of each class such as annotated or unannotated. In other terms it is 

designed in such a way that it can tackle each set of words or tokens required for the system. 

All these sets comprise of a defined set of classifiers. The training of each of these sets are 

being done by applying a certain specific SVM classifiers. Here, in this task it uses SVM-

light 7, Kumar and Behera (2017). The SVM-light 7 which is being used here is one of the 

latest versions among all other SVM classifying techniques that are used for identification or 

classification purposes. This technique of SVM-light 7 was first developed Thorsten 

Jochaims and was thus implemented by Vapnik in C parameter for training purposes in 1995.  

 In order to commute this task a total of 5,31,135k tokens have been taken. Out of all 

these a total of around 45k tokens were taken to train the model for CPs identification and 

analysis process. All these tokens have been used in different training phases staging from 

training stage 1 to training stage 3, wherein the amount of data set mentioned above have 
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been used in short chunks and also was evenly distributed. This resulted in the phased manner 

training of the system.  

To train the model, the raw data must flow into the tool column by column. This 

means that the data must be entered into the tool as one token per line of the corpus. This 

should be done word by word. It is only necessary to enter the data in the manner mentioned, 

as this gives a clear representation of the tokens in the first row, while the corresponding tags 

associated with them are given in the second row. Apart from these two columns, all the other 

columns of the tagging format need not to be mentioned as all of these contains the various 

additional information which are not required for the task. The first two corresponding 

columns contains the tagging labels, of the concerned POS tags and CP tags, required 

according to the data, Marquez and Gimenenez (2006). 

5.9.2.4. Testing the System 

Testing the system is the next progressive step involved for the undertaken research 

task. The same tagged data set mentioned above will now be used for another further process 

which is testing. It is a one step ahead method required for tool development. In this process 

the undertaken annotated datasets will be checked through machine whether it has been 

assigned with the appropriate tagsets. This means that it a process of rechecking the tagset 

with the corresponding annotation labels. The task is automatically performed by the system 

tool based on the file which should be taken as a predefined model file also known as golds 

file. This gold file contains an enormous amount of pre- tagged data as per the requirement of 

the tool and the task undertaken. This entire process is considered as automatic annotation 

process wherein the expertise of machine is extremely important.  

At this stage, it is quite possible that the tool might commits some mistakes while 

tagging or may overlap some features during selection of the data. If in any case this happens, 

then this entire task is repeated at different intervals and is being corrected in several different 

stages manually in order to obtain maximum accuracy. Therefore, in other words one can say 

that this process is an amalgamation of both machine and human techniques (ibid). Here in 

automated tagging the same technique of tagging the dataset will be followed which has been 

done while manual tagging which is tagging each single token or word with their respective 

corresponding lines. This is so because, it makes the desired machine tagger to easily 

recognize and understand every single token or word very easily thus giving maximum 

accuracy while testing.  
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As this entire process involves the automated annotation data techniques, therefore it 

is also known as a machine learning approach f the system.  In this machine learning data 

driven tagging approach there already exists a single window containing too many tagsets of 

different POS labels, as required by different datasets. It is evident to note here that all these 

tagging POS labels will remain the same for almost all Indian languages and require no 

change. If at all any change in the same is required, then the same will be done manually only 

in the undertaken dataset of the prescribed language format and not in the tool. However, the 

datasets which needs to be tagged is then later exposed towards the machine learning window 

of the tool. Here all the required or desired tagsets for the undertaken dataset inside the tool 

will automatically be selected and assigned accordingly as per the requirement of the 

supplied words or tokens from its dropdown menu which finally assigns the appropriate 

tagsets to the supplied data. This entire above-mentioned process follows a standard 

input/output system wherein the word or sentence token is being represented in first column 

and the corresponding tag will be represented by the second one.  

Keeping in view of all such trivial functions of the tool, it is clear to understand that 

the entire testing procedure of the tool follows a detailed online process which is quite 

challenging sometimes. It is also difficult as the tool needs to be in systematized and arranged 

fashion wherein proper arrangement of each word or tokens must present there in an 

organized fashion along with its accurate and desired corresponding tagsets.  

5.10. Developing Linguistic Resources 

This section of the chapter will discuss the different steps, methods and process 

involved for developing proper linguistic resources for the undertaken task. This involves two 

major steps such as validation and tokenization which helps not only in modelling the system 

tool but also in making the datasets a bit more refined one so that the machine could not face 

much issues while functioning and could work more efficiently. Apart from the two 

mentioned above, it also involves few more minor processes, which is not necessary for the 

undertaken task and hence, not discussed here in detail.  

5.10.1. Annotated Corpora  

For the training phase a total of approximately 50k words or tokens has been taken for 

experiment of the tool. This consists data types of all domains including entertainment, 

literature, general surroundings, health, stories, fictions, agriculture etc. these datasets are 
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also comprised of both nomenclatures such as seen and unseen. It is natural that during the 

process of manual annotation some the annotators have committed certain errors but at same 

time the possibility of the same got reduced once they got continuous exposure of the entire 

process. Also, at the same time a huge number of data were annotated in order to test the 

same with the help of tool which of course have increased its efficiency and has minimized 

the possibility and risk of encountering errors. It is quite possible that some errors are still 

encountered then this could be due to the nature of the data collected as this has been 

collected through different sources and speakers and also due to its different annotation 

patterns. This means that the instances of the collected data may vary not only from sources 

to sources but also from person to person. In connection to this there also be a strong 

possibility that some instances might not receive any tag or is left untagged because of the 

reason that under what POS category it should be kept into or else as to what proper tagset it 

should adhere to.  

As mentioned, the model adopted for the training of data is statistical one, therefore 

the quality of the same must be maintained at its best failing which will hamper or impact the 

efficiency of the desired tool. But in case if there is any error which are still encountered even 

after this thorough rechecking, then they are handled and addressed accordingly. Therefore, 

in order to minimise this risk of encountering errors in the tool and address them accordingly 

validation process is being followed, which is a one step ahead method for data sampling and 

refining for final testing.  

5.10.2. Validation  

This is a bit more refined process of data collection. Here all annotated datasets get 

validated after being thoroughly checked. This is done in order to certify that there exist no 

more extra linguistic elements except those which are required for the tool to function. This 

also implies that it refines the data up to the extent that it contains no further errors in 

undertaken language corpus. At this point the decision of validation of datasets are based on 

the judgement of the annotators which are almost correct but, in case if at all there is still any 

discrepancies with the same then it is being decided on the basis of the pragmatics or the 

context of the entire word token or sentence. This step of pragmatic judgement of the context 

is said to have been given the utmost priority for judging the accuracy of the tags, which is 

considered as final during this entire validation process.  It is also evident to note here unlike 
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all other steps mentioned-above that if any word or token is being wrongly tagged by the 

machine then the same has to be corrected manually and then being put for final testing. 

5.10.3. Tokenization  

This is one of another major steps involved during the entire process of developing 

linguistic resources for any language in NLP or COLING. It is the stage where the annotator 

thoroughly checks each and every word token or class by closely examining the same. Here 

the annotator ascertains that the datasets that are being used for the experimental purpose 

must be of qualitative range and also affirms that each and every word token or class have 

been separated with a tab or white space. This is crucial as it will help the SVM to identify 

and closely examine each word token or class clearly without fail. This entire tokenization 

process is being carried out by the help of Java Class Tokenizer.33 This Java Class Tokenizer 

may tokenize the supplied or the infused data wrongly if there are any irrelevant spaces or 

characters or even there is absence of single space between the tokens. Therefore, fir this step 

one has to be very careful and attentive while marking with punctuations in the data file.  

5.11. User Interface and Architecture  

As we all know that the entire work is based on technological platform hence the tool 

developed for the identification process is entirely a Web-based platform which functions 

fully on JSP codes and runs with the help of Apache Tomcat on the internet-based servers. It 

is advanced and well equipped with SVM classifier tool which has already been used for its 

training purpose. There are several systematic stages that have been followed thoroughly for 

the extraction of the desired output which is the CPs in Magahi. At first stage which is the 

input stage, the tool receives the UTF-8 encoding file and all the other extra undesired file of 

the text are rejected. Secondly, the tokenizer which is present there in the tool tokenizes every 

class of words or tokens as per their desired characteristics along with required suitable 

punctuations in single-line-per-word manner. Afterwards the SVM based CP identification 

tagger tool tags every token or word class along with its possible desirable tags. Once all the 

above-mentioned three function of the tool is performed accordingly then, the CP 

identification extractor will now look for every possible word class or tokens that are there 

present in the training database and tags each one of them with their desired annotation tags.  

 
33 Type of string tokenizer which permits the SVM tool to break large strings into small tokens. 
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Later, as final stage of data processing in the tool the SVM based Magahi CP tokenizer de-

tokenizes the CP data in an ordered manner which is word-by-word style format thus yielding 

the final output. For detail understanding refer model diagram in fig 15 below.   
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Fig. 15. User interface architecture 

5.11.1. Technology Applied  

For the undertaken research a wide range of different computational technological 

aids have been used. The raw data for the application have been developed by using servlets 

which is a Java server page. The data as mentioned earlier have been collected from a popular 

online Magahi blogging website called magahiblogspot.com. The hypertext markup language 
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(HTML henceforth), link of this blogging page is then later exposed to a web-based crawler 

for crawling the data. This web-based crawler runs on java server and this java server runs on 

JSP module containing UTF-8 (Unicode Transformation Format) Unicode coding which is 

common for almost all Indian languages.  

After finishing all the above-mentioned primary procedures, the second stage of 

technology application begins, which is setting the right path for JSP (Java Server Pages) 

servers on the system. This is an important desirable step for the Java platforms in order to 

make the tool functional. As soon as all the basic setup of the tool over the system gets 

finished then at the later stage the webpage link of the concerned website is brought forward. 

This link of the concerned webpage is then exposed towards the Apache Tomcat Server of 

version 4.0. It is a web-based server platform which runs almost all sort of java applications. 

Another most important reason as to why only this version of Apache Tomcat has been used 

for the task is because it clearly reads out all sorts of JSP pages and hence also creates an 

auto-backup of the entire data through crawling process and stores it in a separate file.  

The URL (Uniform Resource Locator) mentioned above from which the corpus has to be 

collected can easily be accessed through any of the compatible browser of the system. The 

given URL unzips all encrypted data file with the help of the selected browser and runs 

successfully on the designed system tool with accurate programming inputs and path setups. 

This means that the path which has been setup for the selected program must not only be 

compatible for the system undertaken but also for the desired server platform over which it 

performs this trivial task. The browser selected for this purpose must be able to recognize this 

infused Magahi jsp encoding file which can only be possible over the web-server platform of 

java. The detailed function, mechanism and procedure mentioned-above must be followed 

carefully step-by-step so that the tool does not misses out any function thus giving maximum 

accuracy with possible absolute results without fail. In order to make general masses 

understand the detailed functions of the desired tool the steps are hence summarized as 

follows in a nutshell: - 

(i) For the desired task Java as programming platform must be used for all set up 

process.  

(ii) One must use the jsp format of the tool in order to make the data run which has 

been refined through a prolonged process of crawling and sanitizing.  
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(iii) The desired server used for all such COLING applications for Indian languages is 

Apache Tomcat with its possible latest version of that time. For now, we have 

used the Apache Tomcat version 4.0.  

5.11.1.2. Apache Tomcat 4.0 

Apache Tomcat 4.0 is a web container that permits the users to run the servlet 

technologies and Java server pages as per their desired applications. It is built up for servlet 

version 2.2 and JSP specification 1.1 having no change applied in the same. It is widely used 

for all sorts of java-based applications applying latest related technologies what so ever. This 

is an open community-based server application allowing both open and participatory 

domains. The tomcat server used here in this task is a licensed one with Apache license 

projects. This is made under collaboration of all premium server developers across including 

national and international technological groups the globe. This is the reason why it is most 

reliable platform for handling all trivial and massive scale web applications. Unlike all other 

software this also requires a server platform for its proper functioning which is the local host 

server platform, Chowdhary (2006).  

5.11.1.3. Java Server Pages (JSP) 

Java Server Pages or JSP are a platform of collection of technologies that tends all the 

web-based software developers to design new web-pages of HTML, XML or SOAP types. 

This was first designed by Sun Microsystems in the year 1999. JSP as the name suggests 

always uses Java servers as its base for operations of programming languages. In order to run 

this page proper networking system is very much required. The servers required for its 

smooth and accurate functioning is servlet containers, which contains all sorts of necessary 

programming components required for the servers to interact with java servlets. The java 

servlets are the programming platforms for java applications which has the ability and 

capability of making these servers successfully run on its platforms. The popular sever on 

which these JSP pages are made to run successfully is Apache Tomcat with its possible latest 

version available for better results. The JSP pages are used extensively for creating all sorts 

of web-based contents by applying Java-written XML properties and scriplets.34    

 
34 http://www.serverwatch.com/news/article.php/1125001/Apache-Tomcat-40-Final-Released.html  
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Therefore, JSP or Java Servlet pages are those platforms which utilizes java objects lodged in 

with the HTML codes.  

 5.11.1.4. Java Servlet Technology  

It is a java-based programming application that runs on Java based web or application 

servers. It is used for performance enhancements of webserver. The most important reason 

for using this quite widely is because of its user-friendly and platform independent nature. It 

incorporates many advanced features of Java programmes such as portability, protection, can 

be re-used from time to time and application to application, good in performance etc. this is 

an application that enhances the working performance and abilities of a server. This can 

respond to any type of request made during a programming process. This can only be used 

with online java servers. Java servlet technologies can easily accept and collect a 

programming request and formulate immediate responses in return based truly upon the 

nature and size of programming and coding infused.  

5.11.1.5. Google Collaborator (Google COLLAB) 

Collaboratory, or Collab in short, is a product by Google Research. It allows anyone 

to write and run any Python or java jsp code from the browser and is particularly well-suited 

for machine learning, data analysis, classification and identification purposes. It is an online 

and easiest mode available for different machine learning and coding modules. Technically, a 

Collab is a hosted Jupyter notebook service that requires no setup to use and provides free 

access to computing resources and build applications. More specifically, Collab by Google is 

a free online technical testing environment that runs entirely in cloud format. For this no 

setups are required and the notebooks we need can be easily imported along with the files that 

we need to work on. For this research, we successfully imported the Java and python files and 

successfully completed the task. This also has a special property of easy edits. This implies 

that anyone can easily edit the module and not the file depending on their own desired uses. 

The file once created can only be edited if one has a granted for the same. This Editing is 

done just like we edit documents in Google Docs. Collab supports many popular machine 

learning libraries that can be easily loaded and imported. In our case, we swapped the task by 

importing the Python notebook and java in the same35.  

 

 
35 https://colab.research.google.com/drive/10p_B6KkKX6Y_72cyRDQuL7D_zA8mp_Cr 
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Chapter- 6 Evaluation and Error Analysis 

 

6.1. Evaluation Schema 

The evaluation section includes the most important part of the entire work, since it 

contains the most important information about the designed scheme along with its percentage 

of performance. This was done in a two-way approach, involving evaluation of not only the 

token-level tag sets, but also the tag sets denoting sentence-level tokens. This section is very 

important because without this the task to measure the value of the effectiveness of the 

designed tool is incomplete. This follows a two-way methodology, where on the first level 

the respective assessment, which includes sentence-level and token-level tagsets, is assessed, 

while on the other side, the entire scheme used for identification and analysis when mapping 

CPs developed by Magahi through NLP-developed tools will be evaluated further. 

6.1.1. Evaluation of the Overall System 

Giminenez and Marquez (2006) believed that each result and score in NLP or 

COLING is not only consistent, but also scored against the Most Frequent Tag (MFT) 

reference. Therefore, in this case, the evaluation percentage obtained for the entire tool 

includes only this fact. The CP identification tool accuracy along with its percentage given 

here is based entirely on the automatic SVM tools evaluation pattern used for the SVM-based 

statistical CP tagger. The assessment task was carried out in three different phases. A total of 

45k raw data tokens were trained for each phase using approximately 2,000 gold standard 

data sets that were manually checked and corrected for their respective CP tags. The same 

process was repeated thrice and after considering all the stages with maximum results, the 

whole system developed for the CP identification mechanism achieved an overall accuracy 

percentage of 64.57%, which was the maximum among all. The same procedure was also 

performed while evaluating the tool at sentence levels. 
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Fig.16.  Accuracy percentage 

The reason for achieving such low accuracy of the entire system is that it most often 

encountered unknown tokens. These unknown tokens were those which were untagged in the 

raw data just to see and observe how well this can go with such types of data. This is done to 

create a big line of difference between known and unknown records. The issue of ambiguous 

sentences and tokens was another major reason behind the tool getting such a low rating 

percentage. Magahi being the least resourced language among all Indic languages and the 

nature of its resemblance to Hindi standards is the final and the ultimate reason for this. The 

tool also showed several ambiguities in its performance which hampered the overall 

evaluation up to some extent. This overall evaluation of the system was performed after 

evaluating and examining all types of accuracies, including the accuracy of the tool, the 

evaluation of several word tokens consisting of known, unknown, ambiguous and unique CP 

tokens distributed at both the sentence, and the token labels, etc. The percentage of 

ambiguities at the sentence or word or token level, together with its accuracy, will be further 

discussed in the later sections with its possible evaluative graph representations. 

6.1.2. Evaluation of Tagsets at Tokens or Word Labels 

 In this section, the evaluative percentage of each word or token label will be 

discussed. This will then be represented further in detail with the help of a graphical 

representation. In this graph, the accuracy percentages of different tagsets will be shown. In 

order to discuss the evaluative percentages of respective tagsets at a single token or word 

labels let us refer the graph below: -  
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Fig.17 Accuracy distribution percentage across all token labels 

 

 In the above graphical representation, the accuracy distribution across all labels has 

been shown for each CP label encountered while training the dataset. The highest level of 

accuracy has been seen in the verbal categories. Out of all the tagsets evaluated the maximum 

was recorded for compound verbs and then it is being followed by all the serial verbs. 

Considering the secondary labels, the accuracy percentage was high for adjectival conjuncts 

which are denoted by CONJ_JJ and then followed by nominal conjuncts which are denoted 

with CONJ_NN. The least accuracy was reported with the explicators in Magahi. This was so 

because the data tagged does not have much of the explicators present in them and so was the 

case when it was trained and tested on the machine with the seen vs. unseen datasets. There 

were also tagsets that have shown no percentages of accuracy with the tool, these were 

mostly related to the classes of serial verb four, which is denoted with SV4.  

 This evaluative analysis of the datasets has been obtained and registered respectively 

after training each of these with their respective gold tokens along with the raw data. The 

accuracy graphs show such a huge contrastive dissimilarity because the data collected has the 

highest number of verbal categories as compared to any other category. It also has the 

categories of nominal conjuncts and adjectival conjuncts the most, therefore due to this these 

were the second highest to register their accuracy accumulative percentages. These categories 
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were the most easily detected token on both the token label as well as the sentence label. This 

is so because the language undertaken for analysis shows an enormous number of applied 

uses in the data which of course was obtained from a literary source containing multiple 

domains.  

From the graph mentioned above, it is clear that CPs in Magahi are most frequent in 

their uses while framing verbs or phrases. Therefore, due to this, the accuracy percentages in 

all the verb labels were recorded as maximum. However, the slight dip and downgrade 

percentages in some major labels such as nominal conjuncts, adjectival conjuncts, and uses of 

explicators in the languages cannot be overlooked. Along with this, it is also clear from the 

graph that the data collected does not have any instance from the category of the reversible 

compounds, however, uses of the same in the concerned language cannot be overlooked. 

Therefore, in order to increase the percentage labels of all. Such classes can be created in near 

future by promoting the frequent usage of more and more core Magahi language data through 

online websites or through Optical Character Recognition (OCR) mapping must be 

encouraged in such languages which do not have enormous datasets for promoting COLING 

researches concerning these languages.  

6.1.3. Evaluation and Error Analysis of Tagsets at Sentence Labels 

 This section will deal with the accuracy and errors of the tool measured at the 

sentence level. This also has been monitored taking both seen and unseen data.  The graph 

mentioned below will briefly show the accuracy along with the error percentage of the 

tagsets, noted at each sentence level. This evaluation was needed because the data which we 

have collected for the task was not accurate and precise. Therefore, in order to make the tool 

more effective and of usable format, this regressive accuracy module was adopted. For a 

more accurate analysis of the tool’s performance let us refer to the graph below and discuss 

the same in detail: -  
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Fig.18 accuracy and error percentage at per sentence label 

 

Here, in the above-mentioned graph, we can clearly see that at the sentence label the 

accuracy graph of tagsets has resulted in a much better way than the tagsets at a single token 

or word label. The tagsets denoting with B_CP denote the beginning of the sentence whereas 

the tagset with I_CP denotes the internal part of that sentence containing CP structures. There 

also exists a third category of the tagset which is denoted with I_CP_0, which means those 

instances were not tagged and have been left empty because most of them have not shown 

any close proximity between the sentences along with the tokens of CPs or else vice-versa.  

 In this graph, we can see that the highest rate of accuracy of CPs in Magahi has been 

predicted by the machine at a situation where they are attached at the intermediate level. The 

same has been denoted by the tagset I_CP_0. Here, the numerical value zero marked the end 

of the sentence either instantly at the same point or else at some other places denoting no 

such constructions anywhere after that. This has reported a higher rate of accuracy with 

90.36%. Following the same, criteria the second highest level of accuracy reported by the 

machine at sentence-level tagging is for the class of B_CP which reported a total accuracy 

percentage of 82.43%. This shows the beginning of any sentence. Here, one must note that at 

all such labels the CP constructions were tagged from top to bottom, thus covering the entire 

structural formation of the sentence. It is also evident to note here that this type of evaluation 
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has been done with a tool, by applying a descriptive grammar approach, wherein the machine 

was made learnt with all possible structural rules of the sentence of the concerned language. 

This was the most trivial method of evaluation as this required a lot more time to construct 

rules for the machines and make them understand the same with continuous training.  

 The errors encountered by the tool with such constructions at the sentence level have 

also been denoted in the same graph. This was measured and identified by applying the 

deductive and observatory approaches. Here, when the tool automatically tagged the sentence 

once after training, then the structures and the connecting matrix of the sentences along with 

their nearby elements were thoroughly examined. After examining both parameters, it was 

observed that there were a few instances wherein the machine tagged the wrong sentences 

with the wrong following linguistic particles. This was not only with the case of verbs but 

also with several other following linguistic elements of the sentence such as adjectives, 

nouns, adverbs and several other immediate linguistic constituents. This was most frequent in 

the case of phrasal verbs and during the creation of phrasal integrities. It is due to this reason 

the intermediate label tag which is I_CP has received an excess of error percentage rates with 

around 55.43% as a whole.  

 In order to eradicate such issues in the tool in near future, it is evident not only to 

have proper tabulated data of the concerned language rather, learning of structural rules for 

the ordering of sentences should also be induced during machine training. This structural 

approach of manual correction will not only enhance the functionality and percentage of the 

tool but also will make the tool cohesive in linking the same, thus reducing the chances of 

committing any further errors of that sort.  

 Therefore, with the graph mentioned above one can easily detect and decide not only 

the types and labels of errors at sentence levels but also, can quickly decide the best possible 

structural solutions to eradicate or else reduce the number of the same.  

6.2. Accumulative Error Analysis of the Tool 

 This section deals with the overall accumulative error percentage rates encountered by 

the tool. This shows as to which class or category reports the most issues and has also posed a 

huge challenge in designing the system tool. For any COLING-related tasks, it is important to 

report errors if there are any, as it becomes more vital in correcting the tools for any future 

approaches of the same kind. The advancements of the tool in this accord will not only help 

in eradicating the issues and errors encountered for the current research as well as for all 
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other future research of this kind. the below-mentioned pie graph shows the different sorts of 

errors encountered by the tool. each of them has been represented by its specific percentages 

along with its nature and class.  

 

    Fig.19 distributive pie diagram showing error rates at all labels of designed tagsets 

  

 In the above-mentioned graph, the detailed analysis of errors encountered by the 

Magahi CP identification and tagger tool has been shown. The highest percentage of error 

rates has been shown by the explicator compound verbs category with a total percentage of 

40.18%. This is so because, the nature of the data collected, contained most of the supportive 

constructions of this sort and a majority of them have been taken from Hindi. It is due to this 

reason the machine tool has functioned and resulted mostly considering them as the instances 

from Hindi. Another important reason is that most of the explicators also functioned as serial 

verbs, therefore the machine found it a bit difficult to analyse the same and got intermingled 

with them thus, affecting its performance in this category.  

Secondly, it is the nominal conjuncts that have reported the maximum error 

percentage rates with a total error percentage rate of 32.37%. It is due to the reason that most 

of the identifications of this sort have overlapped with adjectival conjuncts, which is another 

separate category of the conjuncts in Magahi. The machine found it tough to identify and 

analyse these two separate classes of compounds, hence reporting the second topmost errors 

of this sort. On a third range lies the errors of the serial verbs. This is because the tool found 
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it hard enough to differentiate between the different classes and subsets of verbs in this 

category. It is due to the reason that the corpus supported much of the Hindi constructions 

and not that of core Magahi. It is due to this close contrastive reason that the machine was 

unable to create a distinction between the two.  

 On a third range, the least error was reported by the classes of serial verbs, wherein 

the meaning and the classes got overlapped due to close inference of the two. The classes of 

serial verbs 1 and serial verbs 2 were the last two categories of this sort. They both reported 

error per cent of 21.88% and 27.88% respectively. The error with sv2 is huge in this category 

because most of its instances got intermingled with the sentential level and behaved as a 

separate class or category which were left unidentified by the machine.  

 The above-mentioned distribution of error rates in CPs identification of the tool is 

hence directly connected and contingent to the hits and trials it covered on the unseen data of 

the concerned language. The machine shows this much of errors because most of the word 

tokens or the sentences were of open class categories. This means that it was those datasets 

which have not been assigned with any tagsets and were left blank. These words altered their 

class or categories while testing thus allowing them to add new tagsets adjacent to their data 

types. Also, there existed much of English lexicons which were written as it is the supplied 

corpus. this created a confusion rate for the machine thus, allowing them to commit errors 

while auto-tagging through machines.  There also existed the closed-class categories of the 

lexicons that permits no space for adding any tagsets adjacent to them. This created a huge 

problem as it does not allow the tokens to get auto-corrected by assigning auto-corrected tags. 

Therefore, one can understand that while identifying errors both situations were responsible 

one the open class categories which allowed the tags to get induced in the datasets, which of 

course got wrongly infused and the closed class categories which does not allow the 

categories to be infused with appropriate auto tags because of the insufficiency of spaces 

adjacent to them. Hence, these both situations can be seen in proportionate nature.  

Also, the machine encountered most of the errors due to the possible gap between the 

two sister languages which are Hindi and Magahi. This created a huge lexicon gap between 

the two thus, creating challenges and issues for the tool in identifying and assessing them 

correctly. This means if any word has appeared for the maximum time in the data and if it 

belongs to any of the mentioned sister languages, then it has auto-tagged the instances 

belonging to that category only.  This was hit by the machine depending on the number and 
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nature of occurrences that have occurred in the datasets for that particular class or category. 

This created a huge gap while performing evaluation tasks.  

There also existed situations wherein we found it difficult to assign a particular class 

to a particular set of data, hence leaving those unattended. This unattended data was auto-

tagged by the machine with what so ever tag it gives and while evaluating it created the 

maximum issues, thus resulting in more errors. The availability of pure and consistent data 

for the concerned language is one of the most vital reasons to face such huge errors. The 

machine encountered huge errors in analysing the sentential structures as the data for training 

also known as gold data were short in numbers and were of confusing parameters with each 

word class or category thus posing a challenge of ambiguity types for both the classes which 

is sentence or word class labels. This made the machine inconsistent in analysis and 

identification tasks thus, reporting maximum errors as a whole.  

With the nature and types of errors mentioned and discussed above it is evident to 

note that for evaluation tasks one needs to have ample data only concerning the core language 

that has been undertaken for the task and not others as this will not only create confusion 

between the two but will also affect directly to the evaluation patterns of the system or the 

tool developed.  

6.3. Accuracy of Tagsets at Different Ambiguity Labels  

 This section of the evaluation chapter will briefly discuss the two different sorts of 

accuracies at two different ambiguity labels. One is at the word or token class as a whole and 

the another will comprise only the tokens at sentence labels.  

6.3.1. Accuracy per class at Ambiguity at Word or Token Labels  

For any language, it is natural that there exists some sort of ambiguity. But through 

linguistics, these nature and classes can be classified, and assessed and can be solved with 

proposed solutions. Unlike all other languages, Magahi also showed some ambiguity 

percentages while testing the tool. The designed tool also posed some sort of ambiguities 

with few words or tokens collected and tested. One faces the issue of ambiguity when a 

specific word form shows its existence in various contexts, reflecting different grammatical 

categories. Here in this work, the issue of ambiguity was encountered when the same word or 

tokens received different tags while auto-tagging, containing different contexts. It is 

important to note that in this section only the ambiguities at the word or token labels have 
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been discussed. The ambiguities at sentence labels have been discussed separately in the next 

upcoming section of this chapter. In order to understand the ambiguities at the word or token 

labels let us refer to the graph below: - 

 

Fig.20 Accuracy per class ambiguity at all token labels 

In the graph mentioned above, the maximum percentage of ambiguity was faced and 

reported mostly by the verbal categories. Out of all the maximum ambiguity is reported by 

explicator compound verbs with a total percentage of 97.67%. the other two categories of 

verbs that have reported the most frequent ambiguities are the serial verb classes belonging to 

serial verb 1 and serial verb 2. This is because most of them occurred in continuity in the 

tokens, bearing almost the same meaning. They both reported an ambiguity percentage of 

96.43% and 97.34% respectively.  

Apart from these, the tokens of adjectives and noun conjuncts have also reported 

much of ambiguities. The adjectival and nominal conjuncts, bearing the tagset labels of 

CONJ_JJ and CONJ_NN respectively report ambiguity percentages of 93.20% and 80.91%. 

This is so because most of the time it was difficult to decide as to what notation or tokens a 

single data should receive. There were also instances, wherein it was hard to assign any tagset 

to those tokens as a reason why they were left empty. These emptied tokens when left for 

training, evaluation and testing automatically got tagged by the machine tool on a majority 

depending on two vital reasons wherein the use of most frequent tags for that sort of tokens 
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as one while establishing the close parametric relation between the two is the other. This was 

due to the lexical ambiguity among the closely specified labels of the identical types.  

Therefore, in order to reduce this large number of ambiguity types in the data it is 

important first of all, to collect a bit accurate and relative data of concerned language, which 

does not overlap with its identical languages in terms of meaning. Also having a specified 

corpus collection system for any concerned language undertaken for the research is the other. 

But, so far, the case of Magahi is concerned with the lack and availability of the datatypes in 

the concerned language is the most vital reason why it has been reported with such a huge 

percentage of ambiguity, which can also be seen as overlapping its structures and writing 

system which is identical to that of Hindi and also because the data has been collected from a 

social media blogging website, therefore, the absence of use of core Magahi terms cannot 

also be overlooked here in this case. However, the accuracy percentages of the graph above 

have shown a much positive result as the data collected were from the identical twin set of 

languages which is Hindi and Magahi, which supports more or less the same structural 

patterns in their formation process.  

6.3.2. Accuracy per class at Ambiguity at Sentence Labels 

 Ambiguities can be classified and identified at different labels such as sentences, 

words, tokens or any separate linguistic or grammatical category Crystal (1988). Ambiguity 

at sentence labels means the idea that exhibits the property of having more than one 

interpretation of one single sentence.  

Unlike all other languages, Magahi also showed a huge amount of ambiguity at sentence 

labels when being tested on the machine. A detailed analysis of such ambiguity types in the 

collected and tested data can be understood through the detailed explanation of the below-

mentioned graph: -  
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Fig 21 accuracy per class and ambiguity per class at all sentence labels 

 As mentioned, and depicted from the graph it is evident that the accuracy of 

ambiguous sentence for each class is not only different but also fluctuating. This fluctuation 

is directly dependent on their nature and classes of occurrences it encounters with the words 

or the classes it is adjoined with. The highest level of ambiguity along with its accuracy at 

sentence label is with intermediate elements of sentences, also known as the inner elements 

of the sentences. This means that the classes which were left untagged and unspecified with 

any labels in the sentence have shown much accuracy in terms of their ambiguity. This is 

because they were not only left free to tag with their specified or desired tags, but also to 

receive the appropriate tags of ambiguities depending on the nature and uses of such types. It 

is due to this reason the tool has registered a higher percentage of such types of sentence 

labels with around 99.20%. these were basically the intermediate phrases which can easily be 

attached to any sentence in an ordered way in order to to give possible meaningful senses. 

These were mostly the sentences of short types denoted in the graph as I_CP, meaning 

intermediate constituents of complex predicate elements.  

 At the second stage the beginning elements of sentences have ought to show the most 

ambiguities. This is because, there are possible shortest phrases, which were not only 

independent but also meaningful bearing valuable structures of Magahi CPs. It has registered 

an overall accuracy ambiguity of around 95.23% as a whole and is denoted in the graph with 
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denotation of B_CP. The reason behind giving such a huge positive result of ambiguous 

sentences for this class is because such types of sentence structures have occurred the most. 

On the other hand, the ambiguity of each sentence has also been registered by the 

tool. Here again the intermediate sentence particles have shown the maximum percentage of 

results whole testing while, the least has been recorded by the beginning elements of the 

sentence followed by the final elements of the sentences where the instances have been 

finished. Adjoining all these classes the ambiguity at per sentence label has been recorded 

differently for all the three different categories. As shown in the graph a maximum of 9.375% 

which is around 9.4% has been reported by the classes denoted with I_CP_0. This is because 

most of the sentences either ended up here or else have been unable to find any appropriate 

tag for the required data which were left unattended or untagged. The second most highly 

recorded ambiguity at each sentence level tagsets was with the beginning classes of the 

sentences. These are denoted with B_CP having a total of 4.77% and the least was recorded 

by the intermediate tagset labels denoted with I_CP. This has a total ambiguous percentage of 

around 0.8% or around about 1%.  

 The accuracy of ambiguities at each label of sentences was recorded this low was only 

due to the lack of proper data. This implies that once the SVM tool receives the stipulated and 

concerned data of only the concerned language, it will definitely receive higher accuracy 

rates. However, the issues of ambiguities can be solved by the solutions suggested in this 

work and also by the ample use of Magahi by Magahi-speaking people. This will not only 

create lots of data but also will give a proper rule, that will help in decoding these languages 

syntactically and computationally in a quite well manner. The study of grammatical 

patterning and orders will also help in decreasing such huge ambiguity issues, thus making 

the tool and future NLP research of this sort will be quite effective for any less-resourced 

languages. This will also be helpful in easily contextualizing the terms of the language hence, 

giving the most positive, possible and desired outcomes thus, reducing the possibility of any 

sort of ambiguities from the languages concerned. Most of the ambiguity issues have been 

encountered in the corpus due to the pattern identification. Therefore, in order to eliminate 

these pattern ordering phenomena, it is high time for Magahi to shift to its own grammatical 

patterning and applied rules in order to overcome such ambiguity issues which is either at per 

class of word or token labels or else per sentence labels.  
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6.4. Issues and Challenges 

This section of the chapter will briefly discuss the possible issues and challenges we have 

encountered while developing the tool for CP identification and analysis in Magahi.  

It will discuss some theoretical as well as a few COLING issues and challenges through its 

different sections and sub-sections. It will also discuss a few constraints either theoretically or 

computationally that have been encountered during this research.  

6.4.1. Theoretical issues 

This section will deal with the possible theoretical issues encountered during corpus selection 

and human annotation.  

6.4.1.1.  Derivational Issues 

For both theoretical and practical studies of language, complex predicates have 

received a lot of attention. This is because of their morphological, syntactic, and semantic 

behaviour. The structures of complex predicates are fascinating. The internal and external 

occurrence also known as the morpho-syntactic characters of various kinds of Complex 

predicates has been one of the research concerns of this area. The study of complex 

predicates has made it more intriguing and difficult as this derivational occurrence of 

complex predicate constructions has made it quite distinctive in this field.  

It is no denying the fact that this detailed study of CPs formation in Magahi along 

with its construction and identification process through NLP techniques also examines the 

distribution of many of its derived forms syntactically. While constructing any CP, it has 

been observed that the study explored many derived forms of both the main verb and the light 

verb. This is concerning mainly the derivational process that leads to such magical creations 

in Magahi which undoubtedly advanced its typological research of the languages concerned 

along with its respective region wherever it is spoken.  

The idea of derivation denotes the creation of a new term or word class. unlike all 

other languages, Magahi also has this very crucial property. Studying such concepts in 

Magahi has made it more engaging and exciting. The derivational issues of complex 

predicates have been further classified and explained under two broader sub-categories, 

which are as follows: -  
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6.4.1.1.1. Morphological Derivation 

Languages like Magahi exhibit a large number of derivative verbs. These basically 

come largely from nonverbal roots in Magahi. In Magahi language, there exists certain verbs 

which have Nouns or Adjectives as their roots. These constructions tend to derive the 

construction of complicated predicates.  

For example: -   67.     भैंलसया   हदि   भर     धूपवा   में    रहे   से   तता   गेलय 

   bʰaiⁿsijɑ d̪inə bʰərə d̪ʰupəvɑ meⁿ rəhe se t̪ət̪ɑ  geləjə 

                      ‘The buffalo dried up standing in the sunlight for the entire day.’  

Here, in the example (67) above one can see that Magahi has instances of CP 

constructions like /t̪ət̪ɑ geləjə/, meaning ‘dryied up’, which needs the addition of some 

nominal suffixes like /-jɑ/ in order to make it a proper verb combination and also thus 

framing a CP construction. In the same manner, there were also instances in the corpus which 

resemble similar cases. Few of them are /lət̪ijɑnɑ/, /ɖʰusijɑnɑ/, /cicijɑnɑ/, /gʰigʰijɑnɑ/ etc., 

which need a noun suffix /--jɑ/ to form a successful verb form. For these constructions, they 

also need a second verb to explicate its meaning. The light verbs attached to all such main 

verbs in Magahi are similar to Hindi and thus they also allow instances like /lenɑ/ or /d̪enɑ/, 

to complete their CP formations. The instances of the verb mentioned in the examples above 

successfully frame a CP resulting in formation of a single verb altogether, thus denoting 

quick action. It is also observed that the CP formations in Magahi suffer combinatorial 

restrictions sometimes. This was true in both the cases such as for nouns as well as for 

adjectives as well. The extra suffixes attached to all such verbs becomes very difficult to 

identify and analyse by the machine tool. It is due to this reason that such types of instances 

have received the wrong tag possibly. This was sole reason why the machine tool was not 

able to identify these combinations, even after making manual corrections which finally 

affected the result and final evaluation of the tool, thus giving a high error percentage of such 

kinds.   

6.4.1.1.2. Syntactic Derivation 

This was similar to that of morphological ones.  Here, the base word was used in a 

different syntactic environment, maintaining the essence of its meaning. However, a change 

of meaning sometimes cannot be overlooked. This seems to have a great theoretical issue 
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while framing and identifying the corpus. During the CP formation in Magahi, there exist 

different sorts of light verbs in this language that actually serve most of the time as auxiliary 

markers.  

For example: - 68. उ जाइये रहल हे 

                             u jɑije rəhələ he 

                             ‘He is going’ 

Here, in example (68) we can see that the two simple verbs which are /jɑnɑ/ and 

/rəhənɑ/ were used not only to mark the action but also the continuity of the entire sentence. 

This means that the sentence itself implies that the task of going has not been finished yet 

thus, forming a case of serial verbs. But the machine found it a bit difficult and challenging in 

identifying such instances despite, giving some human annotations into the data for the same. 

The machine time and again tags it only under the general category of verbs such as 

compounds or explicators and not as the sub-classes of serial verbs. Therefore, these sorts of 

instances into the data were not tagged correctly by the machine thus, needing more human 

efforts in order to correct the system hence, providing the tool with a set of metadata for 

better training, which means the more manual correction it involves, the better output of the 

result for the tool we will get.  

In other words, one could also classify such constructions as the syntactic issue of 

complex predicate constructions. This is because such issues are encountered mostly with the 

cases of nouns, modals and participles, which falls under the broad category of conjuncts. 

The training of machines to deal with such constructions in Magahi CP identification process 

poses many difficulties pertaining to several other theoretical issues like this. Hence, we can 

conclude that the enhancement of such characteristics in the raw data will surely increase the 

accuracy and functioning of the tool, thus making the study of such concepts in Magahi a 

vital area of research applying modern aids and technologies.  

6.4.2. Imitative or Echoic Construction Issues 

 The words of any language mimic a sound while framing imitative or onomatopoeic 

constructions. Languages like Hindi, Magahi also has this feature of construction. Most of 

such types of constructions in Magahi function like CPs. Here these constructions function as 

the primary verbs or the main verbs.  
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For example: - 69. ओकर बनतया सुि के हमर  हदमगवा    झिझिा   गेलय 

      okərə bət̪ijɑ sunə  ke  həmərə d̪iməgəvɑ jʰənəjʰənɑ geləjə 

              ‘Listening to his/her chats blew my mind.’ 

70.    मास्टर के डांटे से रमुआ   थरथराये   लगलय 

                  mɑsʈərə ke ɖɑⁿʈe se rəmuɑ t̪ʰərət̪ʰərɑje ləgələjə 

        ‘Ramu trembled after the teacher scolded’. 

In the examples above which is (69) and (70) constructions like /jʰənəjʰənɑ geləjə/ 

and /t̪ʰərət̪ʰərɑje ləgələjə/ which means ‘to temble’ and ‘to tremble’ respectively are created 

through the imitation and reiteration of words like /jʰənəjʰənɑ/ and /t̪ʰərət̪ʰərɑnɑ/ respectively. 

Such constructions act here as verbs, but for the machine, it was difficult and hard to identify 

these terms due to which the tool tagged it wrongly quite at some instances, which of has 

directly affected the final output percentage of accuracy. 

6.4.3. Issues with Reduplicative Constructions 

 Reduplicative construction is a type of word formation process in linguistics. In this 

process sometimes the root, stem or even the entire word is repeated either exactly or with 

some small alterations to it. Unlike all other Indian and South-Asian languages in particular 

Magahi also exhibits this special property. In Magahi language there exist certain verbs 

which occur as the main verb while being reduplicated thus, resulting in a CP formation. The 

reduplicated constructions in Magahi mostly have shown issues at three major levels such as 

compounds, partial reduplications and partial corelative reduplications. Each of them is 

discussed in detail here under: - 

6.4.3.1.Compounds 

These are partially reduplicated structures in Magahi. As Magahi is not a major 

language hence, the possibilities of having meaningful reduplications are quite less in this 

language. The compounds in Magahi as already discussed are paired components wherein the 

later component of the construction bears little meaning and resemblance to the former but is 

not exactly a precise repetition of the former.  
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For example: -   71.  मोहिा के आवे के कुछो    सुि-गुि   ि हई 

                  mohənɑ ke ɑve ke kucʰo sunə-gunə nə hə 

       ‘There is no news of Mohan’s arrival’. 

Here, in example (71) above the constructions like /sunə-gunə/, meaning 

‘information/hearing in English are formed actually with reduplications. But for all such 

constructions the tool marked the first instance as the main verb while the other as an 

adjective despite being the fact that it is actually a element of the reduplicative compound 

construction. In this work, all such constructions posed a great challenge for the machine to 

identify its respective and definite category, thus giving them a wrong tag, which is another 

vital reason for the decreasing level of tool’s accuracy. Such issues are also termed as issues 

of semantic reduplications in COLING.  

6.4.3.2. Incomplete Reduplications 

These reduplicative constructions are being used to describe the nature of an 

occurrence in Magahi. Complex Predicates in this language are being constructed by 

reduplicating a noun or verb base by simply adding /aa/or /ii/. This implies that the action is 

carried out in a group or between two or more people.  

For example: - 72. लइकि खेल-कूद   में     मारा-पपटी कर लेलके हल 

        ləikənə kʰelə-kud̪ə meⁿ mɑrɑ-piʈi kərə leləke hələ 

     ‘Children started fighting while playing’. 

In this example (72) one can see that this is a construction which involves two 

different set of events. Here, the first part of the constructed CP is half reduplicated. This is 

so because the meaning of the first compound is not clear until it is not attached to the second 

one. Such CPs could not be found in Magahi without the existence of a verb form called 

/kərə/ meaning ‘to do’ or the v3 form of this verb. Therefore, the machine tends to identify 

such constructions of CPs as serial verbs, wherein it identified half of the sentence part as 

serial verbs. Here, the machine identifies /mɑrɑ-piʈi/ as a class of serial verbs whereas it is 

actually a reduplication compound. Such wrong predictions by the tool hence, created a 

hindrance for the machine in identifications and analysis task. 
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6.4.3.3.Complete Reduplications 

This sort of CPs formation in Magahi exhibits the tendency of repetitions. It is formed 

by adding the suffix /-aa/, which is adjoined with a simple verb in order to create a CP 

construction. Such structures of Magahi CPs indicate that the task undertaken needs to be 

completed or might involve some other agents or people to finish the same. In order to put it 

in another way, we can say that it is used for showing the divergences in action verbs.  

For example: -73. ओहहजा जाय से पहहले सब समाि लमला-जुला ले ि तो बाद में हदक्क्त होतउ 

                        ohiɟɑ   jɑjə  -se  pəhile  səbə səmɑnə milɑ-julɑ le -nə t̪o bɑd̪ə meⁿ d̪ikkt̪ə hot̪əu 

     ‘Check all your luggage before going there otherwise it will be a problem, once you 

return’.  

Example (73) is a clear illustration of complete or full reduplication. Here the 

reduplication construction /milɑ-julɑ/ meaning ‘to check’ shows the right and accurate 

meaning in the sentence. Such reduplications could be of any POS category before being 

framed together, but once framed, it will only form a verb. For all such constructions, the 

machine tool not only find it difficult to identify but also it acted as a hindrance for 

identifying their CP labels. Here in this example the tool marked it as verb for the first 

instance whereas noun for the other. Hence, all such constructions like /milɑ-julɑ/, /hilə-milə/ 

etc are marked differently by the tool, as the it found such instance to be a bit challenging 

while identification and classification, which has directly affected its overall performance.  

Apart from all the theoretical issues mentioned above in detail, there also exist a few 

more challenges for the machine tools which has been developed to identify the CPs in 

Magahi. The issues pertaining to machine learning for the taggers are discussed below in 

detail: - 

6.4.4. Issues in Framing Tagsets  

While framing a tagset for any natural language, there are numerous issues faced. Out of 

all assigning the right CPs to the tokens is the most vital. This becomes even more applicable 

when it comes to handle the case of low-resourced languages like Magahi. For a language 

like Magahi designing a tagset is actually a trivial task. This is due to two most prominent 

reasons which are, it does not follow its own script for writing as it is similar to that of Hindi 

as one while the relation of these languages to the same language family is the other. 
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As we all know that in order to perform any task which is concerning NLP or COLING 

applications, we need to create the corpus first. This could only be done by tagging the data 

or the corpus, which is the first stage of corpus creation. For this, we also need to tag the 

corpus with their desired tagset, which is also the initial step of data annotation. This is 

required in order to convert the corpus into the usable format of the machine. But this was not 

true for Magahi as this does not have its own set of tagset which can be used for the desired 

purpose. As a result, to this, the BIS tagset of Indian languages has been borrowed, which is 

the most standard tagset for all standard Indian languages. 

It is due to this reason, that there existed some instances of Magahi which cannot get 

tagged appropriately by the BIS tagset as the tool cannot identify its correct POS category. 

Another reason for this is the borrowed uses of Hindi in this language, which have created a 

huge hindrance for the tool in order to decide whether it has been annotated correctly or not. 

Therefore, the issue of tagset creation is one of the most prominent reasons as to why the tool 

was not that accurate and precise in its performance.  

6.4.5. Corpus-Related Issues  

There exist multiple challenges to corpus collection. This includes lack of Unicode 

coding for languages like Magahi, its substratum status, use of different writing scripts, and 

similarities with Hindi. These pose a great challenge for refining a corpus. There has been a 

massive development in corpus collection area for languages like English, Hindi and many 

other foreign languages like German, French etc. But when it comes to lesser-known 

languages like Magahi the situation seems to have been quite disappointing. This is also due 

to the reason that the govt. is not giving much importance to these languages due to which 

many of them have been overlooked until today. The corpus collection task has been 

successfully undertaken and accomplished by several prominent research institutions like IIIT 

Hyderabad, ILCI-JNU, CIIL Mysore, TDIL etc.   

6.4.6. Lack of Unicode Encoding  

As mentioned, the low-resourced languages have not received much exposure towards 

the NLP aids and latest technologies therefore, it is quite obvious that there is not much 

software or latest aids available for their text encodings. For any language in the world and its 

NLP-related tasks, Unicode encoding is an NLP-based technique or information technology 

standard that makes the task easily readable, acceptable and capable for the system tools to 
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read. It is of fixed length and character that encodes any natural language of the world, with 

the help of special characters present in it.  

As Magahi is not much studied in terms of NLP-based tasks and techniques, 

therefore, there are no specific Unicode encoding techniques available till date for this 

language. It just uses the UTF-8 encodings, which is being used by most of the Indian 

languages of which Hindi is of utmost importance. As this is also an encoding character of 

standard Hindi therefore, it is possible that it might create some issues or errors while 

encoding the characters of Magahi, which later created an issue in identifying the same by the 

machine. It is due to this reason that the entire character of Magahi has been first converted to 

a UTF-836 encoding character and then the same has been inserted in the tool for the 

automation process of tagging, wherein certain special Magahi characters were not easily 

identified. Apart from this there also existed certain phrases, sentences or tokens or words 

that got intermixed with standard Hindi due to which the tool has identified them as per the 

standardized Hindi norms, which has created a huge issue for the tools to identify clearly. It is 

due to this reason that it required a lot more human effort, in the end, to correct those 

instances of Magahi manually, which has been wrongly encoded by the machines as per the 

Hindi standards.  

6.4.7. Non-Classified usage of Words or Expressions 

Magahi being spoken in different regions of Bihar and also in some parts of its close 

neighbouring states like Jharkhand, poses different usage of a single expression or word. It is 

not only spoken differently but also written and understood vividly across all different 

Magahi-speaking regions. Due to this variance in its uses, it has many different dialectical 

variations in and around the regions of Bihar. For example, in some regions of Bihar like 

Nawada, Patna and Jehanabad the word /nə/ meaning ‘no’ is being spoken as /na/ whereas 

the same term is simply spoken as /nə/, in all other regions of Bihar especially the central 

region such as Gaya. It is spoken with strong stress over the word.  

Similar is the case for another term / koc/, which is a Magahi word meaning ‘what’. 

This is being spoken as /kocc/ or else /koⁿc/ in some regions of Bihar such as Gaya, Patna, 

Jehanabad, and Nawada. Here it is evident to note that the use of different convention for /nə/ 

or /na/ does not make any major difference during identification but, the instances of using 

 
36 It is a unique transformation format for encoding the common characters of Indian languages used by world wide web 

format. 
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/koc/ which changed its form to /koⁿc/ made a huge difference to the tool’s performance 

posing a huge challenge to identify the changes and thus tagging it to a different tag.  

Similarly, there are several pronouns in Magahi such as /t̪e/, /t̪u/, /u/,/uhə/, /uh/, /hi/,/ehə/, 

/eh/, which is used in place of this, that, he, she it, they etc. are pronounced differently in 

different regions of Bihar. 

Here it is evident to note here that the meaning of such instances does not alter the 

meaning even after being spoken differently, but has created a huge challenge for the tool to 

make clear distinction between the two, wherein one is identified as Wh entity, while the 

other was left blank as unidentified. At the same time, it is also important to note that due to 

this huge and high variance in its usage from one part of Bihar to another these different 

terms and patterns of Magahi, made it complex for such data instances to get easily identified 

by the tool. All such changes of use of words were kept under non-classified category by the 

tool, as it was left unidentified, even after testing and evaluation, thus hampering overall 

performance of the tool.  

6.4.8. Difference in Writing Systems  

Magahi being spoken differently in various regions of Bihar also has issues with its 

orthographical system. This is so because Magahi exhibits the property of non-uniformity 

while writing. This means that any single expression while writing is written differently, 

which is dependent on the region and area in which it is spoken. This is also because the 

words of Magahi adjoin in a disorganized fashion.  

For example: - The word /rɑmɑjəɳə/, in standard Hindi is written with /ɳ/ but in 

Magahi the same word is written as /rəmɑjənə/ having some changes in its writing formats 

like the use of /rə/ in place of /rɑ/ as well as the use of /nə/ in place of /ɳə/ at the end. This 

created issues for the tool to identify whether it is the correct convention used for the given 

word or not. This difference thus creates a hindrance for the tool to identify such terms or 

words. It is difficult for machines to detect such minute orthographical differences in Magahi 

which occurred frequently in this language. This is also due to its variety of unorganized 

usages, from place to place or person to person. One of the most important reasons behind 

this is because, it does not have any standardized form of writing and separate scripts like 

Hindi wherein it can use such standard forms. This disorganized usage of Magahi scripts 

creates huge issues during both human and automatic annotations simultaneously. Due to this 

huge difference in Magahi writing systems can be seen across different places in Bihar and its 
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other neighbouring regions like Jharkhand. Therefore, to address all such alterations in 

writing system of Magahi, separate conventional labels must be designed for its annotation 

purposes, or else a standard writing script must be developed just like it has Kaithi in past, 

which should be revived again to analyse such basic differences thoroughly and deeply.  

6.4.9. Hindi-Oriented Syntax  

Magahi is much similar to that of Hindi in terms of its syntax, grammatical 

constructions, and usage of words in a sentence. This is due to the reason that it belongs to 

the same Indo-Aryan language family group as well as it has a strong influence of Hindi as 

most Magahi speakers have adopted Hindi in majority of their uses. It is also due to the 

reason that Magahi belongs to such geographical areas which are much closer to prominent 

Hindi-speaking regions such as states like Jharkhand and Bihar. These states are much more 

influential towards the use of standard Hindi in most of their day-to-day daily needs. The use 

of a similar word order pattern by Magahi is strong evidence of this claim. 

Therefore, the corpus collected has several similar words in Hindi such as /rɑjɑ-rɑni/, 

/beʈi-beʈɑ/, /gʰərə-d̪vɑrə/ etc. Such instances occurred in the corpus because, as already 

mentioned, it is an intermixing of the standard Hindi data along with Magahi. The data 

produced here is not an actual form of Magahi rather, as translated version from Hindi. It is 

due to this reason there are instances like mentioned-above can be seen here thus creating an 

intermixing with the corpus collected This intermixing has thus created confusion for the tool 

in identifying these words properly, thus creating an issue in its evaluation as most of them 

have been left unidentified and have received much overlapping to that of Hindi entities.  

6.4.10. Ambiguities 

This was a major challenge which affected the smooth functioning of the tool. In the 

corpus collected for Magahi, there exists a lot of ambiguous words or sentences that were not 

very easy to identify in terms of their structures or POS classes. It is due to this reason they 

were unable to receive a proper tag, which created issues for the tool in terms of their 

accuracies. This created a major problem while classifying the sequence of a serial verb. This 

also posed a challenge in identifying whether it is a compound or serial verb set of two or 

three or even more constituents. The ambiguity issues were faced because of the conflict in 

the two-label set or three-level set of words or even more.  
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This was most prevalent while identifying words like /sonɑ/ meaning ‘gold’ and also 

‘sleep’ /hɑrə/ meaning ‘defeat’ and also ‘garland’ /ɖigri/ meaning ‘temperature’ and also 

‘qualification’ /ɑmə/ meaning ‘mango’ fruit and also ‘general’, /pʰələ/ meaning ‘fruit’ or else 

‘result’ at times whenever or wherever required as per the need and demand of the sentence. 

All of such categories of words keeps altering their class or categories while identification 

process by the tool. it is due to this reason they are sometimes tagged wrongly or else have 

received different tags irrespective of their usage in the data. This overlapping of tagsets is 

mostly seen with verb phrases, which conveyed two or even more than two different 

meanings at the same time. This has confused the tool a bit thus affecting its performance 

which later needs manual clarifications and corrections in order to make them properly 

functional.  

6.4.11. Homonyms  

Languages have a special feature of holding multiple meanings of one single word. The 

same is also true for Magahi. This also has words which exhibit multiple meanings. This is 

due to the changing situation and nature of the speaker. As this is a corpus collected from a 

literary blogging website which has the literal Magahi translation of fairy tales in Hindi 

therefore, it has such homonyms present in them. These are basically borrowed or loaned 

from Hindi. Some of them are /rɑsə/, /t̪ət̪və/ /ɑnⁿd̪ə/, etc. The tool also found difficulties to 

differentiate between the words like /kʰus/ and /ɑnⁿd̪ə/ as to what grammatical category it 

should go with. Prima-facie the tool tagged such instances as an adjective but, in most cases, 

it is being tagged as a verb or noun depending on the situation and pragmatic requirement of 

the sentence. This created a state of confusion for the tool, thus giving errors for all such 

instances, which have later been corrected manually by comparing the words or tokens with 

the context and the reference for which it has been used. 

Apart from these classified and specific issues there also existed some common issues 

wherein we have also found instances wherein a single word is further fragmented into 

several parts. For example- /cɑpɑkələ/ meaning ‘handpump’ is fragmented into two different 

words such as /cɑpɑ/ and /kələ/, after crawling and sanitizing the corpus. This is because the 

IL sanitizer and crawling tool consider these both as two different entities while creating 

separate classes. Later on, when the fragmented data is trained with the machine, then they 

both receives two different tags, which of course have posed a great challenge in identifying 

such terms. Here the tool was found it a difficult to classify and identify them as one single 
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entity. Such issues were handled by making manual corrections in order to increase the 

efficiency of the tool. Along with this, there were also some English terms, which were 

written as it is in the data, which the tool found a bit difficult and challenging to identify and 

diagnose its CP category. Few among those instances were /vɑʈərə ɦɑrvesʈiⁿgə/, /pərəmɑneⁿʈə 

seʈələmeⁿʈə/, /holɖiⁿgə sʈeɕənə/ etc. The tool wrongly tagged such elements of the data 

considering those terms from the English language and not from the view of the concerned 

corpus.  

Likewise, there were also some ambiguous terms like /sonɑ/, which means ‘to sleep’ in 

some cases in the corpus while it is also referred as ‘gold’ in some other instances. 

Considering such cases, the tool has committed errors while tagging words or tokens like 

these. Such issues were very common while tagging the corpus at the sentence level.  

Therefore, it can be seen in the corpus that the ambiguity issues were more frequent while 

tagging the corpus at the sentence level.  

As per the issues mentioned above, it is evident to note here that human languages can be 

modelled and modified in numerous ways because of which the same meaning can be 

expressed vividly. Therefore, the approaches of NLP and ML recognise their essential 

qualities purely based on these directions. Due to this, it is important to recognise that human 

language does not always adhere to any specific conventions thus resulting in alterations to it 

depending from one language to another. Most often, the differences occur because of the 

inference of the meaning of phrases applied in a different context, which might not have any 

impact on communication but it has a huge effect on words wherein certain words are being 

omitted or deleted along with the rule of grammar applied which may be possible not up to 

the mark.  

6.5. Suggested Solutions for the Magahi CP Statistical Identifier 

This section of the chapter includes various different ways that can be implemented 

and used as solutions for the future betterment of the statistical CP identifier tool. This 

includes several ways that can be used later on for enhancing the performance of this 

statistical tagger in order to make it perform a bit better in terms of quality, reliability, and 

efficiency. This includes several different developmental approaches, including the data 

approach, word sense disambiguation method, and hybridising taggers by developing and 

formulating certain linguistic rules for the language concerned for which the tool has been 

developed. All these approaches can be taken as suggestive measures for futuristic 
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researchers in order to make this developed tool a bit better in its performance as this needs a 

lot more improvements from time to time. These were not been implemented during this 

research because of two reasons wherein time constraint issue is one and developing the tool 

as a pilot module for such low-resourced languages is the other. Hence these solutions could 

be seen as suggestions by the researcher and not an implementation. 

6.5.1. Framing Language-specific Linguistic Rules 

This can be seen as one of the most specific steps taken towards the improvement of 

the tool. This will not only increase the efficiency of the tool by reducing its errors but can 

also be quite helpful for structuring the grammatical patterns of the language in a more well-

ordered manner. This can make the language more effective, accurate and globally accepted. 

This can be done more specifically by closely monitoring the errors made by the developed 

statistical Magahi CP tagger. These linguistic rules are completely a hybrid approach which 

can later be encoded inside the tool in order to improve its performance and accuracy as a 

whole. These encoded linguistic rules make the tool a bit more hybrid.  

As we all know that SVM module follows the learned module techniques for its 

identification and classification purposes, therefore this only annotates the data after imitation 

therefore, it is important to make necessary syntactical changes in the gold file of the data 

before we put them to training and evaluation. This will help the SVM-based modules to 

learn the grammatical patterns and corrections which are induced in the raw data thus 

resulting in more accurate and appropriate outputs. This will also help in eventually 

identifying the number of desired occurrences inside the raw data thus imitating the same and 

allocating the respective required tags to the concerned tokens as it is there in the gold file. 

This means that it will directly affect the chances and numbers of a single CP class, thus 

preventing them from being imitated thus allocating the same to a wrong token or word class. 

This will eventually help in the evaluation process by reducing the number of imitations of 

CP tags of the output file.  

By following the above steps, it is a high chance that the tool selects the most likely and 

frequently used CP label for generating outputs for any specific input token belonging to that 

specific proper token or word class. For example, if in case of serial verbs there exists three 

or four different consecutive labels such as SV1, SV2, SV3 or SV4 then the first two have the 

most occurrences inside the whole data or the latter has the most occurrences or even either 

of them has the least ones, then definitely the tool will take the maximum level of 
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occurrences for its evaluation purposes, which will surely increase the tool proficiency thus 

reducing much of the human efforts of corrections and manual insertions. This insertion of 

occurrence and patterning the same in terms of their relevance and order can be seen as the 

most hybrid method which can not only contextualize the data but also its performance and 

results which will be completely based on the rules mentioned above for data insertion. Let us 

see some proposed rules mentioned below which can be used for improving the tool 

efficiency: -  

• Wherever there are nouns coming along with any verbs, we have marked the nouns as 

nominal conjuncts with the tag CP_CONJ_NN and the verb as the explicator verbs as 

this explicated the meaning of the entire phrase. These explicators are marked with 

the tag CP_COMP_EXPL. This is done so because sometimes it bears the entire 

meaning of the phrase or tokens.  

• Sometimes there existed some long sentences which required tagging, therefore, the 

entire sentence or the phrase was tagged. Here the beginning of the sentence was 

marked with a capital B whereas the internal part of the sentence was marked as 

intermediate, with the tag symbol I. this entire phrase then received the required 

appropriate tag depending on the nature of the sentence. This means the beginning 

was marked with the notation B_CP whereas the intermediate part was marked as 

I_CP. 

• Compound Verb, in general, is a two-verb construction which comprises v1 and v2, 

wherein v1 the first verb is polar and v2 acts as the second verb which is vector. But 

in case of a CV formation, any verb can occur at any place as v1 or v2. Such 

constructions in Hindi or Magahi are framed only with instances like lenɑ/d̪enɑ or 

ɑnɑ/jɑnɑ or else uʈʰənɑ baiʈʰənɑ. For all such cases, v1 acts as the main verb stem, 

while all other instances act as v2 receiving all the inflections for gender, number and 

tense aspect and mood. Once this happens V1 loses its lexical meaning but adds a 

more meaningful sense to the main verb.  

• For any CP formation comprising compound verbs, lenɑ is used when the effect of the 

verb v1 goes towards the subject or is self-directed, but d̪enɑ is used when the effect 

of the v1, denotes an action which is directed in some other ways.  

• It is important to note that compound verb construction cannot be used in negative 

sentences or with adverbs of negative sense. 
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• In case of Serial verbs, four different categories were made in order to mark the 

sequencing and patterning of such constructions.  

• Whenever any word or token is preceded by an adjective or a noun or any conjunct 

word among these two, it is marked as a conjunct by default, Nainwani (2012).  

• Whenever there exists a single verb in the entire phrase or sentence along with a noun 

or an adverb, and the verb bears the entire meaning of the sentence then in such cases, 

it is marked as an explicator. 

• The cases of reverse compounds are not much found in the corpus collected however, 

for all such cases wherein such instances were faced, these were marked either 

explicator, normal verbs, compound verbs or else reverse compounds depending on 

the nature and functions of the same, which of course was decided as final once the 

context or the pragmatic relation among them was set up successfully.  

6.5.1.1. Corpus-Related Approaches 

This includes several different corpus-related solutions that will eventually help in 

increasing the accuracy and performance of the tool developed. These can be comprised of 

correcting and increasing the corpus. in order to make the tool effective in terms of its 

accuracy one needs to obtain this data-driven approach. This is crucial as this will not only 

improve the accuracy of the tool but also to develop a well-defined corpus for any future 

searches concerning NLP applications or general linguistics in Magahi.  

This corpus-related solution can be implemented manually also, as we all know that 

Magahi being very less used as a means of communication in today’s scenario does not have 

much exposure. Therefore, it is our duty and responsibility to promote languages like Magahi 

more and more into our daily needs and uses of day-to-day life. This will also avoid any 

further intermixing of the data with its similar and identical languages like Hindi, which was 

one of the major hindrances of this research. This means that if one has only Magahi-specific 

data wherein more and more raw and original Magahi words or expressions are used, then it 

will become quite easier to get it verified by the local speakers and tag them accordingly, 

which will later be supplied to NLP tools in order to execute any COLING related task 

smoothly.  

Under this approach, the results were evaluated and analysed accordingly after rectifying 

each of the errors encountered. This involved multiple cycles of evaluations wherein the data 

was corrected time and again while each evaluation cycle was performed. With each 
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assessment step, the result and performance of the tool were noted and errors encountered 

during the cycles have been rectified and sorted accordingly. This was a very trivial task as it 

involved much time, effort and corpus corrections however, there still existed some issues 

which is due to the similarities between Hindi and Magahi which hampered the tool’s 

performance. It is due to this reason having a specific Magahi corpus from the core Magahi-

specific language has been suggested for future approaches in the concerned field.  

6.5.1.2. Assigning appropriate CP Labels to avoid Overlapping of Words or Tokens 

While performing the task of annotation it was often found tough to decide as to what 

annotation label a token or word or even a sentence should receive. Sometimes it was made 

easier by understanding the pragmatics of the sentence but, there also existed a few situations 

wherein even the pragmatics were not good enough to decide as with what tag a token should 

be given. Such issues were faced most often when there existed ambiguous sentences or word 

tokens. During such cases, the core knowledge of the Magahi speakers was given utmost 

priority in order to decide the appropriate tag for such tokens. This is so because there were 

no written grammar or rules concerning Magahi is present for now. This was one of the most 

complex decisions taken while tagging such a corpus. This made the task a bit easier in 

annotating the data at POS labels at first and then a bit further for CP annotation. This step 

was also taken to avoid the issue of collocations, which have been found in most of the words 

or tokens.  

6.5.1.3. Rhetorical Linguistic Replacements  

While performing the task of annotation we have come across a lot more words that 

have been directly taken from English and are written as it is in the corpus. this is so because 

the corpus has not been taken from any Magahi-specific source rather, from a blogging 

website which has used a very common language of layman style. It is due to this reason 

words of these English instances have been translated further to first in standard Hindi and 

then to local Magahi in order to make it adaptive for the corpus. the terms which were finally 

translated into Magahi were hence made equal in terms of their meaning in order to make it 

fit for the corpus undertaken for evaluation.  

These are most importantly the terms denoting the natural environments, elements of 

uses, commonly used articles and items etc. After being translated into the desired target 

language which is Magahi, such terms, words or tokens or even sentences do not possess 

much issues while annotation or at final stage of further evaluation. This is so because most 
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of the terms have received the simple terms of their uses which were common at large in both 

the languages which are Hindi and Magahi. These were mostly done at the levels of 

CONJ_NN which is nominal conjunct and CONJ_JJ which is adjectival conjunct. One of the 

most common examples of such linguistic replacements was of /suⁿd̪ərə/, or /kʰubəsurət̪ə/ 

which is also referred as /suɕilə/ in standard Hindi along with /suⁿd̪ərə/, and /kʰubəsurət̪ə/ but 

both of them were further translated as /besə/, /nimnə/ or /nikə/ in Magahi. In connection with 

this, there were also some similar translations made for many abstract entities which 

designate or denote the characteristics, amounts, and degrees of things, events, actions etc.  

6.5.1.4. Replacing Pronouns 

 Since pronominal forms are used in the most semantically identical and consistent 

manner in both Hindi and Magahi hence, it was believed that there will not be much issues 

when the pronominal forms are translated between the two languages. However, this 

phenomenon was not proved to be true in terms of actual translation of instances when 

performed at the sentence or phrase level. These were only true and successful at tokens or 

word levels. These were only effective to demonstratives, relatives and interrogatives set of 

pronominal occurrences. While performing the task of manual tagging and making the data 

set feasible for evaluating the model, we have translated a bit of personal Hindi occurrences 

of pronouns to Magahi, so that this can help in increasing the level of accuracy percentage of 

the model or the tool, however, this has not made any big differences in the task. Some of the 

changes made in the pronouns were from /t̪umə/ to /t̪ohərə/, meaning ‘you’ plural informal. 

/t̪uməlogə/ to /t̪ohəni/, meaning ‘you people’ or ‘you all’ /həməlogə/ to /həməni/ meaning 

‘We’ etc. This also includes the transitions of some most commonly used Hindi honorifics 

such as /ve logə/ as /okʰəni/ or else /ohəni səbə/ meaning ‘You’ or ‘You people’ as honorifics 

for Magahi.  

6.5.1.5. Suggestive Structural Closedness  

 This is concerning the structural closeness and its relation to the respective linguistic 

entities present in the sentence. As Hindi and Magahi both belong to the same language 

family, therefore, they both follow the same word order of their structural formations which 

is SOV. As Magahi and Hindi both belong to the same language family group, therefore, they 

both are considered as sister languages. However, sometimes certain structural shifting in 

word orders of Magahi language can be seen while framing sentences. This is done in order 

to obtain some newly framed sentences with possible changes in their structural patterns. The 
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same has been seen here in the collected corpora as this is a very literary and stylistic form of 

corpora. This is so because it was not obtained from any purely existing Magahi source but 

rather, an online literary blog which mostly has the translated and distorted forms of this 

language.  

 This structural closedness was closely observed in order to analyse the data structures 

at the sentence level. This was so because the data was also examined and evaluated at the 

sentence level as well. This was to avoid the scarcity of the available corpus in the concerned 

language. Performing such alterations have most importantly changed the positions of 

phrases of the sentences, thus showing no effects in changing the meaning of the sentence 

but, making the task a bit easier to analyse the structures and also to see and prove whether 

this can allow alterations in the same without change or not. This has helped a lot in training 

the system as it seems to have been quite effective and resultative in terms of establishing the 

idea of structural equivalence in the concerned language.  

6.5.1.6. Handling Possible Ambiguities  

This is more of a knowledge-based solution in order to correct and increase the 

efficiency of the tool in this regard. We all know that every single word may have several 

different meanings and these meanings might prove to be ambiguous at times when used 

within a sentence or else a word or token. Such ambiguities are so trivial that they can only 

be removed and handled through knowledge-based approaches or solutions. This is so 

because, in machine learning or any AI-related task, the issues related to ambiguities can only 

be tackled and eradicated through this only. This is also because it is the human brain only 

which can contextualize the meaning of each word or token or even a sentence and uses them 

wisely depending upon its situation and need. Therefore, following this knowledge-based 

approach the machine could also be made well-trained in the concerned task, by applying this 

approach. ding this cannot only increase the efficiency of the AI toll rather, the functioning 

and final result of the same as well. This could help the tool in pattern prediction, which 

could also be of great help while analysing any structural pattern of the sentence.  

 NLP system uses this sort of approach to make their systems more effective, 

evaluative, functional and reliable. In order to make it more efficient, it needs more effective 

human knowledge which needs to feed in the machine in order to make the machine learn and 

think like humans. This can also help the machine to contextualize the order of events, thus 

finally helping in proper functioning, arrangements of sentences and usage of words. This is 
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most effective when used for sentence predictions. This helps in increasing the optimal 

knowledge of the machines thus helping them in auto predictions. These auto-predictive 

solutions can solve the issues of ambiguities quite easily and effectively once the machines 

become capable of analysing the errors and their patterns while training. This can also solve 

the issues of creating inadequacies among the sentences and word tokens. Once such issues 

are handled effectively by implementing this solution the machine will become self-capable 

of detecting errors and irregularities among the tokens or sentences, identify them and will 

solve them accordingly by applying automatic solutions for the same.   
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Chapter- 7 CONCLUSION 

 

7. Conclusion 

This is the final chapter of the entire work. This will give a brief conclusion of the 

task undertaken. It is divided into four main sections and further subsections. The very first 

section of this chapter will briefly summarize all the research, while others deal with the 

results shown, which obviously concern the developed model. along with this, the possible 

defined frontiers of the research and their future implications and the way forward for any 

future research that has a strong chance of being undertaken in this agreement are discussed. 

7.1. Summarizing the Research 

Through this work I have tried to summarize the technical and detailed theoretical 

aspects of CPs in Magahi. The pursued concept was not only treated theoretically, but also 

discussed with possible technical aspects of COLING using NLP platforms. It also examined 

the detailed analysis of CPs in general and structural linguistics through a morpho-syntactic 

perspective. Throughout this research, there have been instances of Magahi CPs resembling 

several other Indo-Aryan languages, including many South Asian languages such as Hindi, 

Bangla, Oriya, Bhojpuri, Sanskrit, Maithili, and Marathi. This entire study was also 

interesting and relevant because, apart from these parallels, Magahi and other Indo-Aryan 

languages also have some structural differences that have been closely observed and 

discussed in detail in the appropriate sections of the chapters concerned.  

Although Magahi has been one of the ancient languages of India for centuries from both an 

analytical and theoretical point of view, it has not received much attention for study and 

analysis by the masses and this is still neglected for research today. For this reason, it is not 

only resource-poor, but also extinct or threatened with extinction. This work is a detailed 

analysis of the possible complex predicates and their different types, together with the tool 

development technique that will be used in the future for CP identification and an analysis 

that is intended to be used in an automatic mode by the users of this language. It is important 

to understand the Magahi language, the environment in which it is spoken and the geography 

before explaining these difficulties, so a separate chapter has been designed and discussed for 

this. For this reason, a simple and detailed description of all these concepts has been 

attempted in this thesis. 
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Through this dissertation we have also found that the word order in Magahi is quite 

conventional, allowing for subject-object-verb ordering along with the special property of 

scrambling. This is one of its common traits. In this language, the sequence of nouns, 

adjectives, main verbs, and light verbs form a whole verb phrase, which together forms the 

form of a CP. In this dissertation we have witnessed that how beautifully the two different 

elements which is the first and second elements of a complex predicates which are arranged 

in an order sometimes changes their positions, without affecting the semantics of the 

language. CPs are capable of moving the entire verb phrase from initial position to final 

position or vice-versa or else to any other places without affecting its meaning. This is done 

with Magahi as well depending on its pragmatic use, however, in case of Magahi the change 

of meaning can be seen at times. At the same time, we have also witnessed the magical 

reordering and rearrangements of its places from one to another, when we were discussing 

reverse compound verbs which is RCVs which was not possible in Magahi, but can be seen 

in languages like Hindi. 

Here we were also able to observe for Magahi that the two different components of a 

compound verb known as v1 and v2, can be positioned differently. This was seen in case of 

conjunct verbs wherein nouns and verb sequences may occasionally switch its respective 

places depending on the pragmatics of the entire sentence. This shows no effect on the 

meaning of the entire sentence some times. On the contrary, the order of the two parts 

remains fixed when an adjective and a light verb together makes up a conjunct wherein the 

two elements cannot switch its respective positions. Therefore, one can say that Magahi 

sometimes also follows the rigid word order arrangements for its CP constructions or 

sentence constructions.  

Apart from these, there also exists few light verbs in Magahi that plays a significant 

role in its idiomatic constructions. In idiomatic expression of Magahi, the light verb 

contributes a bit more towards the meaning the constructed predicate in comparison to that of 

the major verb. This means that all such constructions bear the concealed meaning of the 

entire phrase or predicate formed. Some examples of such words or expressions are like /-ɑ/, 

/jo/, /p/, /uɽə/ etc.  

In the next chapter, which is the second chapter of research, any major technical or 

theoretical work that has been carried out for the idea in question is discussed. At the same 

time, the next immediately following chapter discussed the possible technical tools and 
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methods applied and used for the development of the tool and the collection of the desired 

corpus of the language in question, which was later used for the CP identification and 

analysis method. This was achieved by applying a machine learning model called SVM. It 

also discussed in detail the different approaches of NLP and COLING applied not only in 

Magahi but also in relation to several other Indic languages, some of which were 

underserved, like Magahi as one while Odia as the other. But with ongoing technological 

advancements it has also been seen how current NLP research trends have advanced the idea 

of research and future approaches in these languages as well. 

It can also be seen that the architectural design of the tool, developed through a 

protracted process, has also been presented. Not only that, but it also thoroughly discussed 

the applied computational model, system modelling, feature extraction techniques along with 

the detailed analysis of the errors that may have occurred, and suggested some valuable 

evaluation measures to reduce such problems and challenges. 

With the help of various diagrams and figures, research has also tried to outline the 

practical aspects of the same. Likewise, the SVM architecture for the NLP tool and the result 

and analysis have been easily represented through various specific bar charts, charts and 

figures. The different set of tag sets was represented by a modelled table to show how the 

tagging task was transformed by using BIS tag set. It is the tag set used by all Indic languages 

for the NLP tasks with minor modifications according to the requirements of the languages 

concerned. The functionality of the ILCI tool was also discussed to show how the large 

amount of data is tagged with this technological tool. The entire procedures and 

functionalities of these tools were discussed in detail with the help of the respective 

concerned sections of chapter five. 

Through the penultimate chapter, i.e., chapter six, the evaluation and analysis part 

were briefly discussed. This includes discussing possible problems and challenges, suggested 

actions, failure analysis techniques, etc. This has also suggested several fruitful solutions to 

further enhance the capabilities of this tool. The sections and subsections of this chapter have 

not only discussed error analysis and the types of errors we encountered, but also to easily 

identify and analyse why these errors occurred halfway through. 

After carefully analysing the errors, the machine was able to identify errors between 

the "known" and "unknown" data types. visible vs. invisible along with gold vs. raw data set 

types. It also encountered issues like ambiguities between words and data types, which 
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became one of the main reasons why the tool made so many mistakes. The reason for such 

ambiguous constructions is that most Magahi speakers have switched their spoken language 

to standard Hindi. This is because both belong to the same language families and therefore 

shares the most similarities in their linguistic and structural patterns. Another major reason 

for such ambiguity was the scarcity of data platforms, meaning the availability of concrete 

Magahi data. This implies that we do not have clear access to the raw and actual Magahi 

speeches, which bears the original raw structures of the language concerned. As a result of 

this the collection was done through a popular blogging website which was mentioned in the 

concerned chapter. This website has the data concerning, an intermixing of both Hindi and 

Magahi language. Though there existed a lot of Magahi data structures in the same but this 

also had some limitations within just because of the reason mentioned above. This means that 

the Magahi structures were not proper and pure rather distorted and have adopted a lot of 

structures from standard Hindi. Also, it was a data from an online blogging website therefore, 

it does not support pure constructions of standardized types of Magahi. This means it 

comprised of the structures, which were influenced mostly from Hindi. These includes 

structures and datasets mainly from stories, translations of novels into Magahi and several 

other fields of literature and non-literature backgrounds. It is also due to the lack of 

knowledge of proper Magahi structures. It is due to this reason why these bloggers who wrote 

these stories or biographies over the blog failed to translate the given sentences in pure and 

accurate Magahi which ended up the data as of mix up variety of Hindi and Magahi both.  

This research has developed the identification and analysis tool not only by examining 

individual tokens of the Magahi language, but also at sentence labels as well. For this reason, 

the nature of ambiguity was also briefly discussed in relation to each and every token decided 

and designed for this separate category. In addition, one will also find a descriptive error 

analysis including defined percentages for each sentence label as well as various tokens at the 

end which involved a deep and thorough analysis of the tool.  

In the last chapter of the work, the researcher provides an overall summary with all 

the necessary details of the work comprising all necessary details and procedure followed and 

applied. It is a summary of the entire work done. It discusses the necessary developments and 

related findings. Also, the limitations and future impacts are further discussed with the 

possible limiting elements. This will help summarize the work and explore the futuristic 

approaches for the future researchers in this agreement not only regarding Magahi but for all 

other low-resource language. This is done by providing them with an important platform for 
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NLP and COLING, which helps in further advancing the development of all such languages 

in India. 

7.2. Results of the research 

This section, as the name suggests, deals with the result of the research carried out. 

This includes several different sub-sections that completes this entire research through a little 

more detailed explanation of ideas like designing a tagset for Magahi's CP tag along with its 

little brief synopsis, method of annotating the desired corpora, the developed mechanism for 

the Magahi CP tag identifier and the extractor tool which is specially designed for Magahi, as 

the core and the sole idea of this work. 

7.2.1. Designing Tagsets 

In terms of tagset development, the idea has been shared by the BIS tagset module, 

which is the one that all Indian languages utilises for corpus tagging and labelling tasks in 

NLP. The tagset used here has been adopted from (Renu; et. al. 2015), and has undergone 

some changes and modifications in order to use for Magahi CP identification and 

classification. This is due to the reason because, Magahi and Hindi shares same common 

boundaries and also the scripts which is Devanagari.  

Corpus tagging by implementing these tagsets has not only reduced the human effort 

but also greatly simplified the task of testing and evaluation of the tool to achieve a 

tremendous percentage of accuracy. Therefore, the task of assigning the desired tags to the 

raw data according to the required linguistic categories helped us a lot in classifying and 

refining the corpus much more easily. This has not only reduced the complexity of the tool 

but has also resulted in providing a much more acceptable model for the language undertaken 

which is Magahi. 

7.2.2. Brief Summary of Designed and Assigned Tagsets 

For COLING, the task of creation of tagsets for any low-resource languages like 

Magahi is extremely rare and not easy to find. The creation of such tagsets not only beautifies 

the language tokens, but also helps to assign a unique linguistic characteristic to each word or 

tokens of the language. Here in this work, we have tagged all of Magahi's CPs, specifically 

the verbs with the appropriately styled tagsets. This not only refined the corpus for the next 

level which is testing, but also helped us to create a COLING digital database for languages 

which are not exceptionally rich in technological advances and implementations. This CP 
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labelling of the collected data has not only bleached it computationally but has also made it a 

bit more advanced linguistically, so that it can be easily implemented by the machine learning 

tools to get the desired output. Doing this can make more refined data. It simply works on the 

principle of having more accurate data gives more specified accuracy of the designed tool. 

Hence, one can understand how well these two tasks are related and directly proportional, 

which are very important for successful execution of the NLP, COLING or ML related tasks. 

7.2.3. Task of Annotating Corpora 

Annotation of corpora comprises basically the task of adding interpretive information 

to each dataset that makes them recognizable by the system tool, Leech (2005). In order to 

commute this task total of 45k word tokens have been successfully annotated as per the CP 

tagging guidelines37. Out of all these around 10k tokens were taken for testing and training in 

first round, 20k tokens in second while a total of 15k tokens have been taken for the final and 

the third round.  For each round of testing a total of 2k gold tokens were taken for the training 

purpose which is required for commuting the task. Here One may wonder as to why we 

divided this task into three different phases? This was a necessary procedure and very much 

required for the task, as the single test set could overlap some functions, which can affect the 

accuracy of the tool. Therefore, before each round of testing and training, the data introduced 

into the tool have been thoroughly checked and examined, and then repeatedly induced after 

making some changes or modifications required if any, to verify the accuracy of the tool, and 

also to see whether it is overlapping some feature or remain static. 

 The task of annotation was also a bit challenging as sometimes the data set was not so 

refined and accurate to determine the exact category of the same, which means that the data 

set collected and tested was very ambiguous, which of course hampered the task a bit. This is 

also because it comes from an online blogging website that fully translates data from Hindi to 

Magahi. Therefore, the ambiguity in their structures and word types was remarkably high, 

thus finally affecting the annotation procedures.  

7.2.4. Designing Magahi CP Identifier and Extractor 

This section can be seen as the end result of the entire work. It is important to note 

here that the development of CP identifier and extractor tool has undergone very deep 

learning and rigorous method which consists of several basic steps like crawling, sanitizing, 

 
37 Refer tagset chart in section 4.3.2. of chapter 4 
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tagging, evaluating and analysing etc. From all these steps, the assessment required a bit 

more attention as this will help to obtain the final result with maximum accuracy and thus 

contribute to the development of a successful assessment tool. Missing the evaluation part 

could lead to system inaccuracies and thus miss the model to be built. Due to the accurate 

monitoring technique performed throughout the research task, the tool has reported an overall 

accuracy of 64.57% for both the classification and identification modules. However, the 

number was somewhat low as it was the very first development of its kind in relation to CP 

identification and analysis for Magahi language. This can be increased in future by applying 

the suggestive measures and rules given in this research.  

This played a major role out of all the steps followed in this regard. This so because it 

required a lot more awareness not only in terms of the data collection and tagging but also in 

terms of its technicalities in order to handle and execute the final result properly. This has 

also helped us in analysing the issues and challenges concerned with the tool along with 

corpus handling and collection. This implies that one needs to follow all the necessary 

methods and approaches required and suggested in this work for the successful execution of 

the undertaken task. 

7.3. Limitations of Current Research and Developed Statistical based Tagger Tool 

 As stated earlier, it is the research concerning the CP identification and analysis of 

Magahi language and the development of a possible identifier for the same. This task has 

been executed by applying SVM techniques using unigram features. For this a large set of 

Magahi data were taken. Out of this huge dataset of almost more than 5lacs words or tokens 

from different domains, around 50k word tokens were then tagged as different CPs with its 

uniquely designed tagsets. These were then set for training the system in three different 

phases, containing almost 16k raw tokens along with around 2k gold tokens in all the phases 

in order to check if the tool overlaps during any of the evaluation steps. Once all the steps 

were finished combining all three stages of training and testing, the maximum accuracy 

percentage among all three were recorded and considered the best as the tool output. 

 After getting over with all these steps, now comes the possible limitations. So far as 

researches concerning NLP, COLING and ML is concerned, Magahi as a language is not 

exposed much, especially in the field of NLPs. Concerning these facts, we have also decided 

certain limitations of the research undertaken for the language, so that it may not create any 

issues for the concerned field. Till date there only exists few automatic taggers in this 
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language. These are POS taggers for Magahi by Kumar et al. (2012)) and Classification and 

Identification tagger for MWEs in Magahi, which also is a SVM based module by Kumar and 

Behera (2017).  

 This research work was in continuation with the previous researches in order to just 

check the idea as to how efficient these technologies are for not only Magahi but also for 

such Indian languages which are not very exposed on to the platforms of NLP. This is also to 

ensure as to how effective the statistical based SVM module is for such NLP related tasks. In 

connection with this it is also to investigate whether this given SVM module be more 

effective for such tasks or else it needs some more advancements in the same. Concerning all 

these major things, the entire process of this research involved several steps involving from 

data collection to validation and testing for final result was very challenging as this was done 

on a two-fold process of data collection method that involve manual and machine learning.  

 In addition to this, every issue encountered has not only been noted carefully but also 

has been dealt properly but there still remains some challenges as in the availability of the 

data in raw form and not an intermixed one. However, each issue and challenges have been 

tackled wisely, but even after this the machine needs some more refined corpus in order to 

perform better. This is because, for ML related approaches only data sufficiency could result 

into maximum accuracies. Here in this case, it was an intermixed data of Magahi along with 

that of Hindi. Therefore, it is a dire need of creating more and more data sources either online 

or offline for all such languages that are low-resourced.  

 The feature selection technique while designing the model through the proposed SVM 

mechanism was another possible limitation. During the annotation process, attribute like 

medium verbose (-V2) and sequencing system left-right-left (LRL) mode were employed 

while the rest of the remaining functions for the tagger have been put to its default settings. 

Special CP features like RCVs and ECVs were not very much found in Magahi however, 

getting few in numbers cannot be overlooked. This was possible only because it is similar and 

identical to Hindi. It is due to this reason that the issue of ambiguity was also very prevalent, 

hence affecting a bit to the development and accuracy of the system. Therefore, in order to 

enhance the NLP aids in languages like Magahi, one should must continue their future 

researches more into this language, which will not only enhance the data collection system 

but will also help in getting some more tools like Named entity recognition system, Sentence 

identifier, Sentiment analysis techniques, Morph-analysers etc.  
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7.4. Implications of this Research and the Way Ahead for Future 

 As mentioned already, there exists only a few researches concerning Magahi in the 

field of AI, COLING and NLP, therefore this idea of tool development for CP identification 

and analysis through automotive technologies will prove out to be quite advantageous. This 

research has shown us that the constructions like RCVs and ECVs are quite difficult and are 

rarely found in Magahi. NLP being one of the most recent research trends in the field of data 

technologies will thus help in further advancements of languages like Magahi through its 

assistive technological system. It reduces the human efforts by providing a major digitalize 

platforms for such languages to be safeguarded and protective for upcoming generations. 

These technological aids are helping in digitally documenting these languages along with 

their structures which can also be seen as one of major approach to safeguard them from 

being extinct.  

 This research will help the future researchers to develop new technological NLP 

based tools such as text summarizer, parser, chunker etc. This all could be made possible only 

when these low-resourced languages are exposed towards such supervised learning modules 

and techniques. The desired exposures towards NLP aids for Magahi will thus result into 

further advancements which will lead to free access of the electronic data for a long period of 

time if created digitally. This will also help in safeguarding these ancient languages from 

getting extinct. The ongoing technical advancements will also eradicate the availability issue 

of the Magahi data and getting it intermixed with Hindi, which was one of the sole reasons of 

having ambiguities of Magahi with Hindi and other similar languages in terms of its 

structures, words, sentences etc.  

 As this is the first NLP related research of its kind, hence this can also be enhanced in 

near future by upcoming researchers in order to improve and enhance the performance of the 

tagger tool for the concerned language. Therefore, deducing from all the above facts, one 

could conclude that creating such digitalized models for an endangered language like Magahi 

could help a lot in documenting it and also helps in creating a safety armour for them. These 

aids could easily help in creating the digital libraries of documents for all such languages 

wherein the data can be made easily approachable to work and develop such advanced 

technology-based systems for these languages.  

Also, these can be made better if one uses more effective feature selection in the 

module selected. Further the issue of ambiguity could also get improved along with the 
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model accuracy by taking into account the proper linguistic characteristics of Magahi as 

whole and not any similar languages like Hindi. In order to increase the accuracy rate of the 

taggers, one can also additionally use lexical databases of this language which could only be 

made possible through NLP aids. Tool development task can further be enhanced by 

designing case-based system tool wherein both seen and unseen data can easily be supervised 

and hence trained for results. Further, in order to increase its accuracy one can re-work on it 

and apply some more concrete and effective data in order to check the viability of the same. 

This will be a two- way development method wherein data development would be decided as 

goal one while the advancements of tool with maximal accurate percentage would be the 

second aim. 

Apart from this, there also exists some vital future approaches which will help for the 

further advancements of this language. Some of the major futuristic approaches are listed 

here as under: - 

(i) Based on this current research one can develop the idea of hence improving the 

same, a step ahead in future for the development of assistive machine learning 

tools for text summarization in Magahi like many other languages such as Hindi, 

Bhojpuri, Maithili etc.  

(ii) This could help in constructing advanced lexicons for Magahi and find some 

better ways in order to make such languages digitally rich.  

(iii) This could also help in developing more supervised learning models if the issue of 

scarcity of data for Magahi is solved and is easily made available as per future 

needs and requirements. This could also tackle the issue of ambiguity quite well 

hence, reducing its possibilities in data.  

(iv) To import properly designed grammatical rule governing tool for Magahi which 

could assist in solving the issue of ambiguity hence, reducing its possibilities in 

data. 

(v) Based on this, one could also easily develop the verb analysis system tool 

concerning Magahi language, which will help the masses in exploring further and 

future research fields concerning not only general linguistics but also the technical 

ones. This CP identification tool could also help in developing a verb analyser for 

the mentioned language.  

(vi) This can help in the development for making an online e-dictionary for Magahi in 

near future.  
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(vii) The issue of ambiguity can also be handled and tackled wisely as these researches 

would lead to the availability of relatively better and huge amount of supervised 

data in order to commute the task. 

(viii) Once the tool designed becomes able to identify and classify the CPs in Magahi, 

this can help in making possible huge digital library of the language concerned 

which is Magahi.  

Last but not the least, CPs in Magahi is a detailed, theoretical, empirical as well as 

practically supported effort that aids to deeper comprehension of this language. It is an 

encouraging piece of work for languages like Magahi, that hasn't been studied in detail so far 

and that too for such technologically enriched researches. It also advances the typological 

understanding of all the possible nearby Indian languages that are on the verge of extinction. 

Numerous applied areas of linguistics, including computational linguistics and language 

training by applying proper NLP modules could lead to such language advancements. This 

study of "Automatic Identification and Analysis of Complex Predicates in Magahi" can be 

expanded in a variety of ways to many other Indian languages as well which are low-

resourced and less exposed to technologies and further higher approaches of study. With this 

other major works for further researches could be commuted such as Bhojpuri and Maithili 

can be compared by applying a comparative study along with its possible similarities and 

differences between the two. A morphological analyser system or other possible machine 

translation tool if any can be used to apply and analyse the facts of the difficult predicative 

constructions in Magahi.  

However, this dissertation would not end here as this has just marked the beginning for 

the development of NLP based applications and its approaches in the language concerned 

which has been overlooked since ages, despite being one of the oldest form of speeches for 

people since ancient times.  
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